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In 1960, Gelfand posed a question of investigating the relationship 
between topological and analytical invariances of elliptic differential 
operators. He suggested that it should be possible to express the 
index, defined by the difference of the kernel dimension and the 
cokernel dimension, of an elliptic operator by purely topological 
terms. This problem has then been attacked by Agranovic, Dynin, Seeley 
and Vol'pert who have solved it in low dimensional cases. Meanwhile, 
oj^igi netting in extending the Hirzebruch - Riemann-Roch theorenr into 
differential geometry, M.F.Atiyah and I.M.Singer were working on 
spinors and the Dirac equation. They discovered that it had closed 
relation with Gelfand* s question. In fact they were in a particular 
case. They then went further to the general case, and eventually, 
produced a proof of the general index theorem. Six years later, they 
found , in some sense, a better proof of the index theorem which based 
on embedding a" manifold in Euclidean space and then transferring to the 
case of operators on Euclidean space, or equivalently, on sphere. In 
this thesis, we give a survey on the index theorem following this proof 
in chapter 4, and we present the basic knowledge and tools which are 
needed in chapter 1 to 3. 
The rest of this thesis is devoted to surveying on some topics of 
gauge theory. Gauge theory has a long tradition in theoretic physics. 
It originates from the idea of H e r m a n Weyl who proposed the "Gauge 
invariance" in 1919. But since Weyl's interpretation of gauge 
invariance was shown to be incorrect soon after the theory was 
proposed, it was then treated only as a useful mathematical device for 
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simplifying many calculations in electrodynamics. Until 1954, C. N. Yang 
and R. Mills extended gauge symmetry beyond the limits of 
electromagnetism resulting in the SU(2)-Yang-Milis theory, and the new 
period of gauge theory began. Nowaday, it becomes a sophisticated 
theory and exciting field of particle physics which attracts not only 
physicists, but also mathematicians. The object we study are solutions 
of the Yang-Mills equation, called instantons, which minimize the 
Yang-Mills functional. Interpreted mathematically, they are connections 
with self-dual curvature forms‘ on some principal G-bundles^ (In 
SU(2)-Yang-Milis theory, G will be SU(2).) The core of this subject in 
this thesis is in chapter 6. We first study general theory, and then 
construct instantons on some principal SU(2)-bundles. The index theorem 
is then applied to compute the "dimension" of the space of so-called 
weakly-irreducible self-dual connections, which is called the Moduli 
space. Finally, we construct a manifold structure on Moduli space such 
that the "dimension" really makes sense. Preliminary knowledge is 
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Chapter 0 Introduction 
§ 0.1 Historical background I — The Atiyah-Singer index theorem 
Perhaps we could go back to the mid 19th century when Riemann was 
working on algebraic curves. It resulted in the famous Riemaim-Roch 
theorem. The work was then carried on and generalized by some Italian 
algebraic geometers to algebraic surfaces and higher dimensional 
varieties. In the early 50,s, spectacular advances were being made in 
the application of new topological techniques such as sheaf theory to 
algebraic geometry . It was carried out by Leray, Cartan, Serre, 
Kodaira and Spencer. Using these new methods, Hirzebruch, in 1954, 
proved the generalized Riemann-Roch theorem. This theorem is concerned 
with solving global systems of linear equations depending algebraically 
on some parameters. It gives a precise formula for the number of 
independent solutions of those linear systems in terms of topological 
invariants. The formula involves some interesting polynomials 
discovered earlier by J.A.Todd. The coefficients of these polynomials 
depend on the BernouiHi numbers. 
In 1957, Grothendieck made a significant further advance. He 
considered, in stead of one linear system as Hirzebruch did, all linear 
systems with a parameter • He then obtained a whole theory, which is 
the prototype of the present day K-theory. Invited by 
Hirzebruch to a conference in Bonn at which Grothendieck first 
expounded his work, Atiyah explored its possible applications. Together 




Grothendieck's K-theory established by Atiyah together with Hirzebruch. 
It turned out to be a very powerful and effective tool. The spirit of 
K-theory is to start with some familiar objects, the rotation groups, 
and use them for its analysis. Hence the periodicity theorem, which had 
Just been proved by R.Bott using Morse theory, becomes the basic 
foundation of K-theory. Quite the other way round, periodicity theorem 
was proved in a new formulation by using K-theory. 
However, K-theory did not provide a complete generalization of the 
work of Hirzebruch and Grothendieck in algebraic geometry. 
Collaborating with Singer, Atiyah attempted to generalize the 
Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem into differential geometry. It turned 
out that they should look for an analytical interpretation of the 
A-genus. The spin representation then naturally came in. Soon, they 
worked on spinors and the Dirac operator. As they were trying to prove 
A 
that the A-genus is the difference of the dimensions of positive and 
negative harmonic forms,Smale drew their attention to a paper of 
Gelfand on the problem of computing the index of elliptic operators. 
They then discovered that the case they were working on, of the Dirac 
operator, is Just a particular case of the general index problem posed 
by Gelfand which states that the index of elliptic differential 
operator can possibly be expressed by topological invariants. They then 
worked on the general index problem, and K-theory turned out to be the 
right tool. In 1962， They successfully produced a proof using boundary 
value problems and cobodism. It turned out that many results proved 
before became a special case, such as the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch 
theorem, the Hirzebruch signature theorem etc.• In 1968, they gave a 
different proof which worked purely in K-theory context and avoided 
、 ‘ 2 




rational cohomology. It is based on embedding a manifold in Euclidean 
space and then transferring the problem to the one on Euclidean space. 
The virtue of this proof is the capability to generalize in various 
directions. Later, the "heat-equation" proof appeared, which originated 
from V.K.Patodi, and developed by Atiyah, Bott, Gilkey and etc.. In 
recent years, the "supersymmetry" proof appeared. 
Major advances of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem and variations 
of its proof have been madeby lots of people in different directions. 
Further development are continuing. 
§ 0.2 Historical background II — Gauge theory 
Modern gauge theory is regarded as one of the most significant and 
far-reaching development of physics in this century. The concept "gauge 
invariance" is a major content. It was recognized only recently as the 
physical principle governing the fundamental forces of the elementary 
particle. However , when the notion of gauge invariance was first 
proposed by H. Weyl in 1919, electron and proton were the only known 
elementary particles. Weyl was inspired by Einstein's theory of general 
relativity and attempted to associate "connection" to electromagnet ism, 
as Einstein did to the gravitational field, and then unified it with 
gravitation. Unfortunately, it was soon pointed out by Einstein and 
others that Weyl’s physical interpretation of gauge invariance would 
lead to conflict with some physical facts, and even to quantum theory. 
Despite this failure, Weyl‘s idea of "local gauge symmetry" survived 





Long until 1954, Yang and Mills take a bold step to extend gauge 
symmetry beyond the limits of electromagnetism, and proposed the 
SU(2)-Yang-Mi lis theory which is to describe the strong nuclear 
interaction by field theory. They also explained how classical 
variational theory could help to understand the quantum effect. 
However, the trouble appeared that the conformal invariance of the 
theory forced the Yang-Mills fields to be massless. It was Higgs who 
then showed how by a spontaneous breaking of the symmetry one could 
split off the field into a. lower dimensional field and a massive 
object. The theory then regained its interest. 
Generalizations to gauge theory with general symmetry groups are 
quickly carried out. Shortly after the Higgs-Yang-Mi 1Is theory, 
Weinberg and Salam used a U( 2)-Yang-MilIs theory to unify the 
electromagnetic and weak interaction. In recent years, 
U(1)xSU(2)xSU(3)-Yang-Mi 1Is theory has been extensively studied. It was 
supposed to provide the framework for unifying electromagnetic, weak 
and strong interaction. This theory says that all these forces have a 
geometrical background. 
For physical reasons, critical points of the Yang-Mills action, or 
the Yang-Mills functional called by mathematicians, have been sought 
for with great interest. They are called the instantons. Only in the 
early seventies was it recognized that the setting of Yang-Mills theory 
is that of connections on principal G-bundles over space-time where G 
is symmetric group of the intersection under study. The field strength 
is then identified with the curvature of the connection. Then the 




curvature forms. Hence the whole thing becomes a question of geometry. 
It turns out that strong mathematical tools are used. In the past 
twenty years, important works were done by Atiyah, Hitchin, Ward, 
Uhlenbeck and many other mathematicians and physicists. Interestingly, 
in addition to differential geometry, algebraic geometry comes in the 
way. We are looking forward to seeing new and astonishing results to 
appear. 
§ 0+3 Arrangement of the thesis 
In chapter 1’ we present the basic theory of Fredholm operators, 
emphasizing on the theory of "index" treated in classical and modern 
way. In chapter 2, we present the basic knowledge of K-theory, and the 
proof of the Bott periodicity theorem in the K-theoretic formulation by 
means of the theory of Fredholm operators developed above. We then 
introduce the- difference construction of the K-theory with compact 
support, and the Thorn isomorphism on K-theory. In chapter 3, we review 
some basic theory of differential operators and study the 
pseudodifferential operators. We then investigate the theory of 
elliptic operator emphasizing on the properties of the index. In 
chapter 4, we define the topological and the analytical indices. 
Putting everything together, we present the proof of the 
Atiyah-Singer index theorem in the K-theoretic form. For application 
below, we transform the formula into cohomological form. 
In chapter 5, we present some basic knowledge of differential 




properties of the Yang-Mills functional. We then construct instantons 
on some principal SU( 2)-bundles over S^. We assume the manifold 
structure of the moduli space and apply the Atiyah-Singer index theorem 
to compute its dimension. Finally we explicitly construct the manifold 
structure of the moduli space. 
6 
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Chapter 1 Fredholm Operators 
Notations: Through out this chapter, H will denote a separable 
complex Hilbert space, (B(H) will denote the Banach algebra of all 
bounded linear operators T: H — > H. 
Our discussion applies also to bounded linear operators between 
different infinite dimensional separable complex Hilbert spaces, since 
all such spaces are isomorphic. 
1.1 Basic properties. 
Definition 1.1.1. An element Te (B(H) is called a Fredholm 
operator if Ker T and Coker T are of finite dimension. For such T, 
we define the index of T by 
index T = dim Ker T - dim Coker T. 
Denote the set of all Fredholm operators F : H > H by 外H). For 
dim H=co, is not a vector space, since the zero operator is not 
Fredholm. However, we have the following algebraic properties: 
Proposition 1.1.2. (1) If dim H <«, Te ^P(H), then index T O , 
(2) for F€ ^P(H), G€ where H' is a 
separable complex Hilbert space, the map F®G : HeH'——^HeH' is a 
Fredholm operator with index(F®G)= indexF + indexG, 
(3) if F , G€ $P(H ) , then GoFe ^P(H) with 
index(GoF)= index G + index F. 
7 




Analytically, we have the following properties: 
Proposition 1.1.3. If Fe 細 )， t h e n 
(1) Im F is closed; 
(2) Im F = (Ker F * , 
来 
where F is the adjoint operator of F; 
(3) Coker F s Ker F*. 
Hence we have 
来 
. index F = dim Ker F 一 dim Coker F . 
We have the following criterior： 
Proposition 1.1.4. If F€ (B(H), then 
来 
Fe iff Ker F and Ker F are of finite dimension, and 
Im F is closed. 
来 
Observe that if F€ ^f(H), then Im F is closed. Hence we have 
Corollary 1. 1.5. Fe ^f(H)马 F*€ 
1.2 Compact operators 
“ - . . • 
Denote X(H) to be the set of all compact operators K ： H——>H. We have 
the following basic properties: 
Proposition 1.2.1. (1) X(H) is a two-sided ideal in (B(H); 
(2) operators of finite rank are compact； 
(3) X(H)= the closure of the subset of 
finite-rank operators. In particular, X(H) is closed in (B(H)； 







In particular, (B(H)/X(H) is a Banach algebra with the quotient norm. 
Moreover, it is related with ^(H) in the following way: 
Theorem 1.2.2. (Atkinson) Let n :(B(H)~~> (B(H)/X(H) be the 
quotient map, ( ( B ( H ) / X ( H ) b e the group of units (invertible elements) 
of (B(H)/X(H). Then 
n n ) = 7ri(((B(H)/X(H))x). 
Equivalently, we have 
T€ iff there exist Se (B(H) and iq ,K2€X(H) such that 
SoT=Id+Ki and ToS^Id+Kg where Id : H - > H is the identity map. S is 
called a parametrix for T ： C-Vhich is clearly not unique), and T is said 
to be invertible mod X(H). 
From the fact that the subset of all units in a Banach algebra is 
open, and also theorem 1.2.2., we have 
Corollary 1.2.3. 5P(H) is open in (BCH). 
From the above theorem again, we have 
Corollary 1.2.4. (1) For Fe let G be a parametrix for F. 
Then Ge^CH) and index G = -index F. 
(2) For F€ 5P(H) ， K€ %(H), we have F+K e ^(H) with 
index(F+K) = index F. 
1.3 Homotopy-invariance of the index 
Theorem 1.3.1. The map index : ^ f(H)——> Z is locally constant. 
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1.2.2., we adapt the proof given by M. F.Atiyah which plays a 
significant role in the construction of the index bundle later. 
Let {ej： i€lNu{0}} be an orthonormal basis of H, H^: i2:n+l>. Then 
H=<eo en>® Hj^  (orthogonal splitting) and (SJ丄二〈e。, • • • , e^〉. Let 
P n : H ~ b e the orthogonal projection. 
Step 1: As Ker Pn=<e。，. •.，6卩>,Coker p^ = H/H^= <6^, . . . we 
have and index Pn=0. Hence for all F€^f(H), 
index p^ F^ = index p^ ^ + index F = index F. 
Step 2: For any F€^P(H), by corollary 1.1.5. and proposition 1.1.3, 
丄 * UL * 
F(H) =(Ker F ) =Ker F = Coker F. 
Write ei=ai+bi for all i, where ai^FCH) and Then 
I 丄 丄 
F(H) =<bi： i€lNvj{0>>. As dim F(H) = dim CokerF<oo, we see that F(H) is 
spanned by finitely many bj's, say, bj^, b^^ b^^. Hence 
F(H)+<ei ,...,ei >=H. Take n^ e^fN such that for k=l,..’s. Then for 
1 S 
all n 如 o, Im F+<eo, ... , e。一i>=H and PnF(H)=Hj^. Thus dim Coker p^F = 
丄 
dim Hj^=n. 
Step 3: We show that , for all G€ (B(H) sufficiently close to F 
and ncIN sufficiently large, we have 
dim Ker p^G = dim Ker p^F, 
dim Coker p^ G^ = dim Coker p^F. 
Now, for any G€ ©(H), n^n^ where n^ is found in step 2, define 
A 
G : H ~ > Hjj® Ker p^ F^ :u~~> (p^^Gu, pu) 
where p :H——> Ker p^F is the orthogonal projection. It is easy to see 
A A 
that G is linear and continuous. In particular, F is bijective, and 
A 
hence by open mapping theorem, F has a bounded inverse. As (BCH)* open, 
there exists 5>0 such that for all g€ (B(H) with llg-Idll<5, where Id 






Take i) = 5/11 Fll, then for all G€ (B(H) with IIG-FIKtj, II (F)-iG-Idll 
A A A A A 八 
幻KF)-i".IIG-FII <5. It follows that (F)-iG € (B(H)* and hence G is 
A 
an isomorphism. From the surjectivity of G, we have PnG(H)=Hn 
and therefore Coker p^G = H/H^^ = Coker p^F. Also， since Ker 
PnG =(G)-MKer p^^F), we have dim Ker p^G = dim Ker p^F. Hence for 
the above G, index F= index G. • 
Corollary 1.3.2. Let X be a topological space, G : X b e a 
continuous family of Fredholm operators. Then for all x^eX, there 
exists a neighborhood U of x。 such that for any xeU, 
index G(x)= constant. 
More precisely, there exists n^elN such that for any n^n^, 
(1) Im PnG(x)=Hn for all xeU, 
(2) dim Ker p^GCxj^k for all xeU, where k is a 
constant depends only on n, and there exist continuous functions 
f j : U " " " i : l , . . .’ k such that { f j x ) ,…’ f j x ) } forms a basis of 
Ker PnG(x)、for all xeU. (Note that f^s, depend on n.) 
Proof. For any x^eX, G(Xo)€ 于（H)， let n^elN such that for all , 
PnG(Xo)H=Hj^ as in step 2 above. 
(1) Define ^ x J i E > H^e Ker p^GCx^) : u > (p^G(xJu,pu) 
where p:H——> Ker Pj^GCx^) be the orthogonal projection. By the above 
A 
theorem, there exists a neighborhood V of GCx^) in 5P(H) such that T is 
an isomorphism for all TeV, and index T = index with 
By continuity, there is a neighborhood U of x^ such that G(x)€V for 
all X€U, hence index G(x) = index GCx^) with p^G(x)=H„ (for x€U). 
(2) Let {fi(Xo),...，fk(XoU be a basis of Ker p^GCx) 




In the rest of this section, we want to show that Fredhlom operators 
with same index are homotopic. We first need the classical result： 
Theorem 1.3.3. The group (B'^(H) is path connected. 
Proof. See Booss and Bleecker [1] p.50. • 
Proposition 1.3.4. The set ^P。（HM 丁€細)：index T = 0} is path 
connected. 
Proof. For any Te (H), since Ker T and (Im T)丄 are 
finite-dimensional with same dimension, take an isomorphism 4>： Ker T > 
丄 
(Im T) . Set 
.- 一 J (f) ： on Ker T 丄 
‘ ‘ "L 0 ： on (Ker T) 
Then $ is compact and hence index (T+$)=0. It is easy to check that 
T+少 is injective. Thus it is also surjective. It follows that T+$€ 
(BX(h). Note that T+t$€ ^(H) for t€[0,l]. The result then follows 
theorem 1.3.3.. • 
We can now show that 
Proposition 1.3.5. The sets 。（H)= { T e ^ H ) : index T=i} (ieZ) 
are path connected. 
Proof. Let {e^: i€lNu{0}} be an orthonormal basis of H. Then for 
any u€H, u=jf a^ei with 广 [ a ^ |^<co. We write ii=(a^, a” ag,…）• 
i =0 i =0 
Define the shift operators 
s h i f t + : H > H : (aQ,ai’a2,…）i——>(0,ao,ai,...)； 
shift : H——> H : (slq, a” ag, ... ) i > (a” ag, sig,…）• 
It is easily seen that they are Fredholm with index(shift+)=-l and 
index(shift 一 )=1. For any S, T 6 ^PJH), if i^O, then 
(shift"Vs’ （shift.) iT€ F^CH). By proposition 1.3.4. , they can be 
12 
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connected by a path <r(t) in ^Po(H). Then (shift")V(t) is a path in 
5Po(H) Joining S and T. If i<0, then (shift" (shift" ^Po(H). Let 
T(t) be a path in 岁。⑶ Joining them. Then ( s h i f t . t tU ) is a path in 
岁i(H) Joining (shift+)i (shift"" )is ^ ^ (shift. )i (shift—^T. Note that 
(shift+)i(shift_)is p : H > H sends (ao^a”...）to (0,0’ • .，a!, ai+i,..). 
Hence S-pS and T-pT are compact operators. Similar to the proof of 
proposition 1.3.4. , S and T can be Joined by a path in ^^ (H). • 
1.4 Family of Fredholm operators Index bundle 
We have seen that index is locally constant on ^f(H), hence it is 
constant on each connected component of ^f(H). Thus we have the following 
well-defined map 
index : [p,5P(H)] > Z 
where [p, ^ (H) ] is the set of homotopy classes of maps f:{p> > 
^(H). By "proposition 1.3.5. , index is injective. Using the shift 
operators, we see that index is surjective. 
】 、 
We now generalize the index map with {p> replaced by a compact space 
X. 
Construction 1.4.1. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, T:X 
be a continuous family of Fredholm operators with constant kernel 
dimension n. We construct the vector bundle Ker T over X as follows: 
(1) As a set , Ker T = {(x,v):x€X, v€ KerT(x)>cXxH. 




For each x。€X, T(x。）€6P(lO. Let p〜：H>ImT(x^), p : H > K e r T ( x J be the 
orthogonal projections. As in the proof of the theorem 1.3.1. and 
corollary 1.3.2., there exists a neighborhood U of x^ such that for any 
X€U, T ( x ) : H ~ > ImT(Xo)⑦ Ker T(x^):u~~>(p~T(x)u，pu) is an isomorphism, 
and Ker p~T(x)= (^•(x) )-i(KerT(x。））. Since Ker T(x)S Ker p〜T(x)，we 
have 
n= dim Ker Kx)：^ dim Ker p-T(x) = dim Ker Tix^)=n. 
A 
It follows that Ker T(x)= Ker p~T(x) and hence Ker T(x)= (T(x))-“ 
(Ker T ( x J ) . Let {f^CxJ, . . . be a basis of Ker T ( x J , then 
{fi(x) = (T(x))-ifi(Xo): i=l, . . . ,n} is a basis of Ker T(x) (x€U). Hence 
n 
we realize Ker = UxC by the isomorphism 
<p : (x, v ) > (X, [ a” ...，an]) 
where a^fiCx) € Ker T(x). • 
1 =1 
Remark. It is easily seen that the above construction also works 
for the case that dim Ker T(x) is locally constant. 
Construction 1.4.2. Let X and T be as above. We construct the 
来 
vector bundles Ker T and Gdker T as follows: 
来 来 
(1) As a set, let Ker T ={(x,v):x€X,v€ KerT (x)}. 
(2) Since d i m Ker T(x) is constant and index T(x) 
来 来 
= d i m Ker T(x)-dim Ker T (x) is locally constant, dim Ker T (x) is 
来 
locally constant. That is, T : X > 5 P ( H ) is a continuous family of 
Fredholm operators with locally constant kernel dimension. By the 
来 
construction 1.4.1. we get the bundle Ker T . 
(3) Note that for any xeX, Ker T*(x) s Coker T(x) by 
来 
1.1.3., we Just realize Coker T s Ker T • • 




which is a generalization of the index of a single Fredholm operator. 
We need some basic knowledge of the K-theory, readers may refer to 
§ 2.1.. 
Let X be as above, T:X~~> be a continuous family of Fredholm 
operators (not necessary with constant kernel dimension). Observe 
that Ker T and coker T are not vector bundles. However, we have: 
Theorem 1.4.3. There exists a canonical index "bundle" 
index T e K(X). 
P r o o f . Let { e ^ : i€lNu{0}> be an orthonormal basis of H, and 
en+i,"->, Pn: H b e the orthogonal projection. We claim that 
there exists n^elN such that for all n功。’ 
Im PnT(x)=Hn for all xeX, and 
dim Ker p^T(x)= dim Ker p ^ K x ' ) for all x,x'6X. 
Now, for any yeX, by corollary 1.3.2. , there exist ny€[N, a 
neighborhood Uy of y such that for any x,x'€Uy, n^n^, we have 
Im p„T(x)=Hj,, and 
dim Ker p j ( x ) = dim Ker p ^ K x ' ) . 
Then {U :y€X> is an open covering of X. By compactness of X, there 
exists a finite subcover, say {Uy^, . . . , • Let n。： maxiiiy^ • 
For any 咖。，consider the family p J : X W e set 
index T = index p j = [Ker pJ]-[Coker p j ] € K(X). 
* 丄 上 
Observe that for all xeX, Ker(pJ(x)) =(Im p j C x ) ) it follows that 
丄 
Coker p T s XxH. 
which is the product bundle over X. Hence 
index T = [Ker p^T] - [XxH^]. 
We now show that it is 
(1) independent of n; 
15 
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(2) independent of the choice of or七honormal basis of H. 
(1) It suffices to show that index Pn+iT= index p^T for n^n^. 
N o w , f o r nssn。， 
[Coker Pn+iT] = [XxH^^+i] = [Xx(Hi"®Ce^)] 
=[(XxHi")e(XxCe^)] 
=[XxH^"] e [XxCeJ 
= [ C o k e r p^T] e [XxCeJ. 
To calculate [Ker Pn+iT], we first observe that for any xeX, the 
map 
PnT(X)|(KerpnT(x))丄：（Ker p ^ T ( x ) ) H 。 
is bijective. By open mapping theorem, it has a bounded inverse 
X 丄 
T ( X ) : H > ( K E R P N T ( X ) ) S H. Let v^=T(x)(e^)€ (Ker p j C x ) ) , then 
n 
PnT(x)Vn=en fop all X€X, and it is easily seen that 
Ker Pn+iT(x) = Ker Pj,T(x)0Cv^. 
Since the map x i — ~ ~ > H is continuous, and v^^O for all xeX, we have 
V = {(x.zVj^): xeX, z€C} 
which defines a line bundle over X, and Xx€e^=W by the isomorphism 
( x , z e n ) > ( x , z V x ) . Then 
[Ker Pn+iT] = [(Ker PnT)®V] 
= [ K e r PnT] e [V] 
= [ K e r PnT] ® [XxCeJ. 
Hence 
index Pn+J = [Ker Pn+iT]-[Coker Pn+J] 
= [ K e r PJ]®[XxCe^]-[Coker pj"]⑦[XxCeJ 
= [ K e r PnT]-[Coker p^T] 
= i n d e x p^T. 
(2) Let {fj： i€lNu{0}} be another orthonormal basis of H. Along the 
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change of H by the isomorphism : H > H which sends e! to f ” all vector 
bundles in the above construction will change isomorphically. Hence the 
resulting index bundle remain unchanged. • 
As a generalization of proposition 1.1.2. and § 1.3., we have 
Theorem 1.4.5. Let X be as above, T , S : X b e two continuous 
families of Fredholm operators. If T S, then index T = index S 
(where means homotopic through families of Fredholm operators). 
Hence we have a well-defined map 
index : [X, ^ P(H)] > K(X). 
Moreover, this map is a homomorphism of semigroups. 
Proof. 1. Let T i X x I b e a homotopy between 
T o = T ( . ’ 0 ) : X m n ) a n d 
T I = T ( - , L ) : X > 細 ） ， 
let i ^ i X X x { t } > X x I , Tel, be the embedding. Then T^^Toi^ and 
Ti=Toii. Recall the fact that if f , g : X > Y where X and Y are compact 
Hausdorff spaces, E——>Y is a vector bundle, and f is homotopy to g, 
来 来 
then f E = g E . Now, take n large enough such that 
index [Ker p^T^] - [Coker p^T^] and 
index [Ker p ^ T j - [Coker p j ^ ] 
as in theorem 1.4.3.. First obverse that 
Ker p j s = Ker p^Toi^s i*Ker pj and 
丄 * 
Coker p^T^ = Coker p^Toi^s XxH^ = igCoker p^T, 
for s=0,l. By recall, we have, as i。 is homotopic to i” 
奈 来 
i^Ker p^T s i^Ker p^T and 
来 * 
Coker p^T s Coker p^^T. 
Hence 
' 17 
index T^, = index T!. 
2. For any S ’ T : X >細 )， d e f i n e T-S : X b y 
T«S(x)=T(x)oS(x) 
which is clearly in $P(H). ([X, <f(H) ], •) then becomes a semigroup. 
We first prove: 
For any S ’ T : X d e f i n e S®T: X > ^ f ( H ® H ) by 
(S®T)(x) :HeH~~>HeH :(u’v)i~> (S(x)u,T(x)v). 
Then 
(a) index SeT = index S + index T, 
(b) Let I d : X : x i — — > the identity map on H. Then 
index T'Seld = index S + index T. 
For (a), take n large enough such that p^Six)H= =PnT(x)H as 
in the theorem 1.4.3. , then (p^ep^) • (SeT) (x) (H©H) = 
(PNS(x)④PnT(x))(H®H). Hence 
index S®T = [KerCp^ep^) (SeT) ]- [ C o k e r ( S e T ) ] 
=[Ker(PnS@PnT)] - [ Coker (p^Sop^T)] 
= [ K e r p^S]®[Ker p^T] - [Coker p^S]0[Coker p j ] 
= i n d e x S + index T. 
For (b), we note that, in (a), we can write 
S(x)eT(x) = 「 S ( x ) 0 1 : HeH > HeH. 
_ 0 T(x) 
For any xeX, let 
= 「 costid -sintid 1 「 T(x) 0 ] 「 costid sintid 1 f S(x) 0 _ 
sintid costid 0 S(x) -sintid costid 0 T(x) 
- J L JL -i 
for t€[0,7r/2]. It is clearly a homotopy from S(x)©T(x) to T-S(x)®Id. 
And also, for any x , t , R^ € ^PCHeH) with index index T(x) + 
index S(x). Let i^ . be as in (a), then 
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* 
I^i。= Ro = T«S(x)eId ； Rj = S(x)®T(x). 
Thus 
奈 * 
index SeT = index R^ij = index Rt = index R^ 
= i n d e x Rti。 = index T«S®Id. 
Hence it follows that 
index T-S = index T-S + index Id 
= i n d e x T'Seld (by 1) 
= i n d e x S + index T. • 
We can generalize the result that index: [p’^f(H)]> Z is 
bijective to 
Theorem-1.4.6. (Atiyah-J^ich) If X is compact, then the map 
index : [X,$P(H)] — > K(X) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. _ See Booss and Bleecker [1] p.71. • 
§1.5 Wiener-Hopf operators 
Definition 1.5. 1. We regard S to be the unit sphere in C, or 
the closed interval [0,1] with end points being identified. An element 
f€L2(S) is then a complex-valued function on SQ€ with |2<cx), or 
on [0,1] with f(0)=f(l) and |2<oo. With the inner product 
<f,g>=Jo^g , L2(S) becomes a separable complex Hilbert space. The 
functions 
• . , 」 2 7 m i x、 z ——> zn (or equivalently, x ——> e J, 
neZ form an orthonormal basis of L^CS). Let Ho=<z®,z^...> , 
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P.:L2(S)>Ho be the orthogonal projection. For f€ C°(S) (= the space 
of all continuous complex-valued functions on S), define 
Mf : H ~~> H : u ~ > uf and 
Tf = poMf Ih。： Ho HO . 
Tf is called the (discrete) Wiener-Hopf operator (assigned to f). 
Observe that (B(H) with T_ s sup{ f(x) 1: x€S>. Hence 
I I " 00 
T : C。 (S) > © ( H O ) : F > T^ 
is a continuous linear operator. 
The following "discrete index formula" was obtained by Gohberg and 
Krein in 1956. 
Theorem 1.5.2. If f€ C°(S) such that f never vanish, then 
(a) Tf : Ho > Ho is Fredholm, 
(b) index T^ = -W(f,0), where W(f,0) is the winding 
number of f about 0. 
We shall not present the proof of this classical result. A detailed 
proof can be found in Booss and Bleecker [1] p.93. 
Now we generalize the above definition and theorem. 
Definition 1.5.3. Let f: S > GL(N,C) be a continuous map. 
Let H, H。and p:H~~^H。be as above. Consider the space H®CN. With the 
inner product (,) defined by 
(fl®Ui,f2®U2) = <fi,f2>' (Uj-Ug) 
where <,> is the inner product on H and u^-Ug is the usual inner 
product of u ” U2 in C^, becomes a separable Hilbert space (as C 
is finite dimensional). Let I d z C ^ ~ b e the identity map, P=p®Id. 
We define T^ : H^sCN ~ > H^oC^ as follows： 




Write f=(fij) where f ^ : S F o r any u=(ui UN)€Ho®CN, 
TfU = P[(fij)u]= [P(fiiUi+fi2U2+. . .+fiNUN)-
« 
It is easily seen that Tf€{B(H。®CN) ’ and 
Similar to 1.5.2., we have 
Proposition 1.5.4. Let T^ be a 1.5.3., then 
(a) Tf is Fredholm, 
(b) index T^ depends only on the homotopy 
class of f in GL(N,C). 
Proof. (a) Let 7R:B(H^®CN)_^ (B(H^®CN)/X(Ho®CN) be the quotient 
map. We can show that for any continuous f , g : S > 1M(N’C) (=the set of 
all NxN matrices with complex entries), Hence for 
continuous f : S ^ L ( N , C ) , TTT^ -TIT^ .I =冗 T f . f ] = TTT^  = irCld) where 
Id is the identity map of Thus TTT^  is invertible. It follows, by 
theorem 1.2.2., that T^ is Fredholm. 
(b) If f^ is homotopic to f^ through continuous mapsr from 
S to GL(N,C), then T is homotopic to T^ through maps in 
0 1 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, N€lN, f : S x X ^ L ( N , C ) be 
a continuous map. Define 
T^ : X — > :x I~~>Tf(.’x). 




PT^nposition 1.5.5. We have the index bundle 
index T^e K(X) 
which depends on the homotopy class of f in GL(N,C). 
Proof. We Just observe that ||Tf (•’ 乂厂丁f (•’ x')丨 I — ( • , (•’ 乂‘）L. 
By compactness of S and continuity of f’ it follows that 
||f(.,x)-f(.,x')丨丨① is small as x is close to x'. Therefore T^ is a 
continuous family. Then the construction follows 1.4.3.. • 
Moreover, we can further generalize 1.5.5. as follows. 
Let N€(N, X be as above, E — > X be a complex vector bundle of fibre 
dimension N. Given a -function f(z’x)€ Iso(E^,E,) (=the set of 
isomorphism on E,) which is continuous in z€S and xeX in the following 
sense: 
For any x。€X, take a neighborhood U of x。such that E|^=UxCN. Fix 
any isomorphism >UxCN, we can realize f ： S x U - ^ L ( N . C) (under 
(p), which is required to be a continuous map. 
Now, for all x€X, fix a basis < v ” . . . ， V n > of E^ , we realize 
H。®CN. Define F(x )=Tf(•’父）：H。®Ex—H。®E^ by 
Tf (Up ...’％) = (TfUi,...,TfUN) 
as in 1.5.5. . It is easily seen to be independent of the choice of 
basis of Ex. Hence we have a well-defined family (of Fredholm operators 
by 1.5.5.) 
F : xeX ~ > F ( X ) € 
with the Hilbert space varies with x€X. It is, moreover, 
continuous in the following sense: 
For any x。eX, take U and any isomorphism r - ^ l ^ a s above. By 
we realize for all xeU, and F(x)€ . That is, 
22 
restricted on U, 
F : U ~ > 
which is easily seen to be continuous by 1.5.5., and the continuous is 
independent of the choice of <p. 
Following the mechanism of the construction in the proof of theorem 
1. 4. 3. , we have 
Theorem 1.5.6. We can define the index bundle 
index T^ € K(X) 
which depends only on the homotopy class of f. 
Proof. We Just mention that, by local triviality of E and 
compactness of X, we can find n^elN sufficiently large, such that for 
any n幼。’ ^ y xeX’ 
Im PnF(x) = , and 
dim Ker PnF(x) = dim Ker p^FCx'). 
The rest of the construction in theorem 1.4.3. then carries over 
easily. g 
• » .. 
‘ “- • 




Chapter 2 K-Theory 
§2.1 K-theory of compact spaces 
In this section, X will denote a compact Hausdorff space. ALL vector 
bundles we consider are complex. 
Definition 2.1. 1. Let r(X) be the set of all complex vector 
bundles over X. We define the equivalence relation = on 7(X) by 
E = F iff E is isomorphic to F. 
Let Vect(X) be the set of equivalence classes. Denote the classes in 
Vect(X) by [E], where EeTiX). We see that Vect(X) has a natural 
additive operation e , defined by 
[E] © [F] = [EeF] 
where E®F is the whitney sum of E and F. Moreover, [E]®[F] = [F]®[E]. 
Hence (Vecl(X),e) is an abelian semigroup. 
On Vect(X)xVect(X), we define the equivalence relation - by: 
([E],[F]) = ( [ E ' l j F ' D iff there exist [G], [G' ] e Vect(X) 
such that ([E]e[G],[F]®[G]) = ([E']®[G'],[F']⑦[G']) • 
Let K(X) = Vect(X)xVect(X)/^^. Denote the elements in K(X) by [E]-[F] 
where [E],[F] € Vect(X). 
Naturally, the addition e on Vect(X) extends to K(X) by 
([E]-[F]) ® ([E']-[F']) = [E]®[E'] - [F]e[F'], 
and we see that (K(X),©) is an abelian group. 
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We state a basic lemma (see Atiyah [2] p.26). 
Lemma 2. 1.2. For any E€7(X), there exists Fer(X) such that E®F is 
a trivial bundle over X. 
By using the lemma, we have 
Proposition 2.1.3 (1) Every element in K(X) can be written in the 
form [E] — for some NeIN, where C^ is the product bundle XxC^ over 
X 入 
X. 
(2) [E]-[0] = [F]-[0] iff EeC^ = FeC^ for 
some NeIN, where 0=C°. 
Definition 2.1.4. E, F€ 7(X) are said to be stably-equivalent if 
s FeCy for some M,N€iN. 
X X 
In fact, it is an equivalence relation. Let I(X)=the set of all 
stable equivalence classes. The addition e on 7(X) extends to I(X). By 
using lemma 2. 1.2. again’ we see that (I(X),®) is a group. We denote 
its elements by E. 
Definition 2.1.5. 7(X) has the multiplication Similar to e, ® 
extends to Vect(X) , and then to K(X) by 
([E]-[F])®([E']-[F']) = ([E]®[E']+[F]0[F'])-([E]®[F']+[F]®[E']). 
It is easily seen that (K(X),®,®) is a commutative ring with unit 
[C^]-[0], 
Proposition 2.1.6. K(X) is contravariant in X. That is, for 
another compact Hausdorff space Y and a continuous map f:Y——>X, we 
have a ring homomorphism 
f . : K(X) ~ > K(Y). 
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Moreover, if f is homotopic to another continuous map g:Y~~>X, then 
来 来 
f =g • 
Proof. Observe that f: Y ~ » X induces a map 
f*:Vect(X) > Vect(X) : [E] ~ > [f*E] 
* * 
where f E is the pull-back of E to X. f is clearly a homomorphism with 
respect to e and Hence it further induces the required ring 
* 
homomorphism (which is again denoted by f ). 
来 奈 
If f is homotopic to g, then f E s g E. Hence we have 
f*=g* : K(X) — K(Y). • 
Example 2.1.7. If X={p} is a point, then complex vector bundles 
over X can be identified with complex vector spaces. Hence we have 
K(X) s Z by 
[E]-[F] > dim E - dim F . 
Definition 2. 1.8. Let Y be a closed subspace of X, i： Y ^ > X be 
the inclusion. It induces the map i: Y/Y ——> X/Y on the quotient 
spaces. Set 
来 
K(X,Y) = Ker ( K ( X / Y ) — — — > K(Y/Y)). 
Proposition 2.1.9. Let Y be as above. Then there is a natural 
short exact sequence 
来 •来 
K(X,Y) K(X) — > K(Y) 
Proof. Let J:X ~~> X/Y be the quotient map, i: Y<：>X be the 
来 
inclusion. Consider the restriction of J : K(X/Y) > K(X) on K(X, Y). 




K ( X , Y ) 一 J ~ > K (X ) — ^ K ( Y ) 
is exact. 
来 * 
By definition, we see that i oj =0. On the other hand. For any 
* * 
？=[E]-[n^] € Ker i where n^ denotes C^, 0=i ([E]-[n^] ) = [£1丫]_[〜]. 
Hence there exists meIN such that 〜]=[〜® = [ (n+m)^] (by 
2.1.3.). That is, there exists a trivialization m ^ ^ ( n + m ) ^ -
We use without proof the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. 1. 10. Let X,Y be as above, E€7(X). If a: > C 。 i s 
a trivialization, then it defines a bundle E/a over X/Y. The 
isomorphism class of E/a depends only on the homotopy class of a. 
Hence in our case, we have the bundles (Ee m)/a and (n+m)Y^^over 
X / Y . 
Let T) = [ (Ee m)/a] — [(n+nOx/yL Since the fibres of (Ee m)/a and 
(ri+m)Y,v over Y/Y c x/Y have same dimension, we have T] e K(X，Y). As 
X/Y 
来 _ 来 • 
J ((E© m)/a) = E|y® m^, hence J (7]) = [E® m^] - [(n+m)^] = [E] 一 [ n ^ ] = 
Proposition 2. 1. 11. If Y={x。}, then K(X, Y) is an ideal in K(X). 
And we have 
K ( X ) = K ( X， X o ) ® K ( x。） = K(X,x。）® Z 
and 
K(X,x。） = I(X). 
Proof. Observe that X/Y = X, Y/Y s Y where = means 
homeomorphic. Hence by 2.1.6., K(X/Y) s K(X), K(Y/Y) s K(Y). We can 
regard K(X, Y) = Ker ( K ( X ) > K(Y)), and it is easy to see that 
K ( X , Y ) - K ( X ) C K ( X , Y ) . For the splitting, we Just apply 2. 1.9., and 




sequence. We define 
K ( X , x。 ) > K X ) : ( [ E ] - [ F ] ) > E - F 
which is the required isomorphism. • 
Definition 2.1.12. Let Y be another compact Hausdorff space, 
E€7(X) , FeViY). We have a vector bundle EsF over XxY with 
EEJFl =E ®F . It naturally extends to V e c t ( X ) x V e c t ( Y ) > Vect(XxY), 
'(x,y) X y 
and to the outer product 
因 : K ( X ) X K(Y) > K(XxY). 
§ 2.2 K-Theory with compact support 
In this section, X,Y will denote locally compact Hausdorff spaces. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let X+= Xu{+> be the one point compactification 
来 + 
of X, i ：--{+>——> X be the inclusion. Set 
K(X) = K(X*,+) = Ker { K ( X + ) > K( + ) }. 
Then we have 
Proposition 2.2.2. (1) If X is compact, then Ker { K ( X + ) > K( + ) } 
s K(X) by the isomorphism 
( [ E ] - [F] ) > ( [ E | x ] 一 [ F | x ] ) . 
(2) As in § 2.1., (K(X),e,®) is a commutativity 
ring. It has the unit element iff X is compact. In that case, the 
unit element is [C^]-[0]. 
(3) If f:Y~~> X is a proper map (that is , it 
extends to a continuous map : Y+——> X+ which sends + to +)’ then it 
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induces the map f * : K ( X * ) — > K(Y+) (as in 2.1.6. ). Since it maps K(X) 
来 
to K(Y), it further induces the maps f : K ( X ) > K(Y) (which is Just 
* 
the restriction of f on K ( X ) ) . 
(4) If f ： Y > X is a homeomorphism, then by 
2.1.6. and (3) above, f * : K ( X ) > K(Y) is an isomorphism. 
(5) If f ： X > X is a homeomorphism, and f is 
homotopic to the identity map id on X through homeomorphism on X, 
* 来 
then f =id . 
(6) It should be noted that in the locally 
compact case, we do not have X二Y K(X)=K(Y) where = means "have 
same homotopy type", while it is true when X and Y are compact (by 
proposition 2. 1.6. ). For R = {p}’ we shall see that K(R)=0’ but by 
example 2.1.7., we have K(p)=Z. 
Theorem 2.2.3. In the locally compact case, we can naturally 
define the outer product 0 : K(X)® K ( Y ) ~ > K(XxY). 
Proof. 1. We first show that K(X*xY*) ^ > K(X+)⑦ K(Y+)® K(X,Y) 
in some canonical way. Consider the following: 
Let A,B be two (Hausdorff) compact spaces, i:B<：> A be the 
inclusion, and B is a retract of A (that is, there exists a continuous 
map r： A~~> B such that r=Id on B), we claim that 
* 来 
0 — — > K ( A , B ) - I - > K ( A ) - ^ K ( B ) — — > 0 
is exact, where J: A ~ > A/B is the quotient map. 
* 来 
For, we see that r i : B > B is identity, hence i r : K ( B ) > 
来 
K(A)~~> K(B) is also identity, which implies the surjectivity of i • 
For any [E]-[F]€ K(A/B), / ( [ E ] - [ F ] ) = [ /E]-[ /F ] = 0 , hence J*(E® n ^ g ) 
s J (Fe n ^ g ) for some neIN, which implies that E® n ^ g S F e n ^ g , that 
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is [E]-[F]=0. This shows the injectivity j*. Also the middle exactness 
is proved in 2.1.9.. Hence the sequence splits into 
K(A) s K(A.B) ® K(B). 
Now, as X+x{+} is a retract of X*xY+’ is a 
retract of (X+xY+)/(X+x{+} ), we have 
K(X+xY+) s K(X*)e K(X+xY+, X+x{+} ) (*) 
K ( ( X W ) / ( X % { + } ) ) = K({+}xY*) ® K ( ( X + X Y V ( X + X { + } , W x Y + ) 
( * * ) . 
Clearly, we see that K({+}xY+) = K(Y). Also 
((xW)/(X*x{+>))/({+}xY*) = (X+xY+)/(X+x{+>u{+}xY+) = (XxY)+ = 
(XxY)+/{+}• 
Hence 
K((X+xY+)/(X+x{+>),{+>xY+) = K((XxY) + ,+) = K(XxY). 
It follows from (**) that 
K((X+xY+)/(X+x{+n) = K(Y+) © K(XxY) (***). 
From (*),(***), we have 
KCX^xY*) c ~ > K(X+) © K(Y+) e K(X,Y) (****)• 
(Note that K(X+xY+’X+x{+}) c K( (X+xY+)/(X+x{+})).) 
2. Let i i : X 、 X + x m > X+xY+ 
i2： { + } x Y * > X+xY+ 
be the inclusions. Observe that K(X)eK(X+), K(Y)〔K(Y+), let 
El : K(X) ® K(Y) > K(X+xY+) 
be the restriction of the outer product defined in 2.1.12. on 
K(X)®K(Y). Hence we regard 
！a ： K(X) ® K ( Y ) — — > K(X+) e K(Y+) © K(X,Y) 
by the inclusion by (来*来来)• We now show that in fact, under the 
inclusion in (****), 
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LA ： K ( X ) ® K ( Y ) ~ > K ( X , Y ) . 
It suffices to show that Im 因 S Ker i* n Ker ig. For any x=[E]-[F] 
€ K(X), y=[E']-[F']€ K(Y). 
i*(xiay)= ii([EiaE' ]-[EiaF' ]-[FiaE' ]+[FiaF']) 
=([E®E;]-[F®E;])-([E®F;]-[F®F；]) = 0. 
* 
Similarly, we have i2(xSy)=0. • 
Example 2.2.4. (1) Let then X^-S". By 2.1.11., 
m n ) = m V ) ® Z = K(lRn) ® Z. 
⑵ Since GL(n,C) is connected, all complex vector 
bundles over S are trivial. Hence K(S)=Z, and 
K(!R) = K(S,+) = K e r ( K ( S ) > K( + )sZ) = 0. 
Proposition 2.2.5. For X paracompact, we have 
KCS'^XX) = KCIR'^XX) e K ( X ) . 
Proof. Let A = (s'^xX* )/(S^x{+>) = { s \ X ) \ 
B = {+}xX+ = X+ 
where S M r V . Then B is a retract of A, and A/B 
=[(s''xX*)/(s''x{+>) ]/({+}xX*) s (IR+xX) + . Hence, as in the proof of 
2.2.3. , K(A) = K(A,B) ® K(B). Observe also that K(A) = K((s\X)^), 
K(B)sK(X+), and K(A,B)= Ker ( K ( A / B ) > K(B/B)) = Ker (K(IR''XX'")~>K( + )) 
= K ( R \ X ) , we have K( ( S \ X ) * ) = K((R\X) e K(X+). Note also that the 
diagram 
* •来 
0 > K( IR\X) K ( ( S ^ x X ) * ) — K ( X + ) > 0 
<Pi 识 2 ^ 4' 
K( + ) ~ — > K( + ) 
commutes with the upper row exact, where i : B ~ > A, (p: {+>~~> is\x), 
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(p： { + } > x+ are inclusions, J: A ~ > A/B is the quotient map. Hence 
0 ~ > KCIR'^XX)~> K C S ' ^ X X ) > K ( X ) > 0 
is exact, that is, 
KCS^'xX) s KCIR'^ XX) e K (X ) . • 
§ 2.3 Bott periodicity theorem 
Given a continuous map S > C\{0}, we can define the winding number 
of f about 0, which is a homotopy invariance. In Raoul Bott [1]’ he 
generalizes it to the following 
Theorem 2.3. 1. (a) Let fiS"""^> GL(N,C) be a continuous map, 
2N2:n. Then 
(i) for n odd, constant map ： S 。 ] > GL(N,C) where 
"si" means "horaotopic through continuous maps from S^ ^ to GL(N, C); 
(ii) for n even, we can define deg fe Z such that for 
another continuous map grS"""^> GL(N,C), we have 
f a g iff deg f = deg g . 
Moreover, for any nel, ther exists a continuous map f ： s"^  ^ > GL(N,C) 
with deg f = n. 
This theorem can be restated as 
, 、 …. … … … 、 r 0 ： if n is odd 
Theorem 2.3. 1. (b) For 2N^n, (GL(N, C)) = { ^ . if n is even 
In the second case, we can define degree： > Z which is 
an isomorphism. 
By the above theorem(s), we have, for 2Nin+2, 




which is a periodicity property of period 2. Hence theorem 2.3.l(a)/(b) 
is known as the "classical Bott periodicity theorem". 
The original proof in Bott [1] uses Morse theory. We follow the 
K-theoretic approach in Atiyah [4] by means of Fredholm operators. It 
turns out that theorem 2.3.2. (a), (b) are implied by the fact (see 
theorem 2.3.8. ) that for any locally compact space X, K((R xX)sK(X). 
First, we need the following 
Construction 2.3.2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, X p X g be 
closed subspaces of X such that X=XiUX2 and k^X^r^^z. Let TT^IE^ 
and 712: >^2 be two vector bundles with a bundle isomorphism 
余:El I A > £ 2 ! ^ . Then we define the vector bundle E^u^Eg on X as follows. 
As a topological space, EIL/々=(EI+E2)/=^ where E^+Eg is the disjoint 
sum of E ” E2, and = is the equivalence relation which identifies 
eeE. I with the corresponding quotient of X^+Xg, we have the projection 
A 
p： E i U ^ E g > X , and naturally p ' M x ) has a vector space structure. It 
is not hard to show the local triviality of ( see Atiyah [2]). 
This construction is called the clutching construction. 
» - r 
• V. 
Lemma 2.3.3. The isomorphism class of E i U々 depends only on the 
homotopy class of the isomorphism ^tE^ >£2]^. That is, if (f> is 
homotopic to through isomorphisms, then E^u^Eg = Ei^j论E2. 
For proving the periodicity theorem, we observe the following 
Construction 2.3.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, n:XxS——>X 
be the projection, p: V > X be a vector bundle over X. Let 
来 来 + — 土 
f€ ISOCTT v,7R V). We decompose 5^=8 uB where B" are the upper and lower 
hemispheres with B+nB一=S. Let TT土: B士xX~~>X be the projections. Then 
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we have the two vector bundles W ) V > B " x X where (TT ) VnCir ) V 
来 + 来 _ * + 来 一 来 
s TT V. Hence we can regard fe ISOCCTT ) VHCTT ) V, (TT ) r\in ) V ) . By 
来 * 
2.3.2. , we have the clutched bundle (7r+) V u^in") V ~ > S^xX. We can 
prove that the isomorphism class of this bundle only depends on 
the isomorphism class of V and the homotopy class of f in 
来 来 
ISOCTT V,7R V).|| 
Lemma 2.3.5. Every vector bundles over S^xX (X compact) can be 
obtained in the above way. 
+ — 
Proof. Given any vector bundle E > S^xX, we decompose S2=B uB 
as in 2.3.4.. Since B土 are compact, contractible spaces, are 
+ 
Just pull-back of some vector bundles V 一 over X. Let 
a土.El ± >(71 土）*V土 be isomorphisms where V 土 > X are vector bundles 
‘'B xX 
over X. It is easily seen that V+sV一， hence we can, by changing a if 
necessary, assume that V+=V一，and denote it by V. Let f=a “a.) 
来 来 
, w h i c h is in Iso(7r*V, n*V). We can see that Es (71+) V U C^TT ) V. It 
should be -noticed that V is unique up to isomorphism, and f changes 
along with V. • 
- • • > 
Before going into the proof of the periodicity theorem, we show the 
foillowing technical theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.6. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. There 
exists a homomorphism o^iKCR^xX)~~> K(X) such that 
(i) o^ is functorial in X. 
(ii) If Y is another locally compact Hausdorff space, 




K ( I R 2 X X ) ® K ( Y ) — — - — — > K ( I R 2 x X x Y ) 
K(X)®K(Y) > K(XxY) 
commutes, where t and t' are the outer products defined in 2.2.3. for 
the corresponding K-groups. (Note that all spaces above are locally 
compact.) 
(iii) We define the Bott class b as follows. 
Let S2=B+UB一， B+nB一=S as in 2.3.4. , e土=B土xC be the product line 
I + — 
bundle over B一’ and e=SxC be the restriction of c on S (or e on S, 
which is in fact the same). Let f 皿 ： S ) C be the map defined by 
fm(z)=z®. We can then regard f€ Iso(c,e) by v)=f^(z)v=z"V, 
+ — 
(z,v)eSxC. We then have the clutched bundle c u^c . Define 
b = [E_i] - [EJ € K(S2). 
Regarding S2=((R2)+ where " + " is the "north pole" , we see that the 
fibres of E.^and E^ at + have same dimension. Hence be KCS^, +)= 
K((R2). 
Now take X={p>, then o^: K(IR2x{p> ) s K ( I R 2 ) > K(p)= Z sends b to 
- 1 . 
Proof. Step 1.: First suppose X is compact. Then by lemma 2.3.5., 
for each vector bundle E~>S2xX, there exist a vector bundle V > X and 
f€ Iso(7t*V,7r*V) such that E s (71+)来V V. By 1.5.6. , we have 
the family of Fredholm operators 
F : T F ( X ) = P M F ( . , X ) | H O : H O ® V X — HO®VX. 
We also, by 1.5.6., have the index bundle index F = [Ker F]-[Coker F]€ 
K(X). Observe that if V changes by an isomorphism <p to V' ( that is, 
一 一 一 * 來 • 
<p:V~>V'), then f changes to ^ f w h e r e V > n V is the 




Ho® H。® From the definition of the index bundle, we see 
that index F = index F'. Hence 5 :E h - > ( V , f ) H F h index F is a 
well-defined mapping. Moreover, for E绝 ' w h e r e E' is another vector 
bundle over S^xX, let F and F' be the families of Fredholm operators 
with respect to E and E' respectively, then we have index F = 
index F'. It is also easily seen that 5 preserves the operation e. 
Hence it extends to a semigroup homomorphism ： V e c t ( S 2 x X ) > K(X), 
which further extends uniquely to the group homomorphism 
^ : K(S2xX) ^ K(X). 
B y proposition 2.2.5., KCS^xX) ^ KCR^xXleKCX), we can regard K(DR2XX) to 
be a subgroup of KCS^xX). Let 
- X = ^ I K C R ^ X X ) - . K ( X ) . 
step 2.(Functorial property): Let X' be another compact 
Hausdorff space, g : X ' — . X be a continuous map. Then we have 
gxld 2 :X'xiR2_^ XX(R2 which is proper. We show that the following 
diagram commutes 
K ( X x i R 2 ) — — K ( X ) , 
(gxld沢 2 广 g* , 、 
K ( X ' X R 2 ) _ ^ _ > K ( X ' ) ( # ) 
Now, let A=S2XX, B={+}XX where S2=( IR2) . Let TT: A = S 2 X X — » A / B ^ ( R ^ X X ) " 
be the quotient map. For any vector bundle E一 S ^ x X , let (V,f) and a土 
be such that f=or。（a+ri|s2xX ^ ^ ^^ V 冗 _ ) 〜 a s in lemma 
2.3.5.. Let E' = (gxldl沢2 广 E ’ V ' = g \ TI'土： B土 x X '一 X ' be the projections, 
we have 
( T r ' - ) V - i - . (TT士)V E' I B 〜 ^ I B - X X 
B ^ x X ' - i ^ B 支X , B土XX' B xX土 
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where g s are the induced morphisms which are isomorphic at each fiber. 
(Note that g represents four different maps. ) Let a'一: E, 士 父 父 ‘ ^ 
(7r'-)*V' be the isomorphisms, f'= a ' " o ( a ' . We see that the 
diagram 
e|B±XX ( " V = 
g g 
/ - + 来 
E' I + _ _ _ > (TC'-) V' 
commutes. Let 
F=T^Cx)=PM^( • , 父 ) I H 八 ： H o ® V x > H o ®、 ’ 
The actions of F and F', also V^ and V； are related by g s. Hence we 
see that index F' = g*index F. That is, 5' {gxld^^) =g (5E) where 5 
and 5' are the maps in (1). For any u€ KCXxS^), we then have 
g*、u=、(gxlds2)*u. The commutativity of the diagram (#) then 
follows. 
Step 3. : For X={p}, S^xX s $2. Hence we have 
, • „ ^ „ 办 index 
SV ： I ~ > (C,Z™) I ~ > T7 :HO®C ~ 、 H O ® C I 、-M 
A ZM 
Where the last part is by 1.5.2.. Therefore a^(b) = 1-0 = 1. 
Step 4. ： To prove (ii), we first suppose that X and Y are 
compact. Before proving the commutativity of the diagram, we show that 
all the spaces in the diagram are, in fact K(Y)-module, and the 
mappings are K(Y)-module homomorphisms. 
It is easy to see that K( IR2XX)®K(Y) and K(X)®K(Y) naturally have 
K(Y)-module structures, and a^©Id is a module homomorphism. Note that 
K(X) has unit element 1. For u€ K(XxY), ye K(Y), we define 
u-y=t((l®y)®u), where the second ® is the tensor multiplication in 
、 • 
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K(XxY). Then K(XxY) has a K(Y)-module structure making t a 
homomorphism. Similarly, K(S2xXxY) has a K(Y)-module structure such 
that 因：K(S2xX)®K(Y)~> KCS^xXxY) is a K(Y)-module homomorphism. Let 
1' be the unit element of KCS^xX), p : K ( S 2 x X x Y ) > K((R2XXXY) be the 
projection with respect to the splitting in proposition 2.2.5.. For 
u€ K(IR2XXXY), ye K(X), define U'y=p( (lBly)®u). Then we have a 
K(Y)-module structure on KCR^xXxY) making t' a K(Y)-module 
homomorphism. (Note that KCR^xXxY) does not have unit element, and 
(l'ay)®u may not be in KClR^xXxY).) 
For o ^ Y , it suffices to show the following 
Lemma 2.3.7. Let Z be a compact Hausdorff space. As in (4) above, 
K(S2xZ) is a K(Z)-mociule. Let oc^ : U S ^ x Z ) ~ ^ K(Z) be the map defined 
in (1) above. Then it is a K(Z)-module homomorphism. 
+ 
Proof. Let E ~ > S^xZ, W ~ > Z be two vector bundles. Let (V’f)’ oT 
be such that a土： E l ^土父乙、 (花土 ) * V are isomorphism, f=a 
来 奈 
Es (7R+) V U^CTT") V as in lemma 2.3.5. Let TT :SXZ ~ > Z be the 
— + 来 + 奈 
projection,' L3_:E®TR W|B±XZ""""^  (冗一） V be the isomorphisms constructed 
from a土 and Id土：71*7|召+父2：=(双土）*V~>(7r土）*V (the identity maps)。Let 
Then E0W s (7R+)*(V®W) u (7R~)*(V®W). Let 
be the two families of Fredholm operators. We see that g is, in fact, 
an augmentation of f by a factor of identity map. Hence from the 
definition of index bundle, we have 
index F = (index F„) ® W. g f 
That 
来 
5E ® IT W = (5E) ® W. 
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It follows that, on the K-group level, ^ is K(Z)-module 
homomorphism. • 
Back to our proof of step 4 of the theorem. For any U€K(R2XX), ye 
K(Y), we have 
t(a^®Id)(u®y) -
= o ^ u 因 y - a ^ Y ^ ^ 因 丫） 
= [ a ^ u S i - axxY(u 因 
* 一 * 
=[It a^u - o^xY(双 u)]*y 
= [ W l d R — 〜 -
= 0 
where 1 is the unity of K(Y), 7 t : X x Y > X is the projection, n = 
Id 沢 2 x 1 
Step 5. : For X and Y locally compact, we have, as in step 
4., the diagram 
K ( R 2 X X * ) ® K(Y+) ~ - ~ > K ( R 2 X X " X Y * ) 
、 V x Y * 
K(X+) 0 m + ) ~ - ~ > K(X+xY+) 
commutes. Since ( IR2XX)*S (IR2XX*) V ( (IR2X{+> ) U { + } ) where the first {+} 
in the module part is of X+, while the second one is of (IR^xX""), let 
j： (jRZxX")*~> (IR2XX)+ be the quotient map. We have 
* * 
J :K( ( IR2XX) + ) > K( ( IR2XX+) + ). In fact, it is easy to see that J is 
injective and we can restrict it to the map J iKCR^xX)~> KCR^xX). 
+ * 
Hence KClR^xX) can be regarded as a subgroup of KClR^xX ) (by J ). We 
define 
"Sc = V I k ( R 2 x X ) • 




denote its pull-back on S2xX by E (hence we regard (R^xX)" to be a 
quotient of S2xX+). Let a 土 ： 巨 | b 土 ~ ^ (^r土)*V, f=a'o(a"')"^ as in 
lemma 2.3.5.• Observe that ^^ trivial, which implies V is in 
fact trivial. Hence by the definition of the index bundle, we have 
来 
i index T^ = 0 
where i: { + } ~ > X+ is the inclusion. That is , a^(E)€ K(X). Thus the 
result follows. 
Similarly, we can regard KCiR^xXxY) as a subgroup of K(IR2XX+XY+) and 
have 
^ x Y = V X Y H K C R ^ X X X Y ) : 細 2 X X X Y ) — K(XXY). 
(Here, we need to carefully relate X+xY+ and XxY.) 
The restriction of T to the map (which is again denoted by t) 
t : K(X) ® K ( Y ) > K(XxY) 
is done in the theorem 2.2.3.. The same kind of restriction works on 
t'. Thus we have the diagram 
K(iR2xX) ® K(Y) > K(IR2xXxY) 
K(X) ® K(Y) > K(XxY) ’ 
The diagram can be easily shown to commute. • 
We now come to the main theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.8. (Bott periodicity theorem) 
Let X, o ^ :K(IR2XX)~> K(X) be as in theorem 2 .3.6.. Define 
13^ : K ( X ) ~ > K ( R 2 X X ) 
: X I > b H X 
where b€ K(IR2) is the Bott class, and 因：K( !R2 )® K ( X ) — — > K([R2XX) is 
the outer product. Then is in fact the inverse of a^. Hence a ^ is an 
40 
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isomorphism, which is called the Bott isomorphism. 
Proof. We show that 
(1) o ^ x = Id ： K ( X ) — — > K ( X ) , 
(2) = Id : K ( I R 2 x X ) — — > KClR^xX). 
(1) In theorem 2.3.6.(ii), Take X={p}’ Y=X. We have the diagram 
K(IR2) ® K(X) 〉K(IR2xX) 
o^xld ^ 
I 山 
K(p) ® K(X) > K(X) 
, which commutes. (Note that 1R2XX = R2, R2XXXY S IR2XX. ) Hence, for any 
U€K(X), 
= a ^ t ' (b®u) = t (a沢2®Id) (b®u) = 図 u = u. 
(2) For any v€ K((R2XX). We claim that 13父0^(乂）= b 因 A^(v). For, 
let 
p ： XXIR2 ^ IR2XX : ( a , b ) i ~ ~ > ( b , a ) 
be the switching map. In theorem (ii), take Y=IR2. We have the diagram 
K(IR2XX) ® K(IR2) 〉K(R2XXXR2 ) 
K ( X ) ® K(IR2) - > K(XXIR2) 
which commutes. Thus 
a^(v) El b = t(a^®Id)(u®b) = a瓜沢之七‘（u®b) = a众択2(旭b). 
Now, let 
T ： IR2XXXIR2 ~ > !R2XXXIR2 ： (a,b.c) I——> (c,b,a) 
be the switching. Since the map fi: IR^XIRS~> R^xIR^： (a.b) i ~ > (b,a) is 
homotopic to the identity map Id:IR2XIR2> IR^ xIR^  through isomorphisms 
(observe that 
41 
d e t . = d e t r - J ？l = Id 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 ^ J L "J J , 
it follows that T is homotopy to the identity map 
Id: IR2XXXIR2^2XXXIR2. Hence 
« 
(a^(v))iab : a瓜沢2(v®b) = a瓜沢之了 (vHb) 
Thus 
*--
b EI a^(v) = Cp )2v = V . • 
As simple consequences, we have 
Corollary 2.3.9. (1) KdR^") s | Z : if n is even 
0 ： if n is odd 
(2) K(sn) s -T Z®Z : if n is even 
Z : if n is odd . 
Proof. (1) By theorem 2.3.8. as K(iR°) = Z . 
(2) By the previous theorem and example 2.2.4.. • 
Finally, we proof theorem 3.2.1.(b) by using theorem 2.3.8. We need 
the following lemmas. The proof can be found in Husemoller [1] chapter 
8 (for the first two lemmas) and Atiyah [2] p. 24. (for the third 
lemma) • 
Lemma 2.3.10. (Basis theorem) Let X be an (n-1)-dimensional compact 
manifold, N^ m= [n/2-1]. Then for each complex vector bundle E——^ X 
of fibre dimension N, there exists a complex vector bundle F——> X of 
fibre dimension m such that E s F ® C^ 
Lemma 2.3.11. (Uniqueness theorem) In above, if N ^ m+1, then F 
is unique up to isomorphism. 
42 
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We define, for each compact Hausdorff space Y, the suspension 
of Y 
S(Y) = C+(Y) u C"(Y) 
where C+(Y) = (Yx[0,1/2])/(Yx{0}) and C"(Yx[1/2,1])/(Yx{1}). 
Observe that Y s C+(Y)nC_(Y), and, in particular, that 
Lemma 2.3. 12. For any campact Hausdorff space Y, N€lN, we have 
[Y,GL(N’C)] s Vectj^(S(Y)) 
一 H II 
by the isomorphism f i > ^f ^c~(Y)‘ 
Corollary 2.3.13. Theorem 2.3.8. implies theorem 2.3.1. (b). 
Proof. 1. Let Vect^^CX) be the set of all isomorphism classes of 
complex vector bundles of fibre dimension N. By lemma 2.3.12.’ 
Tin 一 i(GL(N,C)) = [Sn-i,GL(N,C)] = Vectj^CS''). 
2. For N ^ n/2 ^ m+1, we have for any [E]€ Vect^^CX), 
there exists a unique [F]€ Vect^(X) such that [E] = [F] © [C^ . 
We define the map 
、<p ： V e c t j X ) — — > K X ) : [E] 1 ~ > E 
N 
(see 2.1.4. •) It is easily seen that for the well-def ineness of (p. In 
fact, we claim that it is an isomorphism. For, if E=F where [E],[F]€ 
Vectj^(X), there exists r=s such that EeC^s FeC^ = FeC^ (as E and F 
have same fibre dimension N). By lemma 2.3.11.’ there exist two vector 
bundles E' and F' of fibre dimension m such that E s ^ and 
F s Hence E'eC^^^r s F'eC^"""''. By lemma 2.3.12., E'sF' as 
X A A 
N+r^m+1. Thus we have E s F and therefore the injectivity of <p 
follows. For surjectivity, take any Ee K X ) and let n= the fibre 
dimension of E. If n<N, then G 站 eC》-™= E where « means 




If n2:N, by lemma 2.3.11. , there exists E' of fibre dimension m such 
that E S IT follows that G's and [ G ' ] ) = G ' = E . 
X A 
Take X=s" , we have I(s"). 
3. By proposition 2.1.11, K(Rn) = K ( s V ) = KS。). 
4. We have TT .^^  (GL(N, OSKCIR'') . The result then follows 
corollary 2.3.9..• 
§ 2.4 Difference construction 
For applying to the index theorem in chapter 4, we introduce an 
alternative definition of the K-group of locally compact space, namely, 
through complexes of vector bundles with compact support, and 
reinterpret the external tensor under this new framework. 
Through out this section, we denote X a locally compact Hausdorff 
I 
space. 
Definition 2.4.1. A complex (of length 1) on X is a sequence 
E ' : 0 ~ ~ ~ > 0 with vector bundles over X and a a 
homomorphism. The support of E•’ denoted by suppE , is the subset of X 
consisting of points x for which E^: 0 > E 二 — — > E ^ ~ ~ > 0 is not 
exact (that is, a^ is not an isomorphism). It is clear that suppE is 
closed in X. Two complexes ~ ~ ~ a n d F . : 0 ^ 
are said to be isomorphic (denoted by E'SF* ) if there exist 
isomorphisms f® and f^ such that the diagram 
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秦. 
0 — > E 。 二 0 
f。 fi 
。 _ ^ 去 。 去 。 
commutes. We define E'®F' to be : 0 ~ 
Let tS(X) be the set of all complexes (of length 1) on X with compact 
support. Two complexes , F* in tS(X) are said to be homotopic, denoted 
by if there exists a complex G € tS(XxI) such that G 
and G* … s F . , where I=[0’1]. G. is called a homotopy of E and F . 
•Xxi1r 
Let CCX) be the set of homotopy classes of tS(X). It is clear that the 
operation ® extends such that (C(X),®) is an abelian semi-group. Let 
C (X) be the set of classes that can be represented by complexes of 
empty support. It is easily seen that 0 furthermore extends to make 
(C(X)/C (X),®) an abelian serai-group. 
Theorem 2.4.2. (C(X)/C^(X),©) is an abelian group naturally 
isomorphic to K(X). 
P r o o f .、 F o r the case when X is compact, every complexes on X have 
compact support and for any homomorphisms r F where E and F 
are vector bundles over X, 0 ~ > E - ^ F ~ ~ ) 0 is homotopic to 
/ • Q • 
0 _ ~ ~ a s both of them are homotopic to 0 > E >F )0 where 
"0" is the zero homomorphism. Hence for any element in C(X)/C识（X) 
fY 1 1 
represented by 0 ~ ~ a r b i t r a r i l y take a homomorphism — 
E。. Then it is easy to see that the element represented by 
0 ~ 玲 〉 E 。 ~ ~ ^ is the inverse of the above element. The map sending 
[ 0 ~ > E 。 ~ ^ E 1 K ) ] € C ( X ) / C ^ ( X ) to [E ° ] - [ E 1 ] € K (X) is clearly a group 
isomorphism. 
Let X be now a locally compact space. For any u in C(X)/C识(X), we 
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want to find a representative of u that can be "extended" to X+. Now 
take any representative E*: 0 — ^ of u. Let K=suppE'. As X 
locally compact, we can take a compact neighborhood L in X with L2L°2K 
where L。is the interior of L. As L compact, take a vector bundle F 
over L such that is trivial. Consider the complex on L 
0 ~ > eO|l®F 〉 | L ® F ~ > 0. 
Let 
be a trivialization, where dL is the boundary of L. As suppE naL=((), 
let 
T^=T^o(a®Id): E。!孔0F|孔——> 5LxC^ 
which is also a trivialization. We define the clutched bundles 
G'=(E'LeF)u ((X\L°)XC^) (i=0,l) 
•L Tj 
over X+，and the homomorphism ~ b y 
_ J a®Id : on L 
了 二 "L Id : on X+\L . 
Then G . : 0 ― ^ is a complex on X+. In fact, G. is also a 
representative of u. We define 
d(u) = [G。]-[g1] € K(X+). 
Since + , we have d(u)€ K(X) . d is called the difference 
construction, which can be seen to be a well-defined group isomorphism. 
Details can be found in Segal [1]. It is easy to see that d coincides 
with the isomorphism defined in the compact case when X is compact. • 
Remark. Let E and F be vector bundles over X. It is easy to see 
that if the homomorphisms a,i3:E~>F coincide outside a compact subset 
K of X, then 0 ~ ~ ^ is homotopic to 0 ~ ~ F o r . as in 
the proof of the compact case of theorem 2.4.2., the complex 
0 _ ~ ^ is homotopic to 0 ~ ~ W e simply extend 
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this homotopy by identity to get the required one. Thus, if a: E > F 
is not defined on some compact subset LSX, arbitrarily take a 
continuouos function (p:X~> R such that (p=l on a compact neighborhood 
• (1-识）ct 
of L and has compact support, we then have a complex E :0~>E > 
F _ K ) on X. The homotopy class of E' does not depend on the choice of 
来 
Now, suppose X is a compact smooth manifold. Let n:T X > X be the 
cotangent bundle of X, T'X=T*X\izero section} and n ' l T ' X - b e the 
projection. Let E and F be complex smooth vector bundles over X. 
来 来 
Definition 2.4.3. A homomorphism a: TT' E ~ > F is called 
positively homogeneous of degree m€ Z if 
OL = X a 
AV V 
for all v€ T'X and A>0. 
* 
If m>0, then a can be continuously extended by zero to T X. If ni=0, 
it cannot be done unless a is a pull-back of some homomorphism :E~~ 
If m<0, a necessarily has discontinuity on the zero section. 
Remark. • (1) Let a : 7 r * E m * F be positively homogeneous of degree 
m 
m and isomorphic on T'X. If m>0, then we extend a^ by zero. The complex 
* a 来 来 
0 _ m E % r F — > 0 defines an element in K(T X). If m：^。’ then since X 
is compact in T*X, by the remark after theorem 2.4.2., 
来 a 来 来 
0 _ m E ~ % r F ~ ^ still defines an element in K(T X) (where a^ is 
considered to be undefined at the zero section). 
来 奈 
(2) For any homomorphism A^:TT' E——> F that is 
positively homogeneous of degree m, we will, in the first place, denote 
来 来 
it to be a :n E ~ m F no matter it can be continuously extended to 
m 






Proposition 2.4.3. Let m€ Z. For any u€ K(T X), it can be 
* a (^T 
represented by a complex 0 ~ m E — — F ~ ^ where E,F are complex 
vector bundles over X and a is positively homogeneous of degree m and 
m 
isomorphic on T'X. 
Proof. As in theorem 2.4.2., u is represented by a complex 
/ 来 
0 ~ ^ of compact support, say, L. Since T X is homotopically 
equivalent to X, / E where E = E ' s e c t i o n of T* X , 肌 d 
来 ’ 来 来 
similarly F'STC F. Hence we can Just assume =n E and F'=7r F. 
As X compact, choose a metric on X such that the ball bundle BX 
contains L. Let SX be the sphere bundle. Define over SX and 
extend it to be positively homogeneous of degree m on T'X. 
来 
Let DX={V€T X: ||V||^l>. Then DX is homotopically equivalent to SX. 
来 / 来 
Hence, restricted on DX, 0 ~ > n E ~ ^ T T F~~>0 is homotopic to 
* a * 
0 ~ m E — — F ~ > 0 (with empty support). Combining the remark after 
奈 / 来 
2.4.2. , we see that 0 ~ > n E ~ ^T T F ~ ^ is homotopic to 
* a . 
0 ~ m E ~ " ！ F ^ (with compact support) as BX compact. (Note that 
a may possibly not be defined at the zero section.) • 
m 
* a * 
* m * 
Corollary 2.4.5. In particular, if 0 ~ ~ m E m F ^ and 
* a . 
0 — — m E ^TT F——)0 are two complexes with compact supports equal to 
来 
the zero section of T X ,and a , a are positively homogeneous of 
m n 
degree m and n respectively such that % = 〜 on SX (with respect to 
some metric), then they are homotopic. 
When X is not compact, the above argument fails (as BX is not 




Proposition 2.4.6. Every element U6 K(T X) can be represented by 
a compactly supported homogeneous complex of degree zero 
来 来 
0 > n E a 〉 双 F ——> 0 
where E,F are trivial outside a compact subset K of X and a equals 
identity outside K. 
Proof. See Atiyah and Singer [1] p.492, or Lawson and Michelsohn 
[1] p.245. • 
Let X and Y be locally compact Hausdorff spaces. Suppose that all 
vector bundles over X， Y are equipped with: Hermitian metric. We define 
a pairing of C(X)/C (X) and C(Y)/C (Y) as follows, r 。 (p (p 
Definition 2.4.7. For any E . : 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ in tS(X) and 
F ' : 0 ~ ~ ~ ) 0 in tS(Y), define the complex E*lglF* over XxY by 
where (e°®f°©e^®f = ^) )®f ^ ) 
for any e^eE^ (i=0,l), with a*,玲柰 adjoint to a, respectively. 
It is more"' convenient to represent by the matrix 
r * "1 
奈 
匕 h r 
For any x€X and y€Y, it is easily seen that is an 
isomorphism if a| or j3| is an isomorphism. Thus 
X y 
suppE*aF*S suppE'n SuppF . Thus we have the product 
H: tS(X)®tg(Y)~~> tS(XxY). If in tS(X) with homotopy G* and F W J in 
TS(Y) with homotopy H*, then E'SF'^^EjEIFJ with homotopy G'HH*. Hence 因 
extends to : C ( X ) ® C ( Y ) > C(XxY). It further extends to 
B : C(X)/C^(X) ® C(Y)/C ( Y ) — — > C(XxY)/C (XxY). 
<P <P <P 
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Moreover, we have 
Theorem 2.4.8. The diagram 
C(X)/C (X) ® C(Y)/C (Y) 一 " - — — > C(XxY)/C (XxY) 
(p (p 
dx® 〜 ^ Y 
K(X) ® K(Y) > K(XXY) 
commutes, where d ^ ,〜 a n d d叙丫 are the difference constructions defined 
in theorem 2.4.2. for the corresponding spaces, and S on the bottom 
horizontal arrow is the outer product defined in theorem 2.2.3.. 
Proof, It is trivial when }C and Y are compact. For the general 
case, see Atiyah [2] and Segal [1]. • 
Remark. In above, we only consider complexes of length one. In 
fact, we can consider complexes of arbitrary finite length, namely, the 
sequence 
E- : 0 — > E^ ^ . . . En — 0 
of vector— bundles E^ over X and homomorphisms a with c?=0 (n is 
arbitrary). We define suppE'={x€X: 0 ~ > E ° ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ^ is not 
exact}. We consider only complexes with compact support and similarly 
define whether two such complexes are homotopic. Then we get the 
homotopy set C(X) and the subset C^(X). Similarly, we have 
C(X)/C (X) = K(X). Note that if X is compact, then the isomorphism is 
given by 
[ 0 _ > e O — E 1 一 … 一 I > E 
Also we can define the product (or pairing) of C(X)/C^(X) and 
C(Y)/C (Y) where Y is locally compact Hausdorff space such that 




§ 2.5 Thorn isomorphism theorem on K-theory 
Definition 2.5.1. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, E be 
a complex vector bundle over X of fibre dimension n. Let n: E — > X be 
来 
the projection. Then TT E is a vector bundle over E. Define the complex 
ACE) to be 
。 柰 ai 1 来 On一1 n 来 
0 ^ A n E > A TT E > • . . > A tt E ——> 0 
where A^7r*E is the "exterior-product_• space (or the anti-symmetnic 
tensor space), and for any veE, w€ A^E, 
aj (v, w) = (v, V A w ) . 
Note that the complex is exact iff v^O. Hence suppA(E)=X which is 
regarded to be the zero section of E. A(E) is called the exterior 
complex of E. It is clear that a^'s are positively homogeneous of 
degree one. 
If V is also a vector bundle over X, then we have the outer product 
因：K(V)®K(E)~> K(VxE). Let the map K ( V x E ) ~ > K(VeE) be induced by 
the diagonal inclusion X~~> XxX. Then composing it with S, we have a 
product 
® : K(V) 0 K(E) ~ > K(V®E), 
In particular, take V=X the zero bundle over X. Then K(E) is a 
K(X)-module. 
If X is not compact, A(E) does not has compact support. However, for 
I 
j 眷 • 
any complex F with compact support, the product A(E)®F has compact 
support. We define the Thorn homomorphism 




Theorem 2.5.2. (The Thorn isomorphism t h e o r e m )识 is an isomorphism. 
Proof. See Karoubi [1], or the Appendix of Lawson and Michelsohn 
[1]. • 
Remark. (1) If X is compact, then A(E) has compact support and 
hence represents an element K(E). The class X^ is called the Thorn 
class of E. If i : X ~ > E is the zero section, then 
i.^E = Z 
(See the remark after theorem 2.4.8..) 
(2) Let Y={p> be su point, E be the trivial bundle 
7 r : C > Y . The Thorn class of E is in fact the class X^e K(C)=K(iR^) 
represented by the complex 
0 > CxC CxC ~~> 0 
where 了(z, w)=7(z, zw) and CxC is the trivial line bundle over C=IR^. 
Let ^ be the map defined by f^(z)=z®. Let , B+nB =S 
as in 2.3.5. , e土： B土 x C >日土 be the product line bundles and e : SxC~~>S 
十 一 — 
be the restriction of c (or e ) on S. We regard Iso(e , c ) by 
f (z, v)=f J'z)v, (z,v)€ SxC. Define the clutched bundle E^: e^ u e . 
® m 
By the difference construction, it is easy to see that 
入 1= [Eo] - [E.J = - ( [E_i] - [EJ ) = -b 
where b is the Bott class defined in theorem 2.3.7.(iii). 
(3) If E=XxC is the product line bundle, then A(E) is the 
complex 
0 ——> (XxC)xC (XxC)xC ——> 0 
where a(x,z,w) = (x,z,zw), (XxC)xC is the product line bundle over XxC. 
For any complex E : 0——>E - ^ E — — ^ over X with compact support, it 





where S is the outer product :K(X)®K(IR^)> K(XxiR^), C=IR^. Hence, up to 
a sign, (p is Just the Bott isomorphism |3^:K(X)~> K(XxlR ). The Bott 
periodicity theorem is Just a special case of the Thorn isomorphism 
theorem where £ is a trivial bundle. 
Proposition 2.5.3. If X is compact, E and F are vector bundles 
over X, then 入E®入F =入 E ® F • 
Proof. It follows from the fact that for any vector spaces V,W, we 
have a natural isomorphism of algebras 
A*(V®W) s A*(V)®A*(W) 
* 
where A (.) is the exterior algebra. • 
Corollary 2.5.4. (1) Let Y={p} be a point, E=YxC^ be the product 
bundle over Y. Let 入 〜 ^ . Then 入N=(入 1严 where (X^)^ 
is the N times outer product of defined in remark (3) after theorem 
2 • 5 • 2 • • 
(2) If E=XxC^ is the product bundle over X, 




Chapter 3 Operators on manifold 
§3.1 Differential operators on Euclidean spaces 
Notation. For a multi-index a=(ai, Og, • • •, o j , ?2 运沢， 
I a I = (Xi + 02 + ... + Ojj; 
专 = 专 . - • 
. 1 a 丨a| 
" a x ^ … • • a x 》 ’ 
Definition 3. 1. 1. Let C,IRn) be the set of all smooth functions 
U： R n _ ^ c, INu{0}. A differential operator of order k on i s a 
linear map P:C"((R'')^ C^dR"") such that 
P = E a (X) Da 
a|:sk 
for some For any u€ C^dR""), 
(Pu)(x) = E a (X) (D^u)(x). 
a|:£k: a 
For a differential operator P = ！ ； ^ 〜 ⑷ we consider the 
characteristic form 
P(x,?) = E 
a|=k 
which is a form in ？ . • . , 专 沢 打 . 
P is said to be elliptic if P(x,$) is definite. 
Definition 3.1.2. Let C"((R",C") be the set of all smooth maps 
u : I R n _ _ A vectorial differential operator of order k is a linear map 





P(x,?) = E a (X) Da 
for some s by m matrices a ^ with entries in C ⑴（沢卩）.For any 
u=(ui ⑴(Rn 力 ， 
「 D % ( x ) ' 
(Pu)(x) = E aa(x) ： 
W 戏 D ^ J X ) . . 
P Is said to be elliptic if the characteristic form 
p(x 专） = J a is an isomorphisi from C® to C® for all ？实0 (that 
’ 丨 a 卜 k a 
is ， a non-singular matrix). In this case, m = s. 
§ 3.2 Differential operators on manifolds 
In this section, X will denote a smooth ,paracompact and oriented 
manifold without boundary, E,F,G,... will denote smooth complex vector 
bTmdles over X. 
Definition 3.2.1. Let X be a manifold of dimension n. Let C⑴(E) 
(resp. c"(F)) be the complex vector space of all smooth sections of E 
(resp. F). A differential operator of order k from E to F is a linear 
map P : C " ( E ) ~ > C"(F) such that, represented in any local coordinate, 
it is a vectorial differential operator of order k. 
Let Diff, (E,F) be the complex vector space of all differential 
IV 
operator of order k from E to F. It is easy to see that 
Diffk(E,F)SDiffk+i(E,F) for any k€ INu{0}. 
We say that PeDiffj^CE,F) is elliptic if all local representation of 




Moreover, we can define the e l l i p t i c i t y g l o b a l l y as follows. 
奈 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.2.2. Let T'X be the cotangent bundle T X with zero 
section removed, TTIT'X~> X be the projection. For any (x,v)€T'X, 
来 eein E) I , take any real-valued smooth function 0 on X such that 
•(x,v) 
=v and 0(x)=o, and any g€C"(E) with g(x)=e, define 
产 k * 
(rj^(P)(x,v)e = P(/g)|x € (冗 . 
来 来 
We can see that Cj^ CP): n E > n F is a well-defined homomorphism, 
which is cal led the symbol of P. Moreover, f o r any local coordinate 
system (x^, U) and bundle coordinates on and 
let P = E a (x)D^. Then , f o r a l l x € U , v=2 b^dx^  e T^X, 
I 中 k a i 
来 
e = ( ? i ,…力€ ( 7 1 E)x, we have 
I 
I 「 • 
(rk(P)(x,v)e = I a^(x)b > 
|a| 戏 ？ 
where b= (b^, . . . I t is easi ly seen that P is e l l i p t i c i f f o-j^ (P) 
is a vector bundle isomorphism.. 
Also, we have 
Proposition 3.2.3. (1) For P 6 Diffj^(E.F), (x ’v) € T'X, 
(rj^(P)(x,Xv)=入 Vk(P)(x,v) 
f o r any A>0. 
(2) I f P € Diffk(E,F), Q € D i f f j ( F , G ) , then 
P € Diffk+j(E’G) with o"k+J(QP) = < j^.(Q)‘<^k(P) (jelN^KO}). 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.2.4. For any k €Z, let 
来 来 
SmbL (E,F) = { ere Hom(7r E,Tr F): <r i s smooth and 
<r(x,Xv)=AV(x, v) f o r any A>0 } be the space of smooth k-symbols. 
56 
From 3.2.2., we have the symbol map 
It follows easily that 
J 『K 
Proposition 3.2.5. 0 > D i f f j ^ ( E , F ) — — > Diffj^(E,F) — > Smblj^(E,F) 
is exact, where J is the inclusion. 
Now suppose X is compact Riemannian. Let ( , (resp. ( , )F) be a 
Hermitian metric on E (resp. F). The bilinear form 
< , > E ： C"(E)XC®(E) ~ > C ： (61,62) I 
is an inner product on C①(E) (similar for < , >p on C⑴(F)). We have 
Proposition 3.2.6. For any PeDiff^E, F), there exists a unique 
P*€Diffj^(F,E) such that 
来 
<Pe,f>p = <e,P f>E 
and 
(r^(P*) = <rj^(P)*:7r*F~> 7i*E 
* 
where <r(P) is the adjoint of <r(P). P is called the (formal) adjoint 
of P. 
Proof. We will prove a more general case later. _ 
来 
Proposition 3.2.7. If Pe Diffj^(E,F) is elliptic, then so is P . 
Observe that the order of differential operators can only be 
non-negative integer. We want to find a larger class that contains 
differential operators and the "order" of its elements can be in Z. It 




§ 3.3 Pseudodifferential operators on Euclidean spaces 
Definition 3.3. 1. LET U be an open subset of K"", C " ( U ) = { U € C " ( U ) : 
u has compact support}. Given keZ, p(x,?)€ C⑴(UxRn) satisfies the 
asymptotoic condition: 
For any compact set KSU, any multi-indices a and 玲，there 
exists a constant C depending on a,3 and K , such that 
I dJDJ C ( L + | ? | 产 丨 
for any x€K, where 
(0 ’ . .，1, . .0)一 1 d 
°x - T 研 
when "1" is in the j-th spot. We set, for any u€ c"(U), 
(Pu)(x) = ( 2 7 1 ) d ? (x€U), 
where < ’ > is the usual inner product on 沢n ® i〈专，t>u(t) dt 
is the Fourier transform of u. P is called a canonical 
pseudodifferent ial operator of order k on U. p is called the amplitude 
of P. 
Example 3.3.2. (1) For k€lNu{0>, let p(x,?)= J： a (x)?^ with 
|a|:sk 
aa(x)€C①（Rn). it clearly satisfies (*). Let T be the pseudodifferential 
operator with p as amplitude. (Note that T is of order k. ) Then, by-
inverse Fourier tramsform, we have for any u€C"(U) (U is any open 
subset of R"), 
(Tu)(x) = E a (x)(D%)(x). 
al^k a 
Hence differential operators of order k are, in fact, 
pseudodifferent ial operators with the same order. 
(2) Let U be as in (1), K(x,y) €C"(UxU) with 




(Lu)(x) = f旧 K(x,y)u(y)dy (XSR'') 
is, in fact, a pseudodifferential operator with the amplitude 
p(x,?) = J-^^ ei<y""X，？>K:(x’y) dy 
of order -co (that is, it is of order K for any kel). It is called a 
smoothing operator. (See Wells [1].) 
Proposition 3.3.3. Each canonical pseudodifferent ial operator is a 
linear map : C : ( U ) ~ 
(Unlike differential operator, canonical pseudodifferential operator 
does not preserve support. Hence we can not expect ^  in general, that 
Pu €C~(U) for u€ C"(U).) 
Proof. Let p(x,?) be the amplitude of a canonical 
pseudodifferent ial operator of order keZ. Let uec"(U), 
识 ( x’ g ) = e i < x , ? > p ( x ,专 ) w h i c h is clearly smooth in x. We can show 
that for any multi-index 13’ there is a constant C such that 
|D》(x,?)| ^ C ( l + ⑷ 严 
for large： Choose any N sufficiently large making ^ 
integrable, we h a v e (Pu)(x) = J V ( x ,例？ is smooth with 
D^Pu(x) = • 
X X 
We now define the pseudodifferential operators on as follows. 
Definition 3.3.4. Let U be an open subset of R^, kel. An operator 
P defined by 
(Pu)(x) = ( 2 7 1 ) 专 〉 p ( x , ? ) ( i ( ? ) d? (U6C"(U)) 
is called a pseudodifferential operator of order k (with compact 
support) if 




(•*) 0- (P)(x,C)= lim p(x,Ag) exists for all xeU, C€IR'\{0>, 
which is called the symbol of P. 
( * *») for some cut-off function %€ with 
= -T 0: for small 
L 1： for 丨引>1 
is the amplitude of a canonical 
pseudodifferent ial operator of order k-1, 
C来 来 来 来 ) p ( x , ^ ) has uniform compact support in x .(That is, there 
exists a compact set K in U such that for any ？ s u p p ( x , ) 
Example 3.3.5. The two examples in 3.3.2. are in fact 
pseudodif f erent ial operators. In (1)，0-^^(1) (x, ?)= E which is 
QL —Ic 
the characteristic form of T when considering it as a differential 
operator. In (2), <r^(L)=0 for any s€Z. 
Proposition 3.3.6. Let p be the amplitude of a pseudodifferential 
operator on U of order MeZ. Then (r^(P)(x,5) is smooth function on 
UX(IR'\{0}), a n d 
<r^(P)(x,X?) = { \>0 ). 
Proof. It is not hard to show that for any compact subsets K of U 
and L of IR"\{0}, the limit in (**) converges uniformly on KxL and all 
derivatives in x and ？ of are uniformly bounded on KxL for 
入€(1,00). Hence the smoothness of o-j^CP) follows from the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem. The homogeneity is trivial•• 
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Definition 3.3.7. It is easy to generalize to the high dimension 
case as follows. 
Let U be an open subset of R''. p ^ (l:si:£s, l^j^r) be amplitudes of 
pseudodifferent ial operators Pj j of order k defined in 3.3.4.. Let 
p=(Pij). Then we define the pseudodifferential (of order k) 
P : C > ’ C 。 — C⑴(U,cs) by 
(Pu)(x) = S^r. ei<x々p(x,5)；；⑷ d专 
i<x & 「 二 i ( 叫 
= r (P11U1+ • •. “ 
L (PslUi+ ... _ 
厂 -
for any u = ^^ € and the symbol of P is defined by 
. • 
I • 
〜 (T (P) = ( crjPii)). 
m m 夏J 
Proposition 3.3.8. If P is a pseudodifferent ial operator of order k 
on USRn, then for any feC^CU), the formula 
= e - i < x , € > ( p ( f ( . ) e i《,〜 ( X ) 
defines the amplitude of a pseudodifferent ial operator P^ of order k on 
U. And for all xeU, 
<rk(Pf)(x,?) = (TJJPHX,?) 
if f is identically one in a neighborhood of x. 
Conversely, any linear operator ~ > satisfying the 
above condition must be a pseudodifferential operator. The symbol can 
be computed as above. 
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Proof. See Nirenberg [1] and Hormander [4]. • 
§ 3.4 Pseudodifferential opeartors on manifolds 
In this section, X will denote a smooth paracompact oriented 
manifold without boundary. E,F,G, ... will denote smooth compact vector 
bundles over X. 
n^flnition 3.4.1. A linear map P : C " ( X ) — » c"(X) is called a 
pseudodifferential operator of order k€Z (with compact support) on X 
if for any coordinate system U S X > ？ ) ( U ) 颂 n with U relative 
compact, there exists a pseudodifferential operator P识 of order k 
(with compact support) on <p(U) defined in 3.3.4. such that for any 
u€ c"(<p(U)) .let C"(X) be the extension of uo<p €C~(U) by zero. 
Then 
P u = [P(u。炉）]。识 • 
We denote pDiff, (X) to the set of all pseudodifferential operators of 
K 
order k on X. 
Naturally, we will ask the questions: 
(1) How does P识 change as the coordinate (p changes? 
(2) How does the symbol of P炉 change as (p changes? Can we 
globally define the symbol of P? 
We know that they are easily answered when P is a differential 
operator. But in general, we need to make more effort. We procede as 
follows. 
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Proposition 3.4.3. Let u be an open set in R^, k€Z. Let 
q(x,y,?)€C:(UxUxIRn) satisfying the conditions (similar to those in 
defintion 3.4.1.): 
(1) For any compact set KSU, and multi-indices a,玲 and 
there exist a constant C depending on K, a,j3 and y such that 
| D 辦 q(x,y,?)| s C ( l + K | ) H a | 
for any X€K, ？ 
(2) cr (q)(x,y,?)s lim q(x,y,g) 
K ^ 
exists for 种 ； 
(3) (with any cut-off 
function x as in 3.4.1.) is the amplitude of a canonical 
pseudodifferent ial operator of order k-1 on U; 
(4) q ( x , y , h a s compact support in x and y. 
Set 
(Qu)(x) = SS ei<x-y,《>q(x,y,§)u(y) dxdy 
for any u€C"(U), x e R : Then there exists P which is the amplitude of a 
pseudodifferent ial operator P of order k (with compact support) such 
that Q = P , and 
(rk(P)(x,?) = (rk(q)(x,x,?) ( 
A 
Proof. Let q(x,C»C) be the Fourier transform of q(x,y,?) with 
respect to y. By the identity 
(271)q(x,?-C,?)u(7)) d7) = q * = J y, ?)u(y) dy, 
we have 
(Qu)(x) = S e-i<y’专〉q(x,y,C)u(y) dy] d? 
=(27r)-nj ei<x’ 刀〉[J d^UM ch). 
Set 
p(x,Tj) = S e i < x ， ？ 一 ” � d ? 
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= S e i < x 々 一 , <,《+7j) dC 
with we have (Qu)(x) = (27rTV t7)u(7)) chj. 
We now show that p satisfies the conditions ( 奈 ) 一 ( 奈 奈 来 奈 ) i n the 
definition 3.3.4.. By mean value theorem, we have 
q(x,C.C+7)) = q(x,C.7)) + E D : q(x, “+<。)《“ 
a 1=1 刃 
for some Co lying on the segment in IR*^  Joining 0 and Let 
E(X’7)) = (271) " "J e i < X , ? > J D ^ q(x, TJ+^JC^" U ( 7 , ) D 7 , , 
a 1=1 刀 
we have 
p(x, 7i) = q(x,x,7)) + E ( X , 7 ) ) . 
Also we have 
|E (X , 7 ) ) | ：^  C(L+|T7|)K-I 
for some constant C. Hence lim E(x，入T?) = 0, and thus 
X — ^ ^ 
a- (P)(x,7)) = lim q(x’x,入7?) { t) * 0 ) 
^ X—>00 X^ 
exists. Also, p satisfies (***). • 
Now rewrite Q to be 
(Qu)(x) = SS ei<€,x-z>p(x,《）^^ ^(z) dz 
• > 
and let 
K(x,x-z) = S d?. 
We then have 
Proposition 3.4.4. K(x,w) is a smooth function of x and w for vr^O. 
Proof. See Wells [1] p.128. • 
Now, we come to the main theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.5. Let U be an open and relatively compact set in 択〜 
K: U — > U be a diffeomorphism (in coordinate, write K(y) = x ), P be 
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a pseudodifferential operator (with compact support) of order k on U 
with amplitude p. Then the operator P ^ define by 
(Pj.v)(y) = [P(voK"^)]oK(y) (v€ c " ( U ) ) 
is a pseudodifferent ial operator of order k. Then 
<rj^(Pj.)(y.T,) = ( r k ( P ) ( K ( y ) , [ (吾 ) ”、 ) . 
Proof. For u€ C:(U), 
(Pu)(x) = (27r)-nj7 d?dz. 
Let z=K(w), v(w)=u(K(w)). The above formula becomes 
(Pu)(K(y)) = (2Trrnj7 e i 〈 专 ’ d w d ^ . 
By mean value theorem, we have F(y)-F(w)=H(y, w), where H(y,w) Is a^ 
non-singular matrix for w near y and H(w,w) = (aK/aw)(w). Let w) be 
a smooth non-negative function with support in a neighborhood of the 
diagonal A of UxU where H(y,w) is invertible, and near A. Then 
(Pu)(K(y)) = (2Tr)-"jX ^^' , ?) |-§-|v(w) dWd? 
- + ( E u ) ( K ( y ) ) ] ( ^ = H(y,w)t5 ) 
= i2n)'''[SS ei<《，y-w>qi(y,w,Ov(w) dwd^ + (Eu)(K(y))] ••••(#) 
where E corresponds to (1-%), and 
= P ( K ( y )’[ H ( y , w ) t ]、 ) | | | | ^ : ; ; ; | . 
It can be shown that q^, in fact, satisfies the condition in 
proposition 3.4.2.. Hence the first term in the right side of (tt) is a 
pseudodifferent ial operator (with compact support) of order k. 
We now claim that (Eu)(x) is a smoothing operator (see example 
3.3.2. ). For 
(Eu)(x)= S ei<《,x-z>p(x,印l-:t(x’z))u(z) dzd? 
= S (l-%(x,z))K(x,x-z)u(z) dz 
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？ 
= / W(x,z)u(z) dz, 
where 
K(x,w)= S ei<€’w>p(x,G d?, W(x,z) = (l-:»:(x,z))K(x,x-z). 
By proposition 3.4.4. , K(x, w) is smooth for W9t0. Hence W is smooth on 
UxR". Also 
(Eu)(K(y)) = S W(K(y),K(w))u(K(w))|-|^| dw 
= f Wi(y,w)u(K(w)) dw 
= S W^(y, w)v(w) dw 
where W^Cy, w)=W(K(y), K(w)) which is smooth on UxU, is a 
smoothing operator. Thus the symbol of E is zero, and the sympol of P 
is completely given by q^, which is Just the formula stated in the 
theorem. • 
We can now answer question (2) (after 3.4.1.) as follows. 
Definition 3.4.5. Let keZ, Pe pDiff^jX). We define the symbol of 
P as below： 
For a l T x e X , veT'K, take a coordinate system 0: USX~~> U is 
an open neighborhood of x. Let P^ be the operator on 0(U) corresponding 
to P as in definition 3.4.1. with amplitude p(x, . Write 
v= J； • • • We define 
<r^(P)(x,v) = oyP ⑷）（0(x)’。 
= l i m p(0(x),AC) 
_ X^ • 
It is easy to check the well-defineness by using the formula in 
theorem 3.4.5. And it should be noted that o-j^CP) coincides with the one 
defined in definition 3.2.2. (with E=F=ci) when P is a differential 
A 
operator of order k(^0). Hence we have extended the map <r defined in 
3.2.4.(with E=F=C^) to 
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： p D i f f j j X ) — — > Smblj^(X) ( s C ^ ) ) . 
We now come to the most general case as follows. 
Definition 3.4.6. Let C^CE) = { S€ C(E): s has compact support}. 
A linear map P:C。（E)> C。（F) is called a pseudodif f erent ial operator 
of order k (eZ) if for any coordinate system (p: USX——> such 
that E|u and Fl^^are trivial, fix any coordinates realizing and 
F|yto be UxC** and UxC® respectively, there exists a pseudodif f erent ial 
operator P^ of order k on <p(U) defined in 3.3.7. such that for any 
二 ⑶ ） ’ let u ^ €C:(E) be the extension of uo(p 
by zero, then 
P U = [P( Uo<p ) ] o(p 1. 
<P 
P^ is called the transported operator or a representation of P. 
We denoted pDiff^(E,F) to be the set of all pseudodif f erent ial 
operators of order k from E to F. Then we have 
Proposition 3.4.7. (1) pDiffj^(E,F) is a complex space; 
(2) pDiffk_i(E’F) c pDiffk(E,F); 
(3) Diff (E’F) c pDiff (E,F) (m2:0). 
m m 
We can, similar to 3.4.5. , define the symbol o-j^ CP) for 
P€pDiffj^(E,F). Like the case of differential operators, o-j^ CP) (x, v) € 
Hom(E^,Fx) for all x€X, veT'^X. Also, Cj^CP) coincides with the one 
defined in 3.2.4. when P is a differential operator. 
Thus, we have extended the <r defined in 3.2.4. to 





Proposition 3.4.8. The sequence 
J 『ic 
0 ——> pDiffk_i(E,n ——> pDiffk(E’F)——> S m b l j ^ ( E , F ) — — > 0 
is exact, where J is the inclusion. 
Proof. For the surjectivity of cr^, we choose any locally finite 
covering of trivializing coordinate patches of X and a partition of 
unity. Given any <re Smblj^CE, F), we can define a pseudodiff erent ial 
operator on each coordinate patch and glue them up by the partition of 
unity. See Wells [1] p.132. • 
Now suppose X is a COMPACT RIEMANNIAN manifold. Then w e have 
Proposition 3.4.9. (a) If Pe pDiff (E,F) and Q€ pDiff (F,G)’ 
K J 
then QOP€ pDiffj^^^CE,G) with (rAQ)'O'^iP). 
(b) If E and F are Hermit i an, Pe 
* 
pDiffj^(E,F), the P has a unique adjoint P € pDiff^(F,E) with 
、 ( P * ) = [『k(P)广 
Proof. (b) Let {Uj} be a finite covering of trivializing 
coordinate patches with fixed bundle coordinates on and , {(p^} 
be a partition of unity subordinate to Uj, Uj j=UiUUj. For any 
U€C ⑴(E)’ V€C"(F), 
X<Pu, v> = J<P(2 识 iU), (2：识 iV)> 
=E S <P(<PiU), 
U Uij 
Let Uj=yjU, On Ujj, regarding P as the transported operator. 
Let p be its amplitude. Then 
^ij 
=J*<u(y)，（27r)-nj7 ei<"y’€>p.(x,€)Vj(x)dxd€>dy 
• 6 8 % 
« 
I 
where u^C?) = S ㊀ 一 “乂 .〜 ( y ) d y . Let 
(P*vj)(y) = (27rrnj7e<x-y’《>p、x’？）Vj(x)dMx. 
来 
As in the proof of theorem 3.4.5., P is a pseudodifferential operator. 
Thus 
<PUi’Vj> = X <Ui,P.Vj>. 
Uij Uij 
Also 
cr (P*)(x,?) = lim p*(x,入C) 
= P * ( x , S ) . 
来 
Hence we have a pseudodifferential operator P of order k such that 
P*v= J； P.v with <rj^(P*)=<rj^(P)*. 
(a) We Just need to consider P,Q on U^R'^ with amplitudes 
00, N 
p and q respectively, and see that for any UcC^(C^), 
(QoPu)(x) = (27rrnj^ei<x’€>q(x,€)[(Pu)(?)i d? 
=(27r)-njT ei<x-y’€>q(x,专）（p'(y’ 专)广u(y)dyd€ 
A -i<v P> * 
as we have the identity (Pu)(?) = / e [、 ( P ' ( y , ? ) ) u(y) dy where 
来 
p' is the amplitude of P . From the proof of theorem 3.4.5. again, QoP 
is a pseudodifferential operator of order k+J with 
* 
frs n、, 、 lim q(x,入7)) (P'(x,;Vn)) 
来 
_ lim q(x,入 17) p ' (x,入刀） 
二 X—>00 A ^ • Al 
=<rj(Q)(x,7))o<rk(P)(x,7)) • 
Remark. (a) is also true for paracompact manifold, while QoP 
will be replaced by Q(pP for any ^€C"(X), and (Q^P)u = Q [(p(Pu)] for 




§ 3.5 Elliptic operators 
Definition 3.5.1. (l)For u€ INu{0}. define the norms 
I I / ^a 2x1/2 
|u|m = ( E |D u | J , 
H m = ( 2 7 1 严 严 ； ； 丨 。 
• 1 yo 
where |V|Q=(Jvv) . Being two equivalent norms, they are called the 
Sobolev norm (or m—norm) on We define the sobolev space 
to be the completion of C^dR**) under . (or |.| . Note that .1 is 
。 m • • m S 
defined for sel. Hence we can define 
vf (Rn) with respect to ||. || (for 
(2) Let X be Riemannian, E be Hermit i an. We 
can, by a partition of unity, define the Sobolev norm | • on c" (E) 
(s€Z) and the Sobolev space vf (E)= the completion of C:(E) with 
respect to ||. |{ • Note that the norm depends on the choice of 
partition of unity and local trivialization, while, the topology of 
W®(E) does not. And for s=0, ||. || is equivalent to the natural L -norm 
of c"(E) given by the Hermitian structure on E. Thus W°(E)=L^(E). 
Also, we have 
C"(E)C W"(E)= n Vf(E)c...c ..c W^(E)c.. .c W®(E)=L^(E). 
° s=o 
⑶ In (1) (and (3)), we can define an inner product <.,.>g 
such that <u, u>s=||u||【With this inner product, W^(E) becomes a 
Hilbert space. 
We now mention the theorems of Sobolev space which are needed later. 
Theorem 3.5.2. (Rellich) If X is a compact manifold and E is a 
Hermitian vector bundle over X, then the inclusion W^(E)——> W^(E) is 




、、 Theorem 3.5.3. (Sobolev) Let X and E be as in above, s >n/2 +k 
(s,k6Z). Then vf(E)cc^(E) and the embedding is continuous. 
(Hence we have n W®(E)=c"(E).) 
s=o 
Also, we have the following 
Proposition 3.5.4. For any s e l , (W®(E))* s W'®(E). 
Definition 3.5.5. Let X, E be as in 3.5.1.(2), F be also 
Hermitian, kel. Define 
OPk(E,F) = { L : C : ( E ) > C:(F) : L is linear and can be 
continuously extended to a linear map L。：vf(E)> Vf (F) for all 
S€l}. 
Theorem 3.5.6. pDiffjjE，F) S OPj^(E，F) (keZ). 
Proof. It suffices to show that for any open set U^R^, a 
pseudodif f erent ial operator P on U of order k must lie in 
Now, let p be the amplitude of P. We claim that there exists O O 
such that for any u€C"(U), 
Pu ^ C u|| . 
s "s+k 
A 
For, let p(x,7)) be the Fourier transform of p(x, TJ) in the first 
variable. We have 
|p(x-7),T,)| ^ C Y I + l ? - … 2 ) ’ 1 + | 刀 |2 产 2 
for any large N, where C depends only on N. Then 
N 
|(Pu)(?)| =s I d7) 
^ C o d + I 专 丁 (1+1 专 - … 2 ) - N + S / 2 ( i + | … 2 ) ( k + s ) / 2 |；； (刀 ) |D》 




/ ‘ ‘ 
integrable, then 
| ( P u ; (€) | (L + m 2 ) s / 2 ^ 己J(1+|5_”|2)-N+S/2( I+卜 |2严蛇)/2|；；(刀）|机 
By Young's inequality, we have 
Pu C" f u = C||u|| . • 
s o s+k “ "s+k • 
By the above theorem, we can study pDiffj^(E,F) by means of Hilbert 
space theory. Especially, we study a special class of 
pseudodifferent ial operators which correspond to the Fredholm operator. 
Namely, 
Definition 3.5.7. Let X be a smooth,paracompact, oriented manifold 
without boundary, E and F be smooth vector bundles over X. An element 
P€ pDiffj^(E,F) is called elliptic if for any xeX, CeT^X, 
o'j^(P)(x,?) : E x > Fx 
I is an isomorphism. Denote the set of all such operators by Ellj^CE, F). 
i • 
I 
We want to show that, in some condition, the extensions of elliptic 
operators are Fredholm. 
Proposition 3.5.8. For any P€ Ell^JE, F ) , there exists Qe 
Ell一k(F’E) such that PQ-Ipe OP_^(F,F) and QP-Ige OP_^(E,E) where 
I J. and Ip are the identity maps on E and F repectively. Q is called a 
parametrix of P. 
Proof. As (TjJP) invertible, and pDif f _ j j F , E ) ~ > Snibl_^(F,E) 
surjective, there is an Qe pDiff^j^CF, E) with cr_j^(Q)=[『乂⑵广， 
and thus Qe Ell , (F,E). Then PQ€ pDiff (F,F) and QPe pDiff (E,E) 
—ic o o 
with < r ^ ( P Q ) =〜 ( P ) .〔 k ( Q ) = If and o-^(QP) = <r_j^(Q)-o-j^CP) = 
Hence <r (PR-Ip) = 0 and <r (QP-Ip) = 0. By proposition 3.4.8., 
o ^ o 







Note here that, !=.€ pDiff (E,E) under the action IEU=U for ueC^CE), 
o 
and it is easily seen that 『O ( I E ) = I E where the second Ij. is regarded 
as a bundle isomorphism (similar for Ip). _ 
We now suppose that X is COMPACT, and E , F , … a r e Hermitian. Then 
Theorem 3.5.9. For P€ Ellj^(E,F) and seZ with s,s-k^O, we have 
(a) F'. W ® ( E ) > W®-k(F) is a Fredholm operator, and 
index Pg= constant for all s^O; 
(b) P*€ Ellk(F,E) and Coker P3 = Ker(P*)s_k; 
(c) (Regularity) Ker Pg = Ker P ； 
(d) index P = index Pg for all s^O. 
Proof. (a) Let Q be a parametrix of P. Then QP-I^^ OP_^(E,E). 
Extend it to QP-Ij.： v f ( E ) ~ > then follows by the inclusion 
> W^(E). We have ioQP-Ig. ： W ( E ) > vf (E) which is compact 
as i is compact by theorem 3.5.2. . Observe that ioQP-Ig = Qs-k°Ps一Ie 
as the restriction of both sides on C"(E) are the same operator. We 
then h a v e , Qs-k°Ps一Ie compact. Similarly, Ps°Qs-k"^F is also compact. 
Hence by theorem 1.2.2., Pg is a Fredholm operator. 
* 
(b) By definition, we see that P € Ellj^(F,E). Extend P to 
来 
P g : V f ( E ) ~ > W^-k(F). Let ( P J ~~> vf(E) be the adjoint of P3 
来 
(under 3.5.4.). Since (P )s_k is also adjoint to Pg, it follows that 
* * 来 来 
(Pg) = (p )s_k- Thus Ker(P )s_k= Ker (Pg) s Coker P^ by proposition 
1.1.3.(3). 
(c) It is clear that Ker P Q Ker P^. For u€ Ker Pg, take 
the compact operator K = QP-Ig in (a). We have 
u = -Ku = (-K)^u = ... = € vfH(E) 




Hence u € n vf (E) = C⑴(E) by theorem 3.5.3. , that is, u€ Ker P. 
s=o 
(d) Follows (c) and Proposition 1.1.3.. • 
Let X be compact Riemannian. By means of the metric, we identify the 
sphere bundle and the cosphere bundle, and denote it by SX. 
On S m b L (E,F), we define a norm . by 
K 00 
|<r||^  = sup { |(r(x, v) |: x€ X, v€ S^^CX)} 
where |<r(x, v) | is the usual matrix norm defined by the Hermitian inner 
products on Ex and F^. 
We now deal with the homotopy invariance of elliptic operators. We 
quote the following result of R.T.Seeley. 
Proposition 3.5.10. There exists a linear map Smbl^^CE, F)——> 
pDiffjJE,F) which is a right inverse to 0*乂: p D i f f y E , F ) > Smblj^(E,F) 
satisfying 
sup { C⑴（X), ||u||s=U ^ C||(r||^  
for any s-k >0 and (r€ Smblj^(E,F), where C is a constant not 
depending on cr. Note that the left side of the above inequality is in 
fact the operator norm of the extension of to (%(<r) )g： W^(E)——> 
Vf-'(F). 
Conversely, for the above s,s-k, and any P€ pDiffj^(E, F), we have 
<rk(P)||⑴:s sup{ ||Pu|s_k: U€C⑴(X), ||u||s=l} 
Proof. See Seeley [2] or Palais [1]. • 
Now let T：SX—> X be the projection. Define 
00 * * 
IsOgx (E, F) = { p: T E — > T F : p is an isomorphism and 




Theorem 3.5. 11. For any P€ Ellj^(E,F), index P depends only on the 
homotopy class of o-j^(P) in Iso^^ (E,F). 
Proof. Let Qe Ellj^(E,F). If <rj^(Q)=<rj^(P), let Q'€ Ell一jJF,E) be 
a parametrix of Q. Take s€(N such that s, s-k^O. As in the proof of 
theorem 3.5.9. (a), is compact. Hence index Q'= 
index = -index Qg =-index Q by theorem 3.5.9. (d). By the proof of 
proposition 3.5.8., Q' is also a parametrix of P. Hence we also have 
index Q'= index P. Thus index Q= index P. 
If o-j^CQ) 二『k(P) in Iso^X , that is there is a continuous curve 
<p: [ 0 , 1 ] ~ > Isog^ (E.F) with (p{0)=(r^{Q) and (piD^o-^iP) 
* 来 
(regarding T E Q TT E), we extend it by homogeneity to a continuous 
curve 9： [0,1]——> Smbl. (E, F). Take in proposition 3.5. 10., 
K K 
[0,1]——> pDiffj^CE, F) is a continuous curve. Since 
o-j^C^' (0) )=<r^(Q) and 0*乂（识'（1) )=<rj^(P), we have, as above, index (p' (0)= 
I 
I index Q and index (1)= index P. Take S€(N such that s, s-k>0. Then 
i -
i 




w (F), IS also a continuous curve. Hence by theorem 1.3.1., 
I 
index </?g(0)= index ^^(1). We then have index Q = index <p' (0)= 
i j 
index index ^^(1)= index ^3(1)= index P. 
！ 
Suppose Q€ E 1 K ( E , F ) with <rAQ) = o-^iP) Then 
IE on S(X). Hence <r^(Q)oo-^^CP) (x, v) = |卜|广-」1[ for 
any xeX, V6 T^X. Take Re Ellj,.j(E,E) with (r^_j(R)= o*. Let 
来 * 
S=(R+R )/2. Then o" and S=S . Hence index S= 0. We 
therefore have <rj^(P)= cr^CQ) o(rj^_j(S)= o-j^CQS). Thus index P= index QS 
= i n d e x Q + index S = index Q. 
Finally, suppose <r^(Q) in IsOg^ (E,F). We see that 




^k-j(S)(x,v)= ||v||k-jl as above, and Re Elljj_j(E,E) with (rj,.j(R) = 
X 
<r. By the above cases, we have index R = index S = 0. As <rj^(QR) = 
cTj^CP), it follows that indexP = index QR = index Q + index R = index 
Q. • 
Corollary 3.5. 12. If P€ Ellj^(E,F) such that <rj^(P)(x,C) depends 
only on x, not on 专€ S^(X), then index P = 0. 
Proof. For any u€ C ①(E), define M^(u(x)) = o-j^CP) (x, ?)u(x) for 
an arbitrary S^(X). By given, it is well-defined and, as can be 
easily seen that, is a smooth section of F. Hence we have the map 
M :C"(E)~~> C⑴(F). It is easily seen that M € E11_(E,F) and 
(T cr 
on S(X). By theorem 3.5. 11., we have index p = index M^. 
As M『is an isomorphism, index M ^ = 0. Hence the result follows. • 
Corollary 3.5. 13. If Pe Ellj^(E,F) such that can be 
来 
extended to an isomorphism over B(X)s {？€ T X: 卜 1} (the co-disc 
bundle), then index P = 0. 
Proof. It is easy to see that if o-j^ CP) can be extended such that 
(r^(P)(x,0) is an isomorphism, then k=0. Let c^CX,?) = o-^ C^P) (x, t?), t€ 
[0,1]. It is then a continuous curve in Is o ^  ^  (E, F). Thus 
o-j^CP) = (Ti Si 0*0 = o-j^CP) (x,0). Define M『 a s in corollary 3.5.12., we 
have M € Ell (E’F) and index M = 0. Hence by theorem 3.5.11., 
( T O cr 
index P = index M = 0. • 
<r • 
§ 3.6 Tensor products 
Let X be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold, E,F,... be 
Hermitian vector bundles over X. 
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Definition 3.6. 1. (1) Let SmbljTETT be the closure of 
Smblj^(E,F) under the sup-norm. Then it is easily seen that Smbl^^CE,F) 
contains precisely all the continuous k-symbols. That is, 
* * 
Smblj^CE,F)= { <re HomCir E,7r F): <r is continuous and 
o-(x,Xv) = x V ( x , v ) for all X>0 } 
(2) For each s,s-k2:0, let 必 E,F)={ 
PgiVfCE)~> : P€ pDiffk(E,F) >. Let 歹二（E,F) be the closure of 
(?g(E,F) under the operator norm. By the second inequality of 
proposition 3.5. 10. , the map pDiffj^(E,F)~> Smblj^(E,F) can be 
continuously extended to 
(;k)s : 歹 化 , F ) > Smblj^(E,F) 
which is surjective. 
(3) Define pDiffj^(E,F) such that 
P€ pDiffk(E,F) iff for any s,s-k^O, ?e ^ ( E , F ) . 
Note that for any Pg： W®(E,F)~~> with P€ pDiffyE,F) , we 
have Ps+I= F). Hence the definition makes sense. 
Let Y be also a compact oriented Riemannian manifold, G be a 
Hermitian vector bundle over Y. Then EsG and F0G (external tensor 
product) are Hermitian vector bundles over XxY. Let ke(Nu{0}, De 
Diffj^(E,F). Then 0-^^(0)6 Smblj^(E,F) and it can be extended smoothly 
来 
over the zero section of T X. Let l€ Diff^(G,G) be the identity map on 
G. Then we define D®I by 
(D®I)(u®v) = Du®v 
for any U6 c"(E), v€ c"(G). It is easily seen to be again a 
differential operator of order k on c"(EElG) into c"(FHG). And 
77 
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which is defined on T'XeT'Y. For pseudodifferent ial operators, we 
similarly have 
Definition 3.6.2. For any keZ, Fe pDiffj^CE, F), l€ Diffj^(G,G) as 
above, we define the operator P®I by 
(P®I)(u®v) = Pu®v 
for any u€ c"(E), v€ c"(G). Then it is clearly that P ® I : C " ( E i a G ) > 
c"(FaG). But, unlike the case of differential operators, it is in 
general not a pseudodif f erent ial operator. For, assume E,F and G are 
product line bundles. In local coordinate neighborhoods U and V on X 
and Y respectively, let p(x’5) be the amplitude of (the representation 
of) P. For (x，y)€ UxV， u€ C=(UxV) (regarding U and V in Euclidean 
spaces), 
(P®I)u(x,y) = (27r)-nj e i < x , 《 > p ( x , 专 ^ ^ 
A 
where u(x,y) is the Fourier transform of u(x,y) with respect to the 
first variable. The amplitude of P®I is then given by 
p' (x,y, ？,7?) = p(x, §). Then the estimate 
、 丨 妙 ( X , 5 ) 1 S C ( L + ⑷ + M ) H a | 
may not hold when |a|>k (note that t? is arbitrary and appears only on 
the right side of the inequality), unless D》〜 ( x , ? ) = 0 . ( It happens 
s X 
only when p(x,?) is a polynomial in 专，that is, P is a differential 
operator.) 
We also observe that if k>0, then Cj^CP) extends continuously (but 
来 
not always smoothly) on T X if we define o-j^CP) (x, 0) to be the zero map 
of E^ to Fj^, while if k<0, such continuous extension is impossible. If 
k=0, it is also impossible unless o-^^CP) (x,v) is independent of v. That 
is, <rj^(P)€ Hom(E, F). Hence (rj^(P)®<r^( I) (x, y, v, w) may have trouble at 





However, it is easy to show that 
Proposition 3.6.4. P®l6 OPj^CEElG, FHG). 
Not so obvious is the fact shown by Seeley that 
Theorem 3.6.4. For keIN, P®l€ p D i f f F s G ) . More precisely, 
there exists a sequence {A^^} in pDiffJ^CESG. FHG) such that for any 
s, s-k2:0, (Aj^)s converges to (P®I)g in the operator norm. Moreover, 
(TJ^CAJJ) converges to o-^ ^ (P) (I) in sup-norm. (Note that for k€(N, 
<rj^(P)®<r^( I) (x, y, v, w) can be continuously extended to be defined on 
those points with v=0, hence (r^(P)®<r^( I )€ Smbl^^CEsG, FaG).) 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case when X and Y are open 
subsets of Euclidean spaces, and all bundles are product line bundles. 
Given Pe p D i f f j ^ ( X ) = p D i f f C ^ ) , we show that for all (p.ijj € C:(X) 
and € CQ (Y), A= pDiffj^(XxY). First take a sequence 
of functions 0*口（专，17) such that 
(1) 『n is homogeneous of degree zero and smooth 
outside the origin; 
(2) (T^  = I 1: if ⑷ < ( M / n ) 
L 0: if > (2|7)|)/n. 
Let (p: R——> R be smooth such that 
,(x) = { 0: if |x|. 1 
L 1： if |x|2： 2. 
We set p"(?,7))= l i (|?|2/n + TJ), and construct the 
sequence of operators R^ by 
V i ( x , y ) = (2双广：pn(《,T));;(€,7»)e(i<x,?>+i<y,刀>)d物 
where k= dim X, m= dim Y. By the definition of v)» we see that 
R_6 pDiff (XxY). Define AoR^. Then we have A^e pDiff (XxY) and 
O K 
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for s,s-k^O, (An)s converges to (P®I). Also cr^ C^A ^  ) = 
converges uniformly to o-^^CA) on S(XxY). Details 
can be found in Atiyah and Singer [1]. • 
Now we consider # operation of pseudodifferent ial operators and 
study the multiplicativity of indices of elliptic operators. 
Definition 3.6.5. Let X,Y be compact oriented Riemannian 
manifolds, E^.F^ be vector bundles over X, E^.F^ be vector bundles over 
Y. Then Gi=(EiSE2)®(Fi 规 2) SLnd G2=(FiHE2)®(Ei邮、）are bundles over 
XxY. Let keIN, ke pDiffyE”Fi), Be pDiff^E2, F2). We define the 
operator A # B : C ® ( G i ) > d^iG^) by 
来 来 
(A # B)(ei®e2①fi®f2) = (Aei®e2-fi®B f2)®(ei®Be2+A f^sfa) 
for any e^e C①(Ej), f^ed^iF^), i=l,2. We usually represent A # B by 
the matrix 
- 来 -
A®Ie Ip ®B 
2 1 
来 
I J. ®B A ®Ip . 
... L 1 2 」 
Similarly, we see that A # B € 0Pj^(G,G2), and 
“0- (A)®<r (IE ) -<r (Ip )®<r (B*) 
『k(A # B) = o-^iAncr^iB) ° 2 o 1 K 
<r (Ig )®(rj^(B) o-j^ CA )®<r^(Ip ) 
1 2 -
is in Smblj^G” G2) • Also we have 
Theorem 3.6.6. There exists a sequence {A^^} in pDiff j^CG^, Gg) 
such that for any s,s-kiO, (A^)g converges to (A # B)^ in operator 
norm and o-^^CA^) converges to 0*乂(八 # B) in sup-norm. 




It is easy to see that 
Proposition 3.6.7. (A # B )来 = A奈 # ( 一 B ) which is given by the matrix 
f * * “ 
A If 
2 1 
-IR. ®B A®IP 
L 1 1 J • 
And (A # B)*(A # B) is given by the matrix 「C Ol where 
_0 D 
来 来 来 来 
c= A A®Ir. +Ir ®B B and D= Ip ®BB +AA ®Ip • 
2 2 1 2 
From now on, we suppose that A€ Ellj^CE^, F^) and Be £11乂(£2,尸2). 
来 来 来 来 
Then (rj^(A)e IsoCTCiEt, TriF^) and <rj^(B)e Iso (Tr2E2, ) where 
TTJIT'X~~> X, TTgiT'Y~~> Y are the projections. Observe that the symbol 
o-^iiA # B)*(A # B)) 
-(rj^(A)*(rj^(A)®<r^(lE )+<r^(lE ) c ^ i B ) 0 ‘ 
= 2 1 来 来 
0 <r^(lF )®<rj^(B)®o-j^(B) A ) A ) 
is an isomorphism of G(x,y) at each point (x,v)0(y,w) of T'(XxY) where 
at least " one of the maps o-^ C^ A) (x, v): (E^) ^  ^ (Fi) x or 
o*k(B)(y,w): (E2)y——> (F2)y is isomorphic. Hence c r ^ ^ C A ) i s 
isomorphic at such points. Hence for A and B elliptic, c^iA #B) is 
isomorphic on T'(XxY). 
柰 
Theorem 3.6.8. A # B and (A # B) have finite dimensional 
来 
kernels, and index(A # B)= dim Ker(A # B) - dim Ker(A # B ) = 
(index A)(index B). 
For proving the theorem, we need 
Lemma 3.6.9. Let X be as above, E’F be vector bundles over X, 





the inner product in L (E)) of eigenvectors of S S. The corresponding 
eigenvalues {X^} are non-negative and X^——> « as n — > co. 
Proof. See Palais [1】. 薩 
1 1 2 
Proof of theorem. Write v= dim Ker. Let { ^j), { 中 , , { 4>】} ’ 
柰 奈 奈 来 
{ ^j} be orthonormal basis of eigensections of A A, AA , B B, BB with 
1 2 
eigenvalues Xj, fij, Vj and TJ respectively. Let and 
中”:0®(i/(i®«/fj). Then the set {於ij,论ij} is an orthonormal basis of 
C"(Gi). Also (A # B)*(A # and (A # B)*(A # 
= (fii+TjVij. Hence { <f>、” is a basis of eigensections of 
条 
(A # B) (A # B). As all eigenvalues are non-negative, we have 
来 
iff 入i=i;j=0, and jLii+Tj=0 iff jLii=T广0. Thus vi (A # B) (A # B ) ) = 
来 来 来 * v{A A)v{B B) + viAA )i;(BB )• Note that for any elliptic 
来 来 
pseudodif f erent ial operator C, y(C C) = v i C ) = v{C )• Hence i;(A # B) 
=i;(A)i;(B)+y(A*)y(B*) and y((A#B)*)= y(A*)i7(B)+i;(A)y(B*). It 
follows that index (A # B) = v{A # B)-y((A # B) ) = [y( A)-y(A*) ] [i;(B)-
« 
i;(B )] = (index A) (index B). • 
Remark. ‘ From the proof, we see that for any s,s-k^O, 
index((A # B)s)=(index As)(index Bs)=(index A)(index B)= index(A # B). 
Hence (A # B)s is also Fredholm. 
Take {A^} in theorem 3.6.6.. Then for any s,s-k^O, 
converges to (A 林 B)s in operator norm, and Cj^CAj^) converges to cr^ C^A # 
B) in sup-norm. As Cj^CA # B) is isomorphic on T' (XxY), we see that 
for all n large enough, (r^^CA^) is also isomorphic on T'(XxY), that is, 
AJ^€E11, (Gj,Gg). By homotopy invariance of index, we have index 
index (A # B) for all n large enough. Also, as the set 
IO(GI,G2) S { <r€ Smblk(Gi,G2) ： <r is isomorphic on T' (XxY) } is open in 
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Smblj^CGi.Gg), thus for large enough n, 『 k ( 〜 “ # B) in 
I°(GI’G2). Hence we have 
Proposition 3.6. 10. For { A J in theorem 3.6.6., we have for any 
！ i 
sufficiently large n, index 〜 = i n d e x ( A # B) and CTJ^ CA^ ) - cr^ C^A # B) 
in IO(G I,G2). 
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Chapter 4 Atiyah-Singer index theorem 
Through out this chapter, all manifolds are smooth and WITHOUT 
BOUNDARY. 
§ 4.1 The topological index 
Let X and Y be smooth manifolds. Let i: >Y be an embedding and 
N be an open tubular neighborhood of X in Y. We can regard N to be the 
normal bundle of i(X). By theorem 2.4.2., every element u€ K(N) can be 
represented by a complex 0 ~ ~ ^ with compact support where E 
and F are trivial outside a compact subset K of N and a is the identity 
/V A 
homomorphism outside K. Hence E,F can be extended by triviality to E, F 
A A 
respectively over Y, and a can be extended by identity to a on E. It 
follows that u can be extended to h(u)€ K(Y) represented by 
A 
0 — — . Thus we have the extension homomorphism 
h ： K(N) > K(Y). 
Assume that N can be equipped with a structure of complex vector 
bundle. We then have a homomorphism i , = h o炉： K ( X ) > K(Y) where 
识: K ( X ) > K(N) is the Thorn isomorphism. Unfortunately, not every 
normal bundle N can be equipped with a complex structure. However, we 
来 来 
claim that the normal bundle of the induced embedding i*:T >T N 
has a canonical complex structure as follows. 
We first consider a real vector bundle V over X and let n: V — > X be 
来 * * 来 来 来 
the projection. Then T V = 7 r ( T X )⑦ i r V where n (T X) is the 
* 




Let V=T X. We then have the decomposition 
T*(T*X) = 7R*(T*X) © 7R*(T*X). 
来 柰 
We define the complex structure on T (T X) by i (v, w) = (-w, v). 
来 奈 
Similarly, T (T Y) has a structure of complex vector bundle. The 
来 来 来 来 
decompositions of T (T X) and T (T Y) into horizontal and verticle 
. * * 
parts induce a similar decomposition of T N into n N®7r N. The complex 
来 
structure on T N is given by i (v, w) = (-w, v). 
Definition 4. 1. 1. Let r. K(T*X)~~> K(T*N) be the Thorn 
isomorphism. We define the homomorphism 
i, : K(T*X) ~~> K(T*Y) 
which is the composition of (p with the extension homomorphism 
h*:K(T*N)~~> K(T*Y) induced by h:K(N)~~> K(Y). (From now on, we 
simply denote h* by h. ) It is easily seen that 
i 丨 does not depend on the choice of the tubular neighborhood N. 
參 
We then•have the following properties. 
Proposition 4.1.2. (1) If ~~> X is the identity map, then 
iI is the identity homomorphism. 
春 
(2) If i : X C > Y, J: Y ^ > Z are two 
embeddings, then (Ji)|=J,i,. 
• • • 
Proof. (2) follows proposition 2.5.3.. • 
Example 4.1.3. Let X={p} be a point, Y=IR^ and J r X ^ ~ > Y be an 
* u * k 
embedding. Then T X=X and N=IRK. Thus J , : K ( X ) ~ > K(T IR )=K(IR ) is 
Just the Bott isomorphism (or the Thorn isomorphism). 
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Definition 4. 1.4. Let X be compact. Take a smooth embedding 
I ~ ( s u c h an embedding exists if N is large enough ). Let 
J: {p} ^ ~ > RN be an embedding. We define the homomorphism ind^: 
来 
K(T X) > Z to be the composite 
来 i， ^ J - ； 
K ( T * X ) — — ^ K ( t V ) K(p) = Z . 
ind is called the topological index. 
Proposrtion 4. 1.5. ind^ is independent of the embedding i : K^——> 
N, 
Proof. Let > R be another embedding. Consider the family 
of embeddings 
xc> IR^ ' , kAx)= i(x)e si' (x) (s€[0,1]). 
S ® 
If N is the normal bundle of i(X), then N®IR is the normal bundle of 
来 N 
k ( X ) . By proposition 4. 1.2. , where <p:K(T R ) > 
• • 
K(T来（IrN@|rN')) is the Bott isomorphism. Take f : ! R ^ > be the 




； 1 / \ ? ! , 
K ( T V ) > K ( T * ( R V ' ) ) 
J \ / L , \ 1 z . 
Thus (1書）_1°(乂0) •=(』• r ^ i , . That is, i and Ic。give the same value of 
• • 參 《 
ind^. Since k^ is homotopic to kj, they give the same value of ind^. 
Hence do i and k^ , and similar for i' and k^. • 
Clearly, we have 
* 







Proposition 4.1.7. The topological index has the following 
properties: 
(1) If X={p} is a point, then ind^u = dim u for all 
u= [E]_[F] in K(T*X)=K(X) where dim u= dim E - dim F. 
(2) If ~~> Y is an inclusion of compact manifolds, 
* 
then ind^(i,u)=ind^(u) for all U6 K(T X). 
来 
Moreover, any additive homomorphism :K(T X ) > Z defined for any 
compact smooth manifolds X and satisfying (1) and (2) must coincides 
with ind^. 
Proof. (1) is trivial, and (2) follows from the relation 
来 
(ij) =i J . Let ind: K(T X ) > Z be another homomorphism defined for • • • 
all compact smooth manifolds X and satisfies (1) and (2). Embed X in (R^  
and then in S^. Let > S^ be the embedding. For showing 
ind = indL, it suffices to show that ind = ind on the image of 
t t 
K(T*IRN) in K(T*S^). Moreover, since J, : K ( p ) > K(T R^) is 
isomorphism, it suffices to show that ind = ind^ on K(p). But it 
follows (1). • 
§ 4.2. The analytical index 
For any pseudodifferential operator P on a compact smooth manifold, 
we have, by theorem 3.5.9.. the index of P in Z. The index depends only 
on the homotopy class of the symbol of P. We now define the 丨•index" of 





Definition 4.2.1. Let X be a compact smooth manifold. Given an 
element u€ K(T*X), and an arbitrarily choosen me Z,by proposition 
* % * 
2. 4. 4, , u can be represented by 0 m E yn F ^ where E,F are 
来 
vector bundles over X, 7r:T X ~ > X is the projection, and 〜 i s 
positively homogeneous of order m (a^ may be discontinuous on the zero 
section) and isomorphic outside the zero section. By standard 
approximation arguments, we may assume that E and F are smooth bundles, 
and a (x,v) is smooth for v^O. Thus a € Smbl (E,F). By proposition 
m m m 
3.4.8., there exists P€ Ell (E’F) such that <r^(P)=a We define the 
m m m 
analytical index of u to be 
ind u = index P. 
a 
Proposition 4.2.2. ind^ is independent of the choice of m, the 
representative of u, and the operator P. 
Proof. Suppose that P€ Ell (E,F) and P'€ Ell , (E',F') such that 
厂 m m 
来 、 ⑵ 来 
the two complexes 0 > n E > n F > 0 and 
* 。 （ P ' ) * 
0 > n E' > n F' > 0 are homotopic. Then E s E' and F 
s F'. Hence we may assume that E=E' and F=F'. If m=m', then (r^(P) 
is homotopic to o-^, (P'), and we may choose the homotopy o-^  to be 
positively homogeneous of degree m for t€ [0,1]. Hence by theorem 
3.5.11., we have index P = index P'• 
• * • 
If 0 > n E' > n F' > 0 is the sum of 0 > n E 
<r (P) 柰 * e * 
_iB > 71 F > 0 and a complex 0 ~~> n G TT G' ~ > 0 with 
empty support, then since |3 is positively homogeneous, it must be of 




i ‘ ' 
» 
with Then index P'= index(P®Q) = index P + index Q = index P 
by proposition 1.1.2. and corollary 3.5.12.. 
By theorem 3.5.11 again with the above arguments, we have index P = 
index P' when m * m'. • 
It is easy to see that we have 
来 
Proposition 4.2.3. ind^ : K(T X) > Z is an additive 
homomorphism. 
§ 4. 3. The Atiyah-Singer index theorem 
We now come to our main theorem stated below. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let X be a compact smooth manifold. Then the 
来 
topological index and the analytical index from K(T X) into Z 
coincide. 
Proof. “ By proposition 4. 1.7., it suffices to show that ind^ 
satisfies 
(1) If X={p} is a point, then ind u = dim u for all ue 
SL 
K(T*X). 
(2) If ——> Y is an inclusion of compact smooth 
manifolds, then ind (i,u) = ind u. 
a ! cL 
Suppose X={p>. For any u€ K(T*X) = K(X) with u= [E]-[F] where E, 
F are vector bundles over X’ an elliptic operator P:c"(E)——> C⑴(F) is 
Just a linear transformation P: E ~ > F and ind^u = index P = dim E -
dim F = dim u. Thus we have proved (1). 




manifold. Recall that i, is defined to be the composite 
K(T*X) K(T*N) K(T*Y) 
where N is the normal bundle of i(X), (p is the Thorn isomorphism with 
识（u) = , and h is the extension homomorphism. For proving (2), 
it suffices to show that ind is invariant with respect to (p and h. 
a 来 来 
We first consider the extension homomorphism h: K(T N ) — > K(T Y). 
Given any u€ K(T*N). By proposition 2.4.6. , U can be represented by a 
来 a 来 
complex 0 ~ ~ m E - ^ n F ~ ^ where E,F are vector bundles over N and are 
trivial outside a compact subset K of N, a is positively homogeneous 
of degree zero and equals to identity homomorphism outside K. We can 
assume that E, F are smooth bundles and a is smooth (possibly exclude 
the zero section). Take an elliptic operator P€ E11^(E,F) with 
(T (P)=a. Extend E, F by triviality to the bundles E' and F' over Y, 
o 
* 来 
and a by identity to the homomorphism a': n E ' ~ ~ m F'. We also extend 
p by identity map to the operator P'. Then cr^(P' )=a' and hence P'€ 
Ell (E'’F'). 
o 
Clearly we have Ker P S Ker P'. If u€ c"(E') with P'u=0, then 
u=0 on Y\K. Hence u€ c"(E) and P'u=Pu=0, Thus Ker Q Ker P and 
therefore Ker P'=Ker P. Let P* be the adjoint of P. (As X, Y compact, 
we can fix metric on E and F and the induced metric on E' and F'). It 
来 来 
is easy to see that P can be extended by identity to (P )' and in fact 
来 来 来 
(p )' = (P') • Similar as above, Ker P = Ker(P') . Hence we have 
index P'= index P, and it follows that 
ind u = index P = index P' = ind h(u). 
a a 
That is, ind is invariant with respect to h. 
SL 
For showing that ind^ is invariant with respect to the Thorn 
条 * 




for all u€ K(T*N), we need the following multiplicativity. 
Proposition 4.3.2. Let X and Y be smooth compact manifolds. For 
any u€ K(T*X) and v€ K(T*Y), we have 
ind (uHv) = (ind u) • (ind v) 
a a a 
where 因 is the outer product. 
来 * 来 
Proof. Given u€ K(T X) and v€ K(T Y). Let X~~> X , 
n^: T * Y ~ > Y be the projections. By proposition 2.4.4. , u and v 
• 来 o (X 来 1 
can be represented by complexes E : 0 — — m ^ — > 0 and 
F ' : 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ > 0 where a and jS are positively homogeneous of 
degree one. Then uSv is represented by the complex 
E'SF': 0 > Gi > G2 > 0 
* 来 来 1 来 1 来 1 来 o * o 来 1 
where n ^ m ^ m ^ ’ n ^ m ^ m：^ ’ and 
r * 1 
a ® I々 o -I 
= Y *X 
tt^E 卜 TTyF 
_ • 
(see definition 2.4.7. and theorem 2.4.8.). Take Pe and 
Q€ E11I(F。，F1) with (r^(P)=a, Then (r^(P#Q) (Q)= 
(see definition 3.6.5.). Then ind^u = index P and ind^v = index Q. 
By theorem 3.6.6., 3.6.8., and proposition 3.6.10., There exists a 
sequence {A^} in Ell^(Gi,G2) such that for n large enough, index 
index P#Q = (index P)( index Q) and c^CAj,) is homotopic to 
<ri(P)#<ri(Q). Hence 
(ind u)(ind v) = (index P)(index Q) = index (P#Q) 
8L 8L 
= i n d e x A. = ind w = ind (iiSv) 
^ a a 
* * 
where w is an element in K(T XeT Y) represented by 
cAJ^) 
<r':0~ ^Gg (Note that o-^CA^) homotopic to implies 
. 91 
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that <r is homotopic to E aF . ) • 
Corollary 4.3.3. If X and Y are open subsets of compact manifolds, 
then proposition 4.3.2. still holds. 
Proof. Since ind is invariant with respect to the extension 
a 
homomorphism, the corollary passes to the compact case. • 
Back to our theorem. We now assume that N=XXIR'^ is Just a product 
来 来 来 奈 
bundle. Then T N= T X®T T XxC"". By corollary 2.5.4. , we have 
inda(〜.N'u) = indaUnU) = (ind^X^) (Xnd^ii) 
= ( i n d Ai)n(ind u). a i a 
Hence we now need to compute ind^X^. 
Lemma 4.3.4. ind X. = 1. 
a丄 
Proof. By the remark (2) after theorem 2.5.2.,入！ is represented 
by the complex 
0 、CxC CxC > 0 
where CxC is the trivial line bundle over C=IR^, y(x,^)w = (x+i?)-w 
for any (x,?)€ T*!R = C and w€ C, r(x,C)w = (x+i?)-w. We deform y 
through homomorphisms with compact support into the homomorphism a with 
“ - e — i x ： ^ > 0 , |x卜71 
a(x,?)= - 1 ： ？<0, |x卜TT 
1 : |x|2:Tr 
It is clear to be positively homogeneous of degree zero, and 
0 — — — — ^ also represents 
We now want to find an elliptic operator T' of order zero with 
来 
symbol adjoint to a and of index -1. It then follows that 0-^(1' )=a 
and index T'*= 1= ind X,. On [-TT.TTIS S, consider the operator P on 
a上 
C"(S) defined by 
. inx 〜 乃 




That is, P acts on smooth function on S by truncating the negative part 
of its Fourier expansion. We follow proposition 3.3.8. to show that P 
is a pseudodif ferent ial operator of order zero. Let feC^C (-7r,7r)). Then 
PfOc,?) 
n=0 
i =0 . 
Since f(x)=jf we have lim p_(x,?)=0 and lim p (x’G = 
？^-CO ？ — ^ 
f(x)- lim 广f?n-?) e i ( n一伪 = f ( x ) . Hence there exists a constant C 
such that 
C= C ( l +⑷ ) o . 
Note that D^f(x)= Y ① Hence we have 
X ^ -00 
for some constant C'• Thus p^ satisfies the condition (*) in definition 
3.3.4.. The other conditions can be easily checked. It follows that 
P € Ell (where p . is the amplitude of P„) and so is P. 
f o S S I 1 
For the symbol of P, we observe that 
(ro(Pf)(x’?）= lim P f ( x , X《） = {『 ) : : | < o . 
入 • 
Hence 
… ， … r 1: ？>0 
『o(P)(x,U = { Q： 1<0 
locally. 
Define the pseudodif f erent ial operator T on S by 
T = ei(x-专)P + (1-P) (x€ [-71,71]= S). 
It is an elliptic operator of order zero with 
i(x-7r) ^ 
a«o(T)(x,€) ; ! 』 • , • 
We now compute the index of T. For all u€ C s ) , u=£ 
Tu= -jf + j^i If Tu=0, then u(k)=0 for all 
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Z. Thus us 0. Hence Ker T= 0. It is easy to see that Coker T s 
{ constant functions on S> which is of dimension 1. It follows that 
index T= -1. 
We extend T by identity map to T' on R. Then 
、I(x…：？>0, | x | 钟 
(r^(T')(x,C) = - 1 ： ？ < 0 ， — 
L 1 : M 对 
which is adjoint to a. It is easy to see that index T= index T' and 
thus the result follows. (Note that T' is not smooth along the points 
|x|=Tr. Hence we actually need to "smooth out“ T' at these places and 
this smoothing procedure does not affect the index.) • 
Hence the proof of the theorem is done when N=XxlR^. 
In general N will be a "twisted product”. In this case, we need to 
refine our whole theory to be " e q u i v a r i a n t T h a t is, we will consider 
manifolds with a G action where G is a compact Lie-group, and vector 
bundles with a G action compatible with the base manifold. The K~groups 
shall involve G-vector bundles. The operators shall be "G-invariant” 
and we consider the G-index. Then we develop a similar product formula 
as proposition 4.3.2. in a similar way for fibre bundles with structure 
group G, and apply it to the computation of the index of 〜 a s we 
did. 
We do not go into the details for this general case. Readers can 
refer Atiyah and singer [1], Shanahan [1] p. 104’ and Lawson and 
Michelsohn [1] p.251. • 
In the rest of this chapter, we present the cohomo logical 
formulation of the topological index and express the Atiyah-Singer 




§ 4.4 Characteristic classes 
We begin with the following 
Proposition 4.4.1. (Splitting Principle) Let E be a complex vector 
bundle over a manifold X. Then there exist a manifold and a map 
n: ——> X such that 
* 
(i) n E is a sum of complex line bundles. 
来 来 * 
(ii) n : H (X)——> H is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Let p:CP(E)~~>X be the fibre bundle whose fibre at xeX is 
the projective space CP(E^) of all complex lines in E^, The pull-back 
来 
bundle p E contains a line bundle L whose fibre over a given point 
CP(E) is the line ^ . Then we have the splitting 
来 
p E s L 0 Ej 
where E^ is the vector bundle over CP(E) whose fibres are the 
complementary spaces . We then repeat the process for E^——>CP(E) 
and then continue inductively, (ii) follows the Leray-Hirsch theorem 
(refer Husemoller [1]). • 
Let X be a manifold and E a complex vector bundle of fibre dimension 
n over X. Denote the total Chern class of E by 
c(E) = 1 + Ci(E) + + Cj^(E). 
Recall the whitney product theorem c(E④E')=c(E)c(E') where E' is any 
complex vector bundle over X. Hence if E splits such that E= L^e. .. 
where Lj‘s are line bundles, then 
c(E) = jj (1+Xk) 
k = l 
where for k=i,... ,n. We see that c^CE) s are elementary 




If E does not split into sum of line bundles, we apply proposition 
4.4.1. and lift it to the space Let n: ^ > X be the corresponding 
来 
map such that n Es L^©. . . ©L^ where LjS are line bundles. Then 
* 来 n 
n c(E) = CCTT E ) = FF (1+Xk) 
k = l 
m 
where . Since n is injective, we can Just identify Cj^(E) with 
m 
CJ^ CTT E) . Hence, in computation with Chern classes, we may assume that E 
(formally) splits into sum of line bundles. (For the splitting of other 
characteristic classes, see Lawson and Michelsohn [1] p.226.) 
Let be a complex line bundle and Z be its dual (or conjugate) 
bundle. Since t^isZ is trivial, we have 
0 = c^i^l) = q m + 9- U ) . 
Hence c ! (乏 ) = - q (Z). For general complex bundle E， b y the splitting 
principle, we also have Cj(E)= (-l)^Cj(E) for all j. 
Definition 4.4.2. Let E be a complex vector bundle of fibre 
dimension n over a manifold X. By the splitting principle, express the 
total class of E as 
n 
C ( E ) = 1 + C I + . . . + CN = N (1+XJJ) . 
k = l 
Define the Chern character of E by 
n n . n 
ch(E) = E e 、 = n + J： + 丁 E Xj + 
k=l J=1 z j=l 
Note that since X is finite-dimensional, the expansion 
1+ x+ •. is a finite sum. 
Proposition 4.4.3. If E and E' are complex vector bundles over X, 
then 
(i) ch(E©E') = ch(E) + ch(E'). 
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(ii) ch(E®E') = ch(E)ch(E'). 
Proof. Formally express 
c(E) = n (l+Xj,) , c(E') = n (l+xj). 
k = l J =1 
From the fact that c ^ i ^ f )=q iZ*) for line bundles, we have 
C(E®E') = n (1+Xk) n (1+x'j) 
k = l j =1 
= n n (i+x^+x^). 
j=l k=l 
Hence 
ch(E®E') = E e X k + geX'j = ch(E) + ch(E') 
k=l j=l 
m n V j - v ' n v m 
ch(E®E') = S Z e 〜 j = ( E e k) ( J： e^'j) 
j =1 k=l k = l j=l 
=ch(E)ch(E'). • 
Corollary 4.4. 4. Let X be compact. The Chern character extends to 
a ring homomorphism 
ch ： K ( X ) — — > H*(X;(Q). 
Example 4.4.5. Let E be a complex vector bundle of fibre dimension 
n over a compact manifold X. Let A(E) be the exterior complex of E (see 
definition 2.5.1.). Note that for any k, 
A^(E0E') = J] (A^E) ® 
I +j=k 
k 
where E' is also a complex vector bundle over X. Also pull-back of A E 
to any space equals the k-exterior bundle of the pull-back of E. We 
formally split E into L^®. . .eL^^ where LjS are line bundles. Then 
i*A(E) = ® ACLj) = ® (C-Li) 
i=l i=l 
where i : X — > E is the zero section. Hence 
ch(i*A(E)) = n (1-eXi). 
i =1 
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Definition 4.4.6. Let X be a manifold (not necessarily compact), E 
a complex vector bundle over X. Then we define the Todd class of E to 
be 
n 
Td(E) = n — I F 
i=i i-e Xi 
where Xi=Ci(Li) and E splits formally into L^®. . . ©L^ as before. 
§ 4.5. Thorn isomorphisms 
Let X be an oriented n-manifold. Denote its rational cohomology with 
来 
compact support by H^^CX). Poincare duality asserts that the composite 
H^(X) X C N X ) H^(X) R 
is non-degenerate where u is the cup product and f is an isomorphism. 
来 
Then we have H^(X) = (h'^'^CX)). 
Since X is smooth, we can work on the de Rham cohomology. Then the 
cup product is given by the wedge product of differential forms on X. 
Let /I be a fixed orientation of X. Then f is given by [u] i——> / (父… u . 
There exists a unique [刀]€ H=(X) such that f([T)])=l. 
Definition 4.5.1. Suppose X is compact. Let E be an oriented REAL 
vector bundle of fibre dimension k over X, TTIE——>X be the projection. 
Let i^ p be the orientation on Ep. Then ii®v is an orientation on E 
(as a manifold of dimension n+k). By Poincar6 duality, there exists a 
奈 
unique U(E) = [w]€ H二(E) such that S^^ 以 八 （ 江 刀 ） ： 工 . 口 ⑵ is called 
the Thorn class of E. 
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Theorem 4.5.2. (Thorn isomorphism theorem) Let X,E as above. Then 
the homomorphism 
lit : H ^ ( X ) — — > 
来 
u I > U ( E ” U S U ( E ) U (TT U) 
is in fact an isomorphism. It is called the Thorn isomorphism of 
cohomology. 
Proof. Let i:X~~>E be the zero section. Since 7roi= identity map 
of X and ioTi is homotopic to the identity map of E, we have 
7r*:H^(X)> H^(E) an isomorphism. Hence the result follows the 
Poincare duality. 醒 
Definition 4.5.3. Take a global section s:X~~> E (X,E as above). 
We define the Euler class of E by 
xiE) = s*U(E) € H^(X). 
Note that it is independent of the choice of the section s, we may 
simply take the zero section i : X — > E. 
Also we、have the fact that if E is the oriented real bundle of fibre 
dimension k=2m underlying a complex bundle of fibre dimension m, then 
= c„(E). (Note that for any complex vector bundle, the underlying 
real bundle is automatically oriented by its complex structure.) 
来 
Lemma 4.5.4. For all lie H (X), we have 
i % ( u ) = %(E)-ii 
where i:X——> E is the zero section. 
Proof. We can assume that U=[T] . Let U(E) = [w]. Then 
* 来 来 来 来 
i i/>(u) = i [WATT T] = [i WAT] = [i W] U [T] 




Let X be compact, E be a COMPLEX vector bundle over X with fibre 
dimension k. Let ch: K ( X ) ~ > H*(X) be the Chern character. Note that 
it has a direct extension to non-compact spaces. Thus we have 
ch : K(E) ~ > H*(E). 
Consider the diagram 
K(X) " ^ — K(E) 
ch ch 
<4/ 
* lA 来 
H (X) ~ ^ > Hc(E) 
where <p is the Thorn isomorphism of K-theory. It is in general not 
commutative. We want to measure the "defect丨.of the commutativity. 
Proposition 4/5.5. Let t=«/r"^ch (pil) where 1 is the unity in 
K(X). Then t= (-1)^Td(E) 
Proof. Let TT： E ~ > X be the projection. For any K(X), we have 
ip'^ch <p{V = '/''^ ch (^(l)«7r*C) 
=lif'h ch(^(l)) ch(7r*C)] 
= t - ch(?). 
It is easily seen that ipit) = ch(??(l)) = ch(A(E)). Hence by lemma 
4.5.4., 
；t(E)-t = i*Wt)) = i*ch (A(E)) = ch (i*A(E)) 
where i X ~ > E is the zero section. It follows that 
^ 一 ch (i*A(E)) _ ch (i*A(E)) 
t = H H " Ck(E) 
k (1 -ja^l k 1 




§ 4.6 Coho mo logical formulation of the topological index 
Let X be a compact manifold, > R^ be an embedding. Let N be 
the normal bundle (or the tubular neighborhood) of i(X). Let 
J： {p} c——> Rk be an embedding. 
峯 来 
Recall that T (T X) has a complex multiplication with the 
decomposition 
T*(T*X) = 7r*(T*X) e / ( T X ) s 7r*(T*X)®C 
来 
into "horizontal" and "verticle" parts where n:T X — > X is the 
projection (see the discussion before 4.1.1.). This structure naturally 
来 来 来 
induces an orientation on T X. A positively oriented basis of T (T X) 
is of the form ( e” Je”e^, Je^,…，’e^, Jen) where {e^, • . . is a 
basis of 7r*T*X and J is the "multiplication" that sends horizontal 
vectors to verticle vectors. The topological index is defined by 
indt=J”。i!. 
来 
Theorem 4.6. 1. Let X is of dimension n. Then for all u€ K(T X), 
ind.(u) = (-l)n(ch(u)Td(T*X®C))[T*X] 
W 来 来 
where [T X] is the fundamental class of T X. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
K ( T * X ) K (T*N ) K ( T V ) ( 少 ' K ( p ) = Z 
ch ch ch ch 
* * i/i 来 * 1 奈 * k \b' * , 、 
HC(T X ) - ^ HC(T X ) — H c ( T ^ H^(p)= 1 
where (p,\lj,(f/，中‘are Thorn isomorphisms, and h, 1 are the extension 
来 
homomorphisms. Note that ch:K(p)sZ ~ > H^ip)^! is Just the identity 
map, and also We first estimate the defect 识 ' a n d . Note 
that (p' and 中 ' a r e Just multiplication of the elements inthe 




I 4.5.5. , write = t . c h ( 5 ) . Then t=(-l)^. Hence i//'' ch(X^k 
J 
u)= c h (识 '？ ) = and ch: K(T*IR)~~> H * ( T V ) sends ； ^ C to 
(-l)^U(C^) where X.k and U(C^) are the Bott class and Thorn class. 
(L 
Also loch = choh. 
For any u€ K(T*X), let b= ind^(u)= . Then h<p(u) = 
bA^k(u). Hence ch(bA^k)= (-l)^bU(C^). Let [T and [T N] be the 
(C (L 
fundamental classes of R) and N) respectively. Then 
b = (bU(ck)) [T.Rk] 
=(-l)^(ch(bA^k)) [ T V ] 
=(-l)^(ch(h<p(u)) [ T V ] 
=(-l)k(ch(«p(u))) [T*N]. 
We now estimate the defect for <p and \fi. We write )= 
s*ch(u). Then s = ( - T d Since T*N is the complexificaton 
来 
of the real bundle n N where i r r N > X is the projection, we have 
T*N= T.N. Also, T*(T*X)®T*N is trivial and Td(AeB)= Td(A)©Td(B) for 
来 来 来 
any vector bundles A,B. Hence Td(T (T X))-Td(T N)= 1. Since 
Td(T*(T*X))= Td(7r*(T*X)®(D)= TT奈Td(T来)C®£), we have 
来 
ch(<p(u)) = (-l)k-、d(T X©C) i/»(ch(u)). 
Thus 
ind (u) = b = (-l)n(Td(T*X®C)鄉(u)) [T*N] 
=(-l)n(Td(T*X®C)ch(u)) [T.X]. 
=(-l)n(ch(ii)Td(T*X®C))[T*X] 
since the cohomology classes in Chern character and in Todd class are 
of even degree. • 
Theorem 4.6.2. Let X be a compact manifold of dimension n, E, F be 
vector bundles over X. Let P€ Ellj^(E,F). Let [c^iP)]^ K(T奈X) be the 
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class represented by the complex 
* V P ) * 
0 — > TT E — > n F > 0 
来 
where TT-.T X——> X be the projection. Then 
index P = (-!)"((ch( [o-j^ (P) ] )Td(T*X®C)) [T*X]. 
Intergrating along fibre, we have 
Theorem 4.6.3. Let X, P be as above. Then 
Index P = (-l)n(n+i)/2{(0-ich[(rk(P)])Td(T.X®C)} [X] 
* 来 来 
where (X)~~> H (T X) is the Thorn isomorphism. 
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Chapter 5 Geometric preliminaries 
§ 5.1 Connections on principal bundles, and associated bundles 
Definition 5. 1. 1 (1) Let TT: P — > M be a principal G-bundle on 
a smooth manifold M’ where G is a Lie group. A connection on P is a 
smooth assignment to each T^P a subspace H^ (the horizontal subspace) 
such that 71 来 ： H p > (丁⑷兀（p) is isomorphic, and Rg*Hp= H^^ for any 
2€ G V =7r*(T M) is called the verticle subspace (where x=7r(p)). Then 
® ' p X 
we have the decomposition 
T P = H ® V . 
P P P 
Let G be the Lie algebra of G. A connection uniquely determines a 
G-valued 2-form w on P satisfying: 
来 来 d 
(i) For A € G , ⑴ ( A )=A where p«exptA 七二口（which is 
called a fundamental vector field) for all p€P. 
、（ii) For g€G, p€P and XsTpP, (We 
来 
write R w =Ad .o).) g g 
0) is called the connection form. 
Conversely, a 2-form w on P satisfying (i) and (ii) uniquely 
determines a connection on P with w as its connection form. 
(2) Given any (finite dimensional) vector space W. 
Let W) be the set of all W-valued k-forms on P. Let w be a 
connection form on P. Define the covariant differentiation 
> by for all ^ €A^(P,W), where 
(d(^)H(Xi,...,Xk+i)= xj^ +i) for any vector fields X^ s on P, 




connection. Then we have the curvature form Q⑴=D〜 satisfying the 
structure equation do) + w], and the Bianchi identity 
(3) Let r : G ~ > GL(W) be a representation. Define 
the right action on PxW by 
(p, w)*g = (pg,r(g_i)w) 
for peP, g€G and weW. Let [p,w] be the orbit of (p,w), Px^W be the set 
of all orbits. With the projection n^: P x ^ W > M: [p’w]i——> 7r(p), Px^W 
becomes a vector bundle over M. It is called the associated bundle. 
Definition 5. 1.2. Let P, G, M, W be as above. An element 
aeA^CP,W) is called an equivariant k-form on P if it satisfies 
(i) a(X,...) = 0 if X is verticle; 
(ii) R*a = r(g-i)a for geG. 
s 
Let W) be the set of all such forms. 
Proposition 5.1.3. (1) D。 preserves equivariance. 
(2) For any a€y?(P, W), we have the formula 
D^^a = da + r' (cj)Aa 
where r': G——> GL(U) is the Lie algebra representation of r, and 
r' (a,)Aa(X,. . . , X k + i ) =去 ⑷ 〜 ⑴ ) a ( X � , . . . ’ X 咖 “ ) ， 
cr 
0* runs over all permutations of {1,.. . , k+1}. 
Proof. (1) is easy, and (2) follows some simple calculation. See 
Bleecker [1] p.44. • 
Definition 5. 1.4. Let A^(Px^W) be the set of all Px^W-valued 
k-forms on M. We now identify A^(P,W) and A^(Px^W) as follows. 




s€ A°(Px_W), define f : P > W by 
Lr 
s(7r(p)) = [p.f(p)]. 
It is easy to see that f€A°(P,W). The map A ® ( P x ^ W ) ~ > X°(P,W): s i > f 
is the required isomorphism. 
For k>0, given any vector fields Y^,. . , Yj^  on M, let Y^,. . , Yj^  be 
their horizontal lifts. For any a€ 广(P,W), aCYj, . . , Yj,)€ A°(P,W). For 
any x=7r(p), we set 
工X(Yi’..’Yk) = [P,ap(7i’..，〒k)] € Px^W. 
Then ai -> a is the required isomorphism. 
Remark. We can regard D^: A^(Px^W)~~> . 
Definition 5.1.5. Let h be a Riemannian metric on M, k be an inner 
product on W and r: G——> GL(W) be an orthogonal representation (that 
is, r(G)c 0(W)). 
(1) For s,t € A°(Px^W), take <r, T € A°(P,W) 
corresponding to s and t respectively under the above isomorphisms. For 
any x=7r(p)€ M, we define 
<s, t> = k((r(p),T(p)) 
which is clearly a well-defined function on M. Hence < ’ > is a 
Riemannian metric on A°(Px^W). 
(2) For S€ A ° ( P x ^W) , jSe A^(M,IR), <r®/3€ A^(Px^W). On 
A^(M,IR), we have a metric defined by 
where y. . = y( , • • • ’ ) ; /S、. •」k = h^i^i.. .h^kJk 玲 ； 
工 ！ … k ax 1 5X k Jl...Jk 
Q g J 
h . = h ( - — , — — ) for local coordinate (x ). (Here, we adapt the 
J dx^ dx^ 
Einstein convention of repeated sum.) We define a metric on A (Px^W) by 
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<s®i3, t®r> = <s, t><^,r> 
for s,t€ A°(Px^W); A ^ ( M , R ) . A^(PX^W) becomes a Riemannian vector 
bundle. 
(3) Suppose M is compact. For 04,02^ A^(Px^W). Set 
(a”02) = S^ <a”a2>y (e ！R) 
where v= |det(hij) | . . dx*" (locally ) is the volume form (which 
is called the density on M), n= dim M. ( , ) becomes an inner product 
on A^(Px^W). We denote 
Lr 
IIall^  = (a,a) ； = <a,a> (e C⑴ (M) ) . 
Definition 5.1.6. Let M be a compact oriented manifold of 
dimension n with metric h. Let * : A ® ( M , ! R ) > be the star 
operator. Then we have = 
sign(det(hij))(-l广“…‘日 for 
A™(M,IR). 
For M Riemannian and n=4, **= Id : A ^ ( M , ! R ) > A^(M,!R). We then have 
the decomposition 
A2(M,IR) = A^(M,iR) © A?(M,IR) 
where A^(M,IR) = { 13€A2(M,IR): = ±13 }. Elements in A+(M,IR) 
(respectively A?(M,IR)) are called self - dual (respectively 
anti-self-dual) 2-forms. 
As M compact, A° (PX^W)®A^(M, R) . Hence we can extend * to 
A^CPx^W) by 
*(s®玲）=s®(*p) 
for s€ Px^W, A^(M,IR). 
Lr 
For M Riemannian and n=4, we similarly have the decomposition 
A^(Px^W) = A^(Px^W) © A?(Px^W). 





to -*• Hence A: and A? interchange. 
(2) For n=4, *: A ^ ( P x ^ W ) > A^(Px^W) is conformally 
invariant. 
Proposition 5. 1.7. Let M be as in 5. 1.6.. Then the operator 
S以=-(-l)n(°^+i)*D、 is the adjoint of D^: A'"(PX^W)—^ in the 
sense that 
( o V a ' ) = ( a , 5 V ) 
for a€ A®(Px^W), a'€ A^^^CPx.W) where n= dim M. 
Lr U 
Proof. Let a=s®3, where s,s'e A°(Px^W), jSe A,M,IR) 
and 日A"^+I(M,IR). Then )€ Hence S^dr=0. 
The result then follows from the fact that dr = a'>-<a, s'^a'> 
where v is the volume form of M. For details, see Booss and Bleecker 
[1] p.338. • 
We now express D^ and in local coordinates as follows. 
Let c r : U > P be a local section. Given any a€ A®(Px^W) and xeU, 
we have an isomorphism ( P x ^ W ) ^ - ^ W defined by [a(x), w] i——> w. This 
gives an isomorphism A " ( ( P X ^ W ) L Y ) - ^ A , U , W ) , and we denote the image 
of a€A"((Px^W)Lj by a. Note that if ae A®(7r'\u),W) is the 
G • U 
� * _ 
equivariant form corresponding to a, then a€ o* (a). 
1 i i 
Let (x^) be a coordinate on U. Write a= — J； a dx^^A. . . Adx^™ 
m. ii. . . IJN 
where a. . are W-valued functions on U and are antisymmetric in 
••im 
(ii...ij. Let h i j = h (嘉,嘉 )， a n d |h|= |det (h^) |. We then have 
Proposition 5.1.8. (1) . =E ) 
Ji • • • JoH-l k ox • • Jjc. • Jm+1 
* 〜 
+ r((r w) . a . ‘ ： . ] . 




(2) (5-a)： . i ) 
ll …lm-1 i OX^ ll... Im-l 
- r ( ( r \ ) ] 
§ 5.2 Gauge transformations 
Definition 5.2.1. Let TC:P~M be a principal G-bundle. A 
diffeomorphism F:P——>P is called an automorphism if it satisfies 
(i) F(pg) = F(p)g 
for p€P, g€G. Denote Aut(P) to be the group of all automorphisms on 
P. F is called a gauge transformation if it satisfies (i) and 
(ii) 7iF(p) = 7r(p) 
for p€P. Denote GA(P) to be the group of all gauge transformations on 
P. Then GA(P) c Aut(P). 
Let tS(P) be the space of all connection forms on P. Given a 
representation r:G~~^L(W). Aut(P) acts on tS(P) (respectively 
^ ( P , W ) ) in the following way: 
For as tS(P) (respectively A^(P,W)), F€ Aut(P), define _ 
来 
F*a = (F )a. 
It is easy to see that F^ae tS(P) (respectively A^(P,W)). 
Proposition 5.2.2. Let h be a metric on M, r:G——>GL(W) be 
orthogonal with respect to a fixed inner product on W. Then < , > on 
W) is invariant under GA(P). 
Proof. For k=0, let Fe GA(P), p€P, s€A°(P,W). Then 





= | s ( p ) . 
For k>0. let a=s®7r*|3 where S6A®(P,W), 3€A^(M,IR). Then 
m 来 2 来 来 * 2 
F (s®7r 13) I = |F s® F TT 
* 2 
= S o F ® 71 玲 
p * 2 
= | s o F f |7r |3广 
2 2 
= s n 13 
* 2 
= s ® 7 r 3 • 
Let G be a subgroup of GL(N,C). Then its Lie algebra G is a subspace 
of End(C^). We define the representation A d : G > GL(End(C^)) by 
(Ad go)g = goggo^-
Definition 5.2.3. Let C(P,G) (respectively C(P’G)) be the set of 
all G-valued (respectively G-valued) Ad-invariant maps. That is, the 
maps f:P""“> G (respectively f : P > G) such that f(pg)= g"V(p)g for 
p€P,g€G. C(P,G) (respectively C(P’G)) forms a group via the 
multiplication ( f y f a H p ) =fi(P)f2(P). 
It is easy to see the following 
Proposition 5.2.4. For feCCP.G), define $(f): P―> P by 
)(p) = pf(p). 
Then C ( P , G ) ~ > GA(P) is a group isomorphism. 
< 
Definition 5.2.5. Let Exp: C ( P , G ) ~ > C ( P , G ) be defined by 
Exp(s)(p) = exp s(p) = s(p)n. 
Then $oExp : C ( P , G ) ~ > GA(P). 
For seC(P,G)’ aeX^CP.W), we define the action 
s-a = ^ [$oExp(ts)-a]|._ 6 A^(P,W), 




Proposition 5.2.6. Let r : G ~ > GL(W) be a representation, and 
r' : G > End(W) be its Lie algebra representation. Let ae 
S€C(P,W), we have 
(s-a)p = _r'(s(p))'ap. 
Proof. By the fact that $(Exp ts)'^= ^KExp(-ts)) for se C(P,G)’ 
来 
it is easy to check the formula for a=u®Tr jS where u€C(P,W), 
P€A^(M,(R). • 
Proposition 5.2.7. For ojeSCP), feC(P’G)’ we have 
f'^uiX) = $(f)*cj(X) = f ( p ) ' W p ( X ) + f(p)"'a)(X)f(p) 
for all XeTpP, p€P. 
P r o o f . Let y be a curve through p such that (0)=XG TPP. At t=0, 
we have 
$(f)^(x) = ^  $(f)(T(t)) = ^  r(t)f(r(t)) 
= ^ pf(r(t)) + ^ r(t)f(p) 
= ^ pf(p)f(p)"'f(T(t)) + ^ Rf(p)(r(t)) 
=[f(pridfp(x)];f(p) + (rv(p)M. 
Hence 
(f-^a))X = 来 X) = f(p)"^dfp(X) + f(p)"^cj(X)f(p). • 
Corollary 5.2.8. For se C(P,G), C(P), we have, at t=0, 
S'O) = ^ ( $ o E x p ts)*s = ds + [o),s] = D^s. 
at 
Proof. Take f= Exp ts in proposition 5.2.7. . The result then 
follows* • 
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§5.3 Riemannian geometry 
Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension n, L(M) be its frame bundle, 
and 7r:L(M)~> M be the projection. Let Gj,=GL(n, R). Then 
= A^(L(M)x_ Rn) 二 A^(tM). 
Let (pe Xi(L(M),!Rn) be the canonical 1-form on L(M). (That is, <l>^= 
u一i(7r来X). See Kobayashi and Nomizu [1] p. 118. ) Then under the above 
isomorphism, 0 corresponds to the identity Id€ A^(TM). 
Let cj be a linear connection (that is, a connection on L(M)). We 
have the torsion form 
0 = D⑴0 € X2(L(M),lRn)三 A^(TM). 
Definition 5.3.1. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with metric h. A 
linear connection cj is called a metric connection (relative to h) if 
for any u€0(M) (the orthonormal frame bundle), the horizontal subspace 
Hy is tangent to 0(M). Then we have 
0) is a metric connection iff ⑴Io(m) is a connection on 0(M). 
In this case, ^^Hqcm) is 0(n)-valued where 0(n) is the Lie algebra of 
0(n). 
Lemma 5.3.2. (The fundamental lemma) There is a unique metric 
connection on L(M) which has vanishing torsion. Let 9= ^Ho(M).工七 is 
called the Riemannian connection of (M,h). 
Definition 5.3.3. Let 9 be the Riemannian connection of (M, h). 
Let Q®= D®e = de + ^[e,e] € A^(0(M),0(n)) be the curvature form. We 
have 
(1) the curvature tensor: R(X,Y,Z,W) = n®(X,Y)(Z,W) s 
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Q®(X,Y)(u"^Z,u"^W) for any vector fields X,Y,Z,W on M, where X’ Y are 
the horizontal lifts of X and Y respectively; 
(2) the Ricci tensor: Ricc^(Y,W) = J^RCEj, Y, Ej, W) for any 
X€M, Y, W eT^H and an or t ho normal basis {E^, . . , E^ }^ of T,^; 
(3) the scalar curvature: 5父=trace of Ricc^ for any xeM. 
I d d d d 、 
In local coordinate (x ), we write ^ d ^ ' d ^ * 
for the Ricci tensor, and S=R|. 
We want to decompose the curvature tensor in a certain way. We first 
work on linear algebra level as follows. 
Definition 5.3.4. Let 
(2 = { covariant 4-tensors R on such that 
⑴ Rhijk = -Rihjk : Rihkj ； and 
(2) Rhijk + Rhkij + Rhkji = 0 (Bianchi identity)}. 
1 2 2 
Then we have dim 61 = j^n (n 一 1 ) . 
Let S^ be the space of symmetry 2-tensors on 沢〜Define the maps 
"(1) r:6e~~> S^ by r(R)ik= R^jk ； 
(2) S ' M > (5$ by s(R) = r{R)\ = r]\ ； 
(3) V： S ^ x S ^ — ^ 说 by 4(PvQ)hijk = Phj^ik-Pi Ak+Pik^hj _ 
PhkQij-
It is easy to check that PvQ satisfies the Bianchi identity. 
Let < , > be the usual inner product on the 4-tensors space. Define 
r* to be the composite S^~~> Then for R€(2, PeS^, 
<R,r*P> = <R,PvI> = <r(R),P>. 
来 * 丄 
That is, r is adjoint to r. Hence Im r =(Ker r) . We have the 
orthogonal decomposition 
* 
= Im r ® Ker r. 
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Jf 
Definition 5.3.5. Suppose For any R€6e, write R=Ri+R2+R3 
with 
= - 鑑 ivl 
R3 = R - Ri - R2 
where I = € 61. 
It is easy to see that s(R2)=0 and s(R3)=0. Let be the 
subspace spanned by IvI. We can then show that (^广(Ker s) . We also 
have RgS Ker r and <R^,R2>=0. Hence we have the orthogonal 
decomposit i on 
where 6^ 3= Ker r, 6^ 2= (Ker s) n (Ker r)丄’ with R^e (i=l,2’3). 
0(n) has a natural action on Note that the above decomposition of 
(5$ is 0(n)-invariant. Hence the curvature tensor of Riemannian manifold 
M has a decomposition given by the above formulas. Let R=Rj+R2+P^ be 
the decomposition of the curvature tensor. R^ is called the 
constant-curvature part; R2 is called the traceless-Ricci part; and R3 
is called the Weyl conformal curvature tensor part. For the reason of 
the naming, see Booss and Bleecker [1] p.345. 
Definition 5.3.6. Let h be a metric on A^ be the set of 
2-forms on R^. Elements in 61 can be regarded as an endomorphism of A . 
Namely, for any Re6l, aeA^, we define 
R(a)hi= RM^jk-
2 
Let < , > be the inner product on A induced by h. Then we have 
<R(a),/3>=<a,R(i3)> for a,jSeA^. That is, R is a symmetric endomorphism. 
2 
Suppose n=4. We have the * operator on A , and the decomposition 
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八2 = A; ® A? 
2 2 
where A+ are the ±1 eigenspaces of *. It is easy to see that dim A+= 
3. With respect to the about decomposition, we can write any Re说 in the 
form 
R = � A B ] 
[ B ^ C 
T T 
where A=A and C=C . * is given by 
, = [ I 0] 
0 - 1 • 
Realizing 6$= (A^) there is a natural metric on 61 induced by < , > 
We then have <R, *>=0 for any Re^e. Note that d m 6e= y i 4^(4^-1) =20 
and the dimension of the space of 6x6 symmetric matrices (denoted by 
S^(A^)) is i 6(6+l)=21. Hence * spans the orthogonal complement of 61 
D 
in the space of symmetric endomorphisms of A?. Also note that 0= <R, *> 
= t r A -trC and trA+ trC= trR= ^ R^^j = | s(R). Thus trA= trC= i s(R). 
Let A= A-(trA)I, C= C-(trC)I. We write 
i s(R) 0 O B A 0 0 0 
R Z=, 1 + T + + � 
^ 0 J s(R) B^ 0 0 0 0 C 
fx • 
麵 J L. J I-> J W « 
As R varies, each of the above four components runs over a subspace of 
61. We denote them, from left to right, to be tS^,烂2, Since the 
2 2 2 2 
action of S0(4) on A commutes with *, the decomposition A =A+ © A_ 
and tSi (i=l,..,4) are S0(4)-invariant. 
In fact, we have 
Theorem 5.3.7. ^^ = 
tS2 = <5^2 = ^ R*= -*R } 
= 二 R € s 2 (八 2 ) : R*=*R, <R, »>=0, trR=0 >. 
Proof. See Booss and Bleecker [1] p.347. • 
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Definition 5.3.8. Let M be an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold with 
metric h. We can generalize the above theorem to M. Let R be the 
curvature tensor on M. Then it is decomposed into J] C^. We usually 
i=l 
denote W+=C3 and Hence 
R = Ri + R2 + W+ + W 一 . 
M is called self-dual if w"=0. and anti-self-dual if Note that 
+ 一 
change of orientation of M leads to interchange of W and W . 
§ 5.4 Bochner-Weitzenboch formula 
Let TT：P——> M be a principal G-bundle. w be a connection form on P. 
Let r : G > GL(W) be a representation. D。 b e the covariant derivative 
of w on A^(P,W). 
By proposition 5.1.3.(2), we have 
Proposition 5.4. 1. For any as D^(D^a) = r'(fi^AOc where 
r' : G > End(W) is the Lie algebra representation. 
Definition 5.4.2. Suppoes M is a compact Riemannian n-manifold. Let 
h be the metric on M, and 6 be the Riemannian connection for h on the 
orthonormal frame bundle ；Vo:0(M)~~> M. Let PoO(M)={ (p,u)€PxO(M): 7r(p) 
=TTQCU)}. Then GxO(n) acts naturally on PoO(M). irrPoOCM)~> M becomes 
a principal GxO(n)-bundle. It is called the fibered-product of P and 
0(M). We denote the lifts of a> and 9 via the projections P o O ( M ) ~ > P 
and PoO(M)——> 0(M) by o) and 9 again. w®0 is then a (G©0(n)-valued) 




Let Tr,s=[Rng^ .r.®(Rn<g>(|Rn) be the (r’s) — tensor space where 
(Rn)* is the dual space of r". Let t'^'^iOCn)~~> GL(T。s) be the 
natural representat ion given by 
来 * * 一1 来 _i 
t , (A) (Vj®. . . ®Wg) = AVi®. . ®AVr®Wi oA . ®WgoA . 
Then G x O ( n ) ~ > W®!**'® is a representation. Observe that 
A^(PoO(M),W®T*''®) c a n be identified with the subspace of 
X。 (POO(M) ,W®Tr’s+k) consisting of S-valued equivariant functions where 
S is the subspace of W®!**'® consisting of tensors which are 
antisymmetric in the last k covariant slots. Hence we just need to work 
on the space A°(PoO(M), . We denote the 
later space by . 
The covariant derivative D ^ ® on A^'cPoOCM), define a first 
order linear differential operator 
严 : r r ， s ( w ) 一 rr’s+i(w). 
Let A^(W) be the subspace of consisting of antisymmetric 
tensors. In fact A^(W) = r(PoO(M),W) s A^(P,W) s A^(Px^W). The 
covariant "derivative D ^ ® on A^(PoO(M), W) then corresponds to an 
operator (denoted by D again) 
D ， A 、 W ) — 
Proposition 5.4.2. For any a€ A^(W) = A^(Px^W), we have D^a = 
D , ’ and (D^a)(Xi, . . . ( X ^ . . . . .，Xk+i). 
i=l 
o k 
Proof. For a=s®|3, where s€A (Px^W), jSeA (M), 
D^A = D"SA/3 + s®d/3. 
At each xeM, take normal coordinate (x^) about x, and X^,. . , Xj^ ^^  to be 
among the coordinate vector fields. Then 
d3(Xi, ••’Xk+i)=《二 (-l)i+i(\7ll3)(Xi,..’、,..,Xk+i) 
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as [Xi,Xj]=0. The result then follows from the equation 
= + • 
We now write down the components of the above tensors within a local 
coordinate neighborhood. 
Definition 5.4.3. Let (U,{x^}) be a local coordinate system. 
Write Given t€ I'^'^CW). 
(1) Write t ( d x ^ i d x ^ ^ ^ a . . . .a ). Note that 
ll. . Ip ll lr 
these components are sections of (PX^QW) 
(2) Denote the components of V ^ ® ( t ) € by 
ll.. ip k 3k ip 
(3) Denote the components of • 綱 广 幼 之 ⑵ by 
• • 
t • • J s 
if • ir 
and similarly for the higher differentiation. 
(4) The indices of the above components are raised or 
lowered by the metric tensor h in the usual way. Observe that for 
t=s®l3, where S€ A°(Px^W), r'^'^(W), 
严 e (她） = D〜 ® | 3 ® h + s® V®/3®h + s®/3®V®h 
= 
as V®h=0. Hence raising index before and after covariant 
differentiation by 严 ^ are the same. 
Proposition 5.4.4. For a€ A^(W) s A^CPx^^W), 
(D^a) = t ( - l ) V ： i i ； 
-^ o- •丄k s=o 丄<>• • -^ s* •上k 丄p 
,cj 、 i 
(S a) = 
l l - • ^ k - l l l . • 上 k 一 1 丄 
Also, D a = D a and 8 a = 5 a. 
Proof. It follows direct computation and proposition 5.4.2..酣 
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Let (•咖 Ak(W) be the adjoint of ^ 
Ak+i(W). We then have 
Corollary 5.4.5. For 
,„Ci>®6、*, „cj®9、，、 i 
) ( • ) ( 〜 . 1 ； = 
Proof. If A^(W) is regarded as a space of tensor-valued 
k 0)®O 
zero-forms, then the operator • on A (W) coincides with D on 
A°(PoO(M),W®T°*^). Hence the result follows proposition 5.4.4.. 
Define the Laplace operator 
? : + D V ^ A ^ ( P x ^ W ) — > A ^ P x ^ W ) . 
Then we have 
Theorem 5.4.6. (Bochner-Weitzenboch formula) For a€ A (Px^W), 
, 0 )、 r / „Ct)®e、*, „ (j)®6、 1 
(A a). . = [(• ) (• )a]. . 
ll. • Ik ll. • Ik 
- i f (-l)PRi h a? ! i 
p=l Iph ll..丄 p..llc 
- E " (-I)P R ^ i i 4 h I 
+ ( - l ) V ( Q ^ . ) a \ A 
p=l Ipl • • Ik 
Proof. By proposition 5.4.4.,we have 
ll- • Ik 1 P=1 Ij. . ip. . ijclipi 
( D ^ a ) . . = - Jf ( - i r V i i ； i l i i . 
ll- • Ik p=l ll. • Ip. • llc[llp 
Hence 
(A'^a). . = -a. . ,i. + t (-l)P(ai $ , 
— a . ？ . • . . ) • 
ll. . ip. • licjlpl 
r / „£J®9、* , „0)©0、 1 
By corollary 5.4.5., the first term is [(• ) (• ^ . 
1 Ic 
Regard a as a tensor-valued zero-forms. By 5.4.4., 
i - n 嫩 f D 诚 e ) i ^ 
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- y 
By proposition 5.4.1., 
= p ' ( 广 ) ( x 
where a is regarded as a tensor-valued zero-form, and p: G x O ( n ) — > 
GL(W®A^) is given by 
p(g,A)(a)®p), , = (A-i)、...（A-i)、日h hr(g)(0)’ 
ll. . Ik li ^k • "k 
and 
, = i3. , r'(g)(a))- if A h ?〜 . 
ll..lk li- • Ik q=l ll li- • Hq. . 1^： 
Hence 
( 广 ) c x ] $ i i i 
loll* • p^- • ikip上 
= r ' C n ^ )a J i - R^? i i^i h I i • 
Ipl 1。. . Ip. . Ik q=o,q邱 Iqlpl ^o' • ^ q' . Ip.丄k 
The result then follows from raising i。’ contracting it with i and then 
substituting back into the previous equations. 
For later application, we consider the following special case. 
Proposition 5.4.7. Let dim M=4, k=2. Suppose is self-dual and 
h (the metric tensor) is self-dual (that is, W_=0 where W is the Weyl 
tensor). For any anti-self-dual ae A?(Px^W), we have 
• w f ^ woe. * f -U)®Q. ^  . 1 Co. 
A a = (V ) (V )a + 乏 Sa 
where S is the scalar curvature. 
Proof. See Booss and Bleecker [1] p.354. 
Taking inner product of the above formula with a, we have 
Corollary 5.4.8. Let r : G > 0(W) be any orthogonal (or unitary) 
representation. With the above assumption, we have 
( A V a ) = 丨 丨 严 e a 丨丨 2 + 1 (sa,a). 
Remark. If S^O, then A。a=0 implies IIV^all^=0. Thus 
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2 
and hence a s constant. If, moreover, S5£0, then 
1 1 2 
0= ^ a>v = 2 |a| Jj^y. Hence a=0. 
§ 5.5 Characteristic classes via curvature forms 
We want to define Chern classes via curvature forms. We procede as 
follows. 
Definition 5.5.1. Let G be a Lie group with its Lie algebra G Let 
l"(G) be the set of all symmetric multilinear maps f ： Gx. . .xG ——> R 
such that f ((ad g) A^, . . . , (ad g)A^) = f (A^ A^) for any geG and 
A” …，Am^G. Elements in I^CG) are said to be invariant by G. Let 
I(G)= jf I""(G). For any f€ I™(G), G€ we define fg€ 广 + 、 。 ） 
m = o 
by 
I 
f g ( A i , . . . ,〜 ( m + k ) ! ^ f(A(r(l), . . ' ' V ( m ) ^^^ V ( m + 1 ) ' ' . ' ' or 
where <r runs over all permutations of {1 k+m>. Hence K G ) becomes a 
commutative algebra over R. 
Let P be a principal G-bundle over M, TC:P——> M be the projection. 
Take any connection on P. Let m be its connection form and Q be its 
curvature form. For any f€l^(G), define f (Q) to be the 2k-form on P by 
f(Q)(X,....,X^)= ^ E 气 ( 1 ) , X “ 2 ) ) , … 气 2k-l),Xcr(2k))) 
cr 
for any vector fields X^,. . . ,Xg^ on P, where <r runs over all 
permutations of {1,... ,2k}, and ( - 1 , is the sign of cr. 
Theorem 5.5.2. Let P,M,G and ir be as above. Take any connection on 
P, and let fl be the curvature form. 
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(1) For any f€l^(G), f(n) projects to a unique closed 
来 
2k-form f(n) on M. That is, f(n)=7r (f(Q)). 
(2) Let (j(f)€ represented by f(n). Then w(f) is 
independent of the choice of connection. 
来 
Moreover, w: K G ) > H (M,1R) is an algebra homomorphism. It is 
called the Weil homomorphism. 
Proof. See Kobayashi and Nomizu [2] p.294. • 
Definition 5.5.3. Let E be a complex vector bundle of fibre 
dimension n over M. Let P be its frame bundle with structure group 
GL(n,C)’ 71： P > M be the projection. We define the polynomials 
fo,fi,...,fn on the Lie algebra GL(n,C) by 
det(AI+ ^ X ) = 广 f k ( X ) 产 . 
“ k = o 
1 j 1 . • jfc i 1 ^ ic 
for X€GL(n,C). In fact, for A=(a”， fk(A)= ^ Z S i ^ . i a」..a』 
J K! (",(_)) 1 k Jk 
where (i) = (’..，ik) with distinct in {l,..,n} and similarly for 
(J), 4 s +1 (respectively -1) if (i) is an even (respectively odd) 
p e r m u t a t i o n of (J), and aj j J=0 if { i i ’ . .，ik〉到 ’ . .，vM . 工七 is 
easily seen that they are invariant by ad(GL(n,C)). Let o) be a 
connection form on P and Q be its curvature form. By theorem 5.4.2. 
there exist unique closed 2k-forms fj^Cn) on M such that 
7r*f^(Q) 二 fk(n). 
The cohomology class represented by fi^ Ci^ ) is independent of the choice 
of connection. Then 
det(I+ i ^ ) = / ( I + £i(⑴ + ... + ！ ： ^ ⑴ ) . 
The k-th Chern class Cj,(E)€ H (M,IR) of E is defined to be the class 
represented by fj^Cfi). 
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2 
We now define the Chern character via curvature form. 
Definition 5.5.4. Let E,M’P,7r be as above. Define the polynomials 
go’gi，...on GL( n,C) by 
trace(exp ^ t X ) = jf gi,(X)t^. 
Z 双 k=o 
In fact, gk(A)= gj, s are invariant by ad(GL(n, C)). 
Hence gj^CQ) projects on a closed form on M for each k. We define 
the Chern character of E by 
ch(E) = [gk(n)] 
k=o 
where [gj^(Q) ] is the cohomo logy class represented by gj^Cn) for each k. 
We now show that this definition coincides with definition 4.4.2.. 
Assume that E= L^e. . . eL^, where L-^ s are line bundles. Let 
P ” ...，Pn be the frame bundles of L ” …， L。r e s p e c t i v e l y with 
来 
(the same) structure group C =C\{0>. Then P^x. . . xP^, is a principal 
* 来 
bundle over Mx. . .xM with structure group C x...xC . The diagonal map 
* 
d : M ~ > Mx,,. .xM induces a principal bundle S=d (P^x. . . xP^,) over M 
来 来 * <0来 
with structure group C x. . . xC . S is a sub-bundle of P and C x...xC 
can be considered as the subgroup of GL(n;C) consisting of diagonal 
matrices. Let TiirPiX.. . xP^~~> Pj be the projection. For each i, let 
u)^  be a connection form on Pj and Q^ be its curvature form. Let 
_ « 来 
U) = (J)^ + . . . + 
where Then w is a connection form on S with the curvature 
form 
— 睾 来 
G = + … + Qn 
where n*=7r*(ni). Extend w to a connection form w on P with curvature 
form Q. Then the restriction of det(I+ to S is equal to 
(1+ . . • 
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Note that 经 让 ( ⑴ ( 引 . H e n c e we can Just work on the sub - b u n d l e S. Now, 
restricted on S, 
trace(exp = trace 
= C 。 4 r ( 护 r a c e ^ 
Project on M, we have 
r S k ( 引 = r exp q 
k = o j = l 
where [？』]=c^Lj). Hence the result follows. 
Remark. If the bundle P of E is reducible to a sub-bundle Q, then 
we can work on Q to define the Chern classes of E. For example, if we 
suppose E is complex Hermit ian, then we can consider its unitary frame 
bundle U(E) with structure group U(n). Any curvature form on IKE) will 
then be [/(n)-valued, where U i n ) is the Lie algebra of U(n). 
Proposition 5.5.5. Let E,P be as above. 
(1) Let ch(E)k be the "2k-form part" in ch(E). Take 
a connection form w on P. Let Q be its curvature form. Then 
ch(E)2 = - • [trace(^2aQ)] 
where trace (QAQ) is the projection of trace (QAQ) on M and 
[trace(QAQ)] is the cohomology class represented by trace(QAA). 
(2) If P is reducible to an SU(n)-bundle P。， then 
Ci(E)=0. 
1 2 
Proof. (1) follows from the equality g g C X ) = 硕 trace(-X ) for 
X€ GL(n:C). For (2), take a connection form w on P such that u)\ is a 
fo 
S(/(n)-valued connection form on P^. Since fi(X)= trace(X)=0 for any 
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XeSUin), we have Ci(E)= [fi(Q)]= 0. • 
Let E, P and n be as above, n be a curvature form of some connection 
on P. For any xeM, X,YeT^M, define n(X,Y)€ End(E^) by 
Q(X.Y)Z = u(n(X.Y)u'^Z) 
I for any ZeE^, where 7r(u)=x, X,Y are the horizontal lifts of X and Y 
respectively. Then trace(nAQ) projects on the form traceCnA^). Hence 
Proposition 5.5.6. ch(E)2 = -g^ [trace(^n)] 
In definition 4.5.3,. we defined the Euler class through Thorn class. 
We now define the Euler class via curvature as follows. 
Let M be a oriented manifold, E be an oriented REAL vector bundle of 
fibre dimension 2m over M. For real skew-symmetric matrics A, define 
the Pfaffian 
PfA = — — y e. . A A. . . 
It is in fact an Ad-invariant polynomial on 0(2m). Take a fibre metric 
on E. Let fi® be the curvature form of any connection form 8 on 0(M). 
Then Pf(n) projects on a closed form on M. 
n^flnitlon 5.5.7. The Euler class of E, denoted by %(E), is 
defined to be the cohomology class represented by the above closed 
form. 
Theorem 5.5.8.(Gauss-Bonnet theorem) S ^ %(TM) = z(M) where 




§ 5.6 Holonomy 
Let 7 r : P > M be a principal G-bundle, w be a connection form on P. 
Fix a point p^eP. Let P^ be the set of all points p€P that can be 
Joined by a smooth horizontal curve in P to p^. Let G^={g€G: PogeP。}. 
Proposition 5.6.1. (1) P^ is a reduced bundle with structure 
group Go. 
(2) w|p is a connection on P^. 
Proof. See Kobayashi and Nomizu [1] p. 73-75. • 
Definition 5.6.2. P。 is called the holonomy bundle of w through 
Po. Go is called the holonomy group of u at p^. If G。I s a proper 
subgroup of G, then o) is said to be reducible to G。. If GQ=G, then u is 
said to be irreducible. 
来 
Let I = {FeGA(P): F a)=a)>. Under the isomorphism $ : C ( P , G ) > GA(P) 
U) 
(defined by $(f)(p)= pf(p) for f€C(P’G)’ pe?), we can regard as a 
subgroup of C(P,G). 
Proposition 5.6.3. Define the homomorphism 屯 : > G by 
)) = f(Po). Then it maps isomorphical ly to the central izer 
C(GJ={ g€G:gao=aog for all &。€。。} of G。. 
Proof. For any )€l (f€C(P,G)), a^eGo, take a horizontal curve 
来 
了 Joining p^ and p^a^. Since ) a)=a), is a horizontal curve 
Joining p。f(Po) and ) (p。a。）=$(f) (Po)a。=p。f (p。）a。. Since y f ( P o ) 
and ) oy project to the same curve on M and have p^f (p^) as initial 
point, by uniqueness of horizontal lifts (see Kobayashi and Nomizu [1] 
P.69), p。a。f(p。）=p。f(p。）a。. Hence f ( p j € C ( G j . 
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For the injectivity, it suffices to show that f is completely 
determined by its value fCp^). For any p€P, there exists aeG such that 
pa can be Joined by a horizontal curve r to p。. In proposition 5.2.7., 
take X=y'. We then have df (y, )=0. Hence f ) is constant. Then 
f(p)=af(pa)a ^. 
To show that ‘^： > 0(0。）is onto, take any . Define 
f : P o ~ > G to be the constant map with value a。. Extend f to an element 
of C(P,G) by the formula f(pa)=a'V(p)a for any Since f is 
constant on P^, df |p =0. Note that the tangent spaces of P^ contain the 
horizontal subspaces of u). Hence D^f=0 on P^. As D^f equivariant, 
D"f=0 on P. Thus $(f)€l,、. • 
(j) • 
Proposition 5.6.4. Let Q^ be the curvature form on P of o). Then 
n⑴I is G。-valued where G。is the Lie algebra of G^. 
Proof. By proposition 5.5.1.(2), is G^-valued. Hence so is 
(dw) I . Since the horizontal subspace at points in P。are tangent to 
* o 
P。， f o r any X, YeTpP, p e P。， w e have Y)=da)(x", where x", y" 
are the horizontal components. • 
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Chapter 6 Gauge theory 
§ 6.1 The Yang-Mills functionals 
Let 7r:P~~> M be a principal G-bundle where G is a subgroup of 
GL(n;C). On G, we define an inner product as follows. 
Recall the adjoint representations: 
A d : G > GL(G) ； End(G) 
such that 
Ad (A) = gAg-i ； ad(A)B = [A，B] g 
for all g€G, A,B€G where G is the Lie algebra of G. In fact ad is the 
differential of Ad. See Warner [1] p.112. 
Definition 6. 1. 1. We define a symmetric bilinear form kiGxG> IR 
by 
k(A,C) = -tr(ad(A)oad(C)) 
for A’C€ G. It is easy to see that k is Ad-invariant. In fact -k is 
known as the Killing form of G. G is said to be semi-simple if k is 
non-degenerate. 
From now on, G is assumed to be semi-simple and compact. 
Proposition 6.1.2. k is in fact positive-definite. 
Proof. Take a bi invariant measure dg on G. Let k。 b e a 
一 * 
positive-definite inner product on G. Define S^Ad^k^dg where 
(Ad*ko)(A,C) = lCo(Ad A,Ad C). Note that the integral exists by 
compactness of G. Hence relative to a iE^-orthonormal basis of G, Ad^ is 
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represented by an orthogonal matrix as k^ is Ad-invariant• It follows 
that ad(A) is represented by skew-symmetric matrices. Thus k(A’A)= 
-tr(ad(A)oad(A)) = J>d(A)?产 0. • 
We now define the Yang-Mills functional as follows. 
Definition 6.1.3. Let M be a compact, oriented Riemannian manifold 
with metric h. Let P,G be as above. Recall that S(P) is the space of 
all connection forms on P. For any a)€tS(P), let Q € X (P,G) = A (Px^G) 
be the curvature form. We define 
Y M ⑷ = I I ^ F F = J M - I � 2 I ； 
where v is the volume form, [ f i ' ^ i s the pairing of A^(Px^G) 
in definition 5.1.5. relative to k on G and h on M. (Note that the 
representation Ad is orthogonal with respect to k. ) YM: tS(P)~~> (R is 
called the Yang-Mills functional on tS(P). 
It is easy to see that 
Proposition 6.1.4. YM is conformal invariant. 
For any a)€tS(P), T € A ^ ( P , G ) . and t€lR, set the family of connections 
a)t= a)+tT € tS(P). Then 
1 
n⑴ = d W t + 2 
= d o ) + tdT + 2 [w+tT, w+tx] 
1 1 2 
= D W + 2 w] + t(dT + [ W , T ] ) + 乏 T [ T , T ] 
= f f + tD^: + i t^[T,T]. 
Hence at t=0, 
^ YM(.,) = / i ^ 
= s = ( D ^ T ,。。） = 
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Observe that ^ YMCwJ L for all T€ A ^ ( P . G ) (that is all 
dt ^ 't=o 
"directional derivatives" are zero) iff 
= 0 (1) 
It means that equation (1) characterizes all critical points of the 
Yang-Mills functional. (1) is called the Yang-Mills equation. 
Let dim M=4. If is self-dual (that is, ⑴)，then 5〜⑴= 
• ( 一 1 ) 4 ( 2 + 1 ) 来 = -^ifd^ =0 by the Bianchi identity. Hence such u is 
a critical point of YM. In fact, we have 
Proposition 6. 1.5. If Q^ is self-dual, then w is an absolute 
minimum of YM. 
Proof. Let G=G®€ be the complexification of G. Extend k on G to 
a Hermitian inner product k^ on G^ by 
kc(zA,wB) = zw k(A,B). 
Then A d : G > 0(G) extends to a unitary representation Ad^:G ""“> 
U(G )• Hence “―> M is a Hermitian vector bundle. By 
c G 
proposition 5.5.6.’ the "4-form part" of the Chern character ch(E)2 is 
represented by trace(n^Afl^) where Q^e End(E)). Let v be the 
volume form of (M,h). Since k(A,A)= -tr(ad(A)oad(A)), we have 
一‘ trace (fi^n^) = ^ 々 Q 〜 . 
Since G is represented by real matrices in U(G^) relative to a basis of 
G (which is also a basis of G。 ） ， G is represented by matrices in 
SUiG^). Hence the unitary frame bundle UCPx^G^) is reducible to an 
SC/(n)-bundle. By proposition 5.5.5. (2), Ci(E)=0. It follows that 
ch(E)2 = i [CI(E)2 - 2C2(E)] = -C2(E). 
Since 
Wd'^-QY = W^Y ^ P T -
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YMCo,) = I [⑴以’来口⑴）+ i ||n、*nY]. 
Observe that 
= = -/“traced ⑴ A^f) 
M M — — 
=87r^J^j^ch(E)2 = CgCE) 
by proposition 5.5.5. (1), where J^^CgCE) is a topological invar iance. 
Hence the result follows. • 
Remark. Conversely, we see that if CJ is an absolute minimium of 
YM, then Q^ is self-dual. 
(j) 
Definition 6.1.6. The connection a> is called self-dual if Q is 
self-dual. Self-dual connections are also called instantons. 
4 
§ 6.2 Instantons on S 
In this section, we construct self-dual connections for 
SU(2)-bundles P > S^ with non-positive Chern number 
C2(PXSU(2产2)[S”. We procede as follows. 
Let 八2(4) be the space of all 2-forms on We decompose it into 
the self-dual and ant i-self-dual parts A^(4)= A+® A? under the star 
operator *. There is a natural isomorphism 0(4)s A^(4), and 0(4) 
2 
splits into under this isomorphism. Namely, A_ has an 
orthogonal basis { (egAeg-eiAe^), (egAei-egAe^), (eiAeg-egAe^)} which is 
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• • 
sent by the isomorphism to the following elements 
0 0 0 1] 「0 0 -1 O] 「0 1 0 0" 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 
0 - 1 0 0 ‘ 1 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 - 1 
-1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 J I- J 匕 J 
of 0(4). They are called the ’ t Hooft matrices and denoted by 刀丄，刀之 
" and from the left to right. 0_ is then the subspace spanned by ^^ s. 
: Also, the orthogonal basis {(egAeg+e^Ae^), (eaAe^+egAe^), (e^Aeg+egAe^)} 
is sent to the ’ t Hooft matrices 
0 0 0 1] 「0 0 -1 0] 「0 1 0 0' 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 0 0 0 
0 - 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 0 ’ 0 0 0 1 
- 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 — J L J 匕 J 
denoted by 7)1,1)2 如d 773 respectively. They span the subspace 0+. 
Each of the summands 0+ and 0_ is isomorphic to SU{2) in the 
following way. Define the Pauli matrices 
「0 ll 「0 -il ”「 1。-
1 0 ' ^2= i 0 ' ^ 3 - 0 1 • 
J L J L J 
Then icr^ € SUi2) with [ io^, io"b]=_2eabci〜Observe that we also have 
[、‘]=-2eabc‘. Hence we define the map ——> which is then a 
Lie algebra isomorphism 5(7(2). Similarly, the map TJ^ I > 
defines an isomorphism SU{2). 
Let M be a Riemannian 4-manifold, 9 be the Riemannian connection on 
0(M) which is 0(4)-valued. Relative to the decomposition 0(4)s 0+®0_= 
SUi2)@SU{2), we regard 9 as a sum of Si/(2)-valued forms and e一. 
Now take with some metric tensor h. Then we have a global 
section t : I R ^ ~ > O(R^) trivializing O ( IR ^ ) . Let A土 = T * e (9 is the 
4 
Riemannian connection) which are Sa(2)-valued 1-forms on ！R . Let 
dA土 + i [A土’ A土]. We want to ask for conditions on h such that 
2 
来 F*+=F*+ or 
We first observe that F+⑦？一 is in fact the decomposition R = 
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， • 
1(1+ *)R + i(l-*)R where R is the curvature tensor of 9 regarded as a 
八2(4)-VSL1 ued 2-form. (Namely, we regarded R(X, Y, . , .)eA (4) for 
X’Y€TxR4, X€IR4. ) As 0(4)s 0+(4)⑦0j4)’ R is regarded to be 
0(4)-valued . Note that the * here is acting on the values of R, not on 
R as a 2-form. We write R* for the action of * on R as a 2-form. Hence 
relative to a section on O(IR^) (that is, an orthonormal frame field of 
R^), we have the components 
(来R)hijk = ^ 
(R*)hijlc = 2 Rhi闪Spqjlc . 
Then F+( respectively F_) is self-dual iff 乏（1+*)R (respectively 
i(l-*)R ) is self-dual iff (1+*)R = (1+*)R* (respectively 
iL 
(1-*)R=(1-*)R* ). As in definition 5.3.6., we write 
* 「 1 0 " ! d p _ FA B] 
• = 0 -I and R - Bt C 
- J L 
where A and C are antisymmetric. Then 
、 「A 土A B±Bl 」 上 「 A ±A -(B±B)1 
(1±”R = 二 t CTC 幼d (1土”R : [etiBt 一(C;C) • 
Hence F+ is self-dual iff B=0; and F~ is self-dual iff C=0. Note 
that C=0 iff WHO and the scalar, curvature S= 4 trC=0. In particular, 
we have 
4 
Proposition 6.2.1. For any conformally flat metric h on R with 
zero scalar curvature, F is self-dual. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that h is conformally flat iff the 
Weyl tensor WsO. See Eisenhart [1] § 28. 隱 
Now, given any f€C"(IRn) with f >0, we define the conformally flat 
metric 
h = f2((dxi)2+ ... 4. ( d x ? ) = f W 
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on Rn. We want to solve for f with the scalar curvature S=0. Denote 
( =ei where {e^,. . is the standard basis of 択 , . T h e n we 
define a global section i d^ • a^) of the orthonormal frame 
bundle 0((R^) of h. Let <f> be the canonical l~form on 0(沢"）(that is, 
0(X)=u"\7r^X) for any XeT^CR"). U€0(IR'')). Let 0=cr*0. Then 
* 1 1 
Hence c is in fact the dual coframe of d^ 〜）， 
that is, (^i=fdxi. Since the Riemannian connection 9 has vanishing 
* h 
torsion, the torsion form 0 = d0 + GA$ =0. If we write cr e=(0 we 
then have 
d0h = -广 e V <!>' ； eh产 
j=i 
But, on the other hand, 
= dfAdx^ = I d^fdx\dx^ = -E 
i i 
= - J (f"^a ifdx^-f"^aj^fdx^) . 
i 
Since 9 is the unique metric connection with vanishing torsion, we have 
-‘ f-i(aifdxh-ahfdxi) (i) 
Now, since N®= de + I [6,9] = de + GaG, it follows that 
( c r V ^ i = de^i + E e V e ^ . “ 
p 
By (1), we have 
d0ij = -f(d^fdx^)A(aifdx^-a^fdx^) 
+ - d^d^dx^Adx^) 
and 
e^pA e^i = f-2(apfdxh - ahfcixP)A(aifdxP - apfdx^). 
Hence 
Rhijk = R(ah，ai,aj,ak) = 
= ( 棘 制 ） - 〜 叫 ( 敝 购 ] 
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+ f [ a s a i f ( 餘 5 : 3 〉 - a ^ a h f ( 敞 钟 ] 
+ [ a p f S i f ( 敞 御 + a ^ f a p m 於 购 
- E ( a p f ) 2 ( 敞 树 ] 
= f i d ^ d . f d l - d^d.fd] - d^d^fdl + d^d^fs]] + 
2[a^faif5^ - d^fd.fdl + a h f a / 4 - s^^fa^fa^] 
- - 御 . 
Under the notation in definition 5.3.4., this becomes 
R = (Rhijk) = 8[(df®df)vl] - 4f[V^fvI] - 2|Vf|2[IvI]. (2) 
We then have 
s = I； h i V X i j k = E 厂 X ^ X i j k 
=f-^LZAfCl-n)] + f"^[4n|Vf - 4|Vf - (n^-n) |Vf 
=2(l-n)f'^Af - (n-4)(n-l)f-4|Vf 
Thus, it follows easily that 
Proposition 6.2.2. When n=4, S=0 iff Af=0. 
Therefore, F~ is self-dual if f is harmonic. 
We now express A一 in terms of f as follows. The projection of the 
0⑷- v a l u e d 1 -form T*Q onto the subspace of 0_-valued 1 -form is 
^ a=l 
� 
(note that for all a). Under the isomorphism 0 . ( 4 ) > 
S"(2), this projection corresponds to 
A" = J i ： ' ( 仇 j K 
** a=l 
^ a=l 
Since e^j = a .(log f)dx^ - a^Clog f)dx^ by equation (1). Hence by 
u 
equation (2), we have 
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where 
P = (8df©df - 4fV^f - 2(|Vf1^1). 
Now we choose some f and compute F and YM(G). 2 
If we take f=l, then h is Just the standard flat metric ds and R=0， 
I 2 —2 2 2 2 
A =0. For f =X r" where r . . +X4, A>0, observe that the metric 
h-A^r'^ds^ is Just the pull-back of the flat metric ds^ under the map 
� 2 -2 
XI > X X X 
from R^ into the space |x|=A. Hence R=0 also. The first non-trivial 
2 —2 2 2 
case is f=l+入 r" while Af=0 but f ds is not flat. Then we have 
P = - 4入 V ( r - 2 ) (3) 
O - 6 . 』 . 
r 8x, X .r : 
L (8Xi-2r )r ： i=J • (4) 
2 2 2 
We will denote norms relative to h=f ds by |. |h and to ds by 
l.le. We now compute J | F 一 w h i c h is, by proposition 6.1.4., equal 
to /|F_|》h where v^ and ！；卜 ^ire the volume forms corresponding to e 
and h respectively. We always fix the metric k(A,B)=-tr(ad(A)oad(B)) 
on SU⑵.rt is easy to see that k( i(ra, i<rb)=83ab. Since 、！——> icr^ ^ 
is an Lie algebra isomorphism, Also 
F+ = i(l+*)R = B] = ro Bl 
^ 2 2、 Bt 0 0 0 
and 
*、D I n *、「0 Bl 「0 0' 
F = 乏 = 0 = _Bt 0 • 
Then we have 
|F-丨卜 小 + | F + |。 
= | - 2 E (Rmj)' = I E (Rbij)' 
= ! f ’ P v l | 卜 (5) 
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as |Pvl|^= i tr(P)2+ i ( n - 2 ) ( w h i c h can be easily checked) and 
tr(P)=0 by (3). Hence 
Note that 
= i dy ( where 
1 2 � - 4 
= G IT A • 
If we replace oo by 2入2, then the integral becomes j i Thus, the 
integral over the ball of radius X is half of the integral over 
Therefore, we have 
= 32Tr" = 丨 F-j:. 
r 5入 
We have found an instanton a)=e~ over P^=((R^\{0} )xSU(2) with 
cr*w=A~. It can be extended in the following way. 
Proposition 6.2.3. The trivial bundle P。 and the connection u can 
be extended smoothly across 0 and co to be a non-trivial bundle P over 
S^ with smooth connection. 
P r o o f . ‘ We can change the section cr (which is also called a gauge) 
_ 来 
that the singularity of A =0* w at 0 will be removed. 
Let g:IR\{0}~~> SU(2) be a smooth map, and (r(x)=<r(x)g(x). Let He 
GA(Po) be a gauge transformation such that Ho<r = <r= <rg, and h: P。~~> 
来 
SU(2) be such that H(p)=ph(p). By proposition 5.2.7.’ H w = 
h"^dh + h'^wh. Hence we have 
A~ = flrcj = crHa) = cr (h ^dh + h ^cjh) 
= g ' ^ d g + g ' V g 
as g=ho(r. We want to choose g such that A is smoothly extendable 
across OelR^ We take g:IR\{0}~> SU(2) to be 
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1 「X4 - iX3 -Xg-iXi" 
g ( x ) = 击 . 
Xg-ix^ x^+ixg 
It can be shown by direct computation that 
A" = = ^ E a i ^ v A j xidxJ (7) 
which is clearly smooth at x=0. 
We can show that A actually extends across oo by itself. By (7), we 
have A一= (dg)g'^ = ( 入 “ 广 2 ) (dg)g一^. It is easily seen that g 
-2 
is invariant under the inversion I:xi > x x, and hence so is 
(dg)g一 1. A一 then pulls back via I to ( 入 “ 广 2 ) (入 2 p 2 + i ) r (dg)g-
来 一 -
which is clearly smooth. Thus I (A ) extends across 0, and A then 
extends across • 
We now calculate the Chern number of the associated vector bundle 
E ' = P X S U ( 2 严 2 as follows. 
By definiton, E' is constructed relative to the inclusion 
representation r:SU(2)——> GL(C^). We observe that r®r:SU(2)~~> 
GL ( ) =" GL (Horn C^) decomposes into two represent at ions Ad： SU(2)——> 
2 
GL(Sf/(2)c) and the trivial representation. In fact, every Ae Hom(C ) 
is decomposed uniquely into the form A=zB+wI where z,weC, BeSUiZ). 
Define . Then we have E'®E's Eel. Thus ch(E' ch(E) 
+ ch(l). Since E' and E are reducible to SU(2)-bundles, c!(E')=Ci(E)=0 
by proposition 5.5.5.(2). Let ch(E')=2+kx where x is the positive 
generator of H^(S^), k€Z. We have (2+kx)^= ch(E' ch(E) + l. Then 
ch(E)= 3+4kx, and hence 
4k = ch(E)[S^] = ‘ (8) 
as in the proof of proposition 6.1.5.. By the formula ch = dim + c^ + 
i(ci-2c2) we have C2(E')[S^] = -ch(E')[S” = -k. It follows from 
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2 
equation (7) that for any self-dual connection w on an SU(2)-bundle 
4 
over S , 
K = - C 2 ( E ' ) [ S ” = ^ I N Y ^ ⑶ 
Now take u to be the instanton constructed in proposition 6.2.3. . By 
equation (6) and (9), we get 
Proposition 6.2.4. C2(E')[S” = -1. 
Remark. (1) By (9), we see that those SU(2)-bundles over S^ 
which can carry self-dual connection must satisfy C2(E')[S 
(2) Equation (9) is also true if S在 is replaced by any 
compact, oriented Riemannian 4-manifold. 
In the above, we considered the case of k=l that the function f we 
chose has one singularity. If k=0, then any instanton cj must be flat. 
That is, and hence we can choose f=l. We now realize the general 
case of Chern number -k as follows. 
4 
It is quite natural that we can take distinct points x^, . . . ,Xj^e R 
and f= 1+jf 入f|x-xi「2 which has singularity at x=xi, i=l’...，k. We 
i=l 
2 - 2 
write f*i=入i x-Xj . Then 
P = (8df®df - 4fV^f _ 2|Vf1^1) 
= - 4 2 V^fi + E [8dfi®dfj - 4fiV^fj 一 2<dfi,dfj>el]. (10) 
I i’j 
Setting rj(x)=|x-xi |, we have 
f, = Xy^ ； |dfi|= = ； = ( ^ ) 
Since ffds^ is flat as we discussed before when we were choosing 
non-trivial f, the terms of the sum with i=J in equation (10) vanish. 
Hence by direct computation, we have 
= + 0(r；®) 





near x^ as r j — > 0. R e c a l l equation ( 5 )丨？““丨： = J which is 
true for any f. It follows that 
F -1: = 1 = ( U X ^ ； ^ E + 0(r;6)) 
= ( r f + X? + E + (13) 
J利 
Hence | F 一 i s smooth (and hence bounded) about the x^s. As 
r= XI——> 00, we have 
丨 4 f - 4 | E v 2 f 」 = + 0(r-io) s C r - 8 . (14) 
Thus S 00. Also, by (11), the constant C in (14) tends to 0 as 
、 — 0 . Similar to the above case of f = l + x V ^ , it can be shown that 
A一 (relative to our f here) defined on . . , is the 
pull-back of a smooth self-dual connection w on a SU(2)-bundle P over 
the whole Hence the integral S regarded as a function of 
the variables ；V” ...，入〇 and distinct Xi,...,Xk 运 s\{oo>’ is equal 
to a constant. By equation (9), S |F'|e = 32Tt^N for some N€Wu{0>. In 
fact, we have 
Pronof^ition 6.2.5. S |F"le = 32n\, and hence C2(E')[S^] = -k 
where E'= Px .C^, P is the extension of P。(over . . . , Xj,, «»> ) 
relative to f=l+E/i defined above. 
Proof. Take x / s to be far apart such that if B^ is the ball of 
radius 1 about x^ for each i, then 厂！斤产 e in B^ for J^i, i=l’..’k. 
By (11), (12) and (13), we have 
Jgi = 192xt S ^ y , + A?)-' + 0(e) 
=3271^ + O U i ) + 0(e) 
as e , A i ~ > 0. Let B'=IR\UiBi. By equation (14) and the fact that C in 
(14) tends to zero as X ^ " > 0 for those x in B'’ we have 
JV丨厂丨：一 0 站 入 I — O . 
Hence 
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/ I F 。 卜 丁 B ' l , 丨 卜 V B J , 丨 ： 
=22n\ + J^B'IF一丨：+ k ( O U i ) + 0 ( e ) ) . 
Since the last two terms can be arbitrarily small as tend to zero 
and the fact that = 327r^N for some non-negative integer N. we 
conclude that N=k. • 
In above, we constructed a family of self-dual connections on an 
SU(2)-bundle P over S^ w i t h 。 2 ( ? > < 则 2 广 = _ 乂 . The family depends on 5k 
parameters ；^ , . . . , Ak, x” . . . ’ Xk (note that x.^ eR^ )^ vrith 
f= (1+Ei入^x-Xi「2). Let I: X I ~ > be the inversion. Note that f 
is not invariant under I. In fact 
i * ( f W ) = , [ ( 1 + E々 X - X i「〒 d s 2 ] 
= ( 1 + E 入? |l(X)-Xi|-2)2|x「4 ds2 
-2 „ 2 -2 -2 -2.2 , 2 
= ( | x | + E 1^1 l|x| X-Xi I ) ds . 
If all X产0, then 
* O p _2 „ 2 -2 -2 -2.2 , 2 
I ( f W ) = ( |x| 2 + J] I H X i l Xil ) ds 
by the identity …广！！父厂之-父！广 二 |Xi |2|x-|Xi「^q 广 . I f some Xi=0, 
then only one x^ is zero. We can assume that x^=0. Then 
；Vi|x|一|x丨一2x_Xi|-2 = Hence 
来 9 ? - 2 2 _ 2 - 2 - 2 、 2 , 2 
I ( f W ) = (|x| 2 + Af + J^jXi 丨 I |Xi| x - x j ) ds . 
In any case, is in one of the forms 
[E^ a ^ x - y 丄 〒 d s 2 ； [ 《 + 
These two forms make a family which is invariant under all conformal 
transformations ( that is, translations, dilations and inversions). 
Since self-duality of Riemannian connections is invariant under 
conformal change of the metrics, this family gives a 5(k+l) parameters 
family of self-dual connections. Observe that not all parameters are 
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effective. For example, multiplying f by a constant does not change the 
connection. Hence at most 5k+4 pareraeters are effective. In fact, there 
are 5k+4 effective paremeters only for ki3. For k=l, there are only 5 
effective parameters relative to the BPST instantons; and for k=2, 
there are 13 effective parameters (see Jackiw-Nohl-Rebbi [1】）. 
We naturally ask the question that for k2:3, does the family we got 
capture all self - dual connections? What is the actual number of 
parameters of some family that can do this Job? It turns out, as we 
shall discuss in the next section, that the Atiyah-Singer index theorem 
is needed to answer this question. 
§ 6.3 Moduli of self-dual connections 
Let P——> M be a principal G-bundle, where G is assumed to be a 
subgroup of GL(n;C). Recall that GA(P) is the space of all gauge 
transformations of P (see definition 5.2.1.)’ and tS(P) is tha space of 
all connections on P. By proposition 5.2.2. , GA(P) acts on W) by 
isometries (where W is any finite dimensional vector space with a fixed 
inner product). Also, for any FeGACP), a>€t5(P), 
0 = d(F*a)) + i [F*w,F*a)] = F*(dw + | [a>,w]) = 
Hence we have 
Y M ( F 〜 ） = i | | F V Y = I = Y M ⑷ . 
That is, 
Proposition 6.3.1. YM: tS(P)~~> R is invariant under the action of 
GA(P) on t§(P). 
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In order to study connections on P, especially self-dual connections 
(absolute minima of YM) for our interest, it is natural to consider the 
quotient space TR=t5(P)/GA(P). We want to see whether IR, at least 
locally near some points, has a manifold structure (which is 
necessarily of infinite dimension, say, modeled on some infinite 
dimensional Frechet space. Let 烂(P)+ be the space of all self-dual 
connections on P. We define the space of moduli of self-dual 
connections m+=创P)+/GA(P). We hope that is, near some points in 
it, a submanifold of IR, and we can compute its dimension. 
In this section, we assume the manifold and submanifold structure of 
m and near some points. We shall define the "tangent spaces" and 
"normal spaces” of IR+ at those points and compute the dimension of the 
tangent spaces. 
Definition 6.3.2. Let a)€lS(P). We define the "tangent space" at u 
of the orbit GA(P) FeGA(P)} = : f€C(P, G)} € 1R+ (see 
proposition 5.2.4.) to be 
T CGA(P)-a>] = { %r $(Expts) • w L =o • s€C(P，G)} 
u) at 
= { D ^ S : S € C ( P , G ) } 
(see definition 5.2.5. and corollary 5.2.8. ). Note that T⑴[GA(P”w] c 
A^(P,G). Recall that for T€ A ^ ( P , G ) and S€ C(P,G). we have 
(T,D^s)=(a^T,s). We then define the normal space to GA(P)«w at u to be 
N [GA(P)-a>] = {T€ A^(P,G): 5^T=0} • 
U) 
Define S ={W+T: T€N [GA(P)*W]} be the slice of the action of G A ( P ) 
U) 0) 
on tS(P). We want to ask whether there is a "suitable small 
neighborhood" of u such that every in the neighborhood is 
gauge-invariant to a connection in S以.That is, there exists FeGACP) 
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such that F*ct)'€ S . 
U) 
Let I ={F€GA(P): Since for any Fel , T€ A ^ ( P , G ) , 
(j) CO 
F- (W+T) = W + F*T a n d = F-S^T, 
I fixes S setwisely. Hence we have 
U) CJ 
I acts trivially on S iff no gauge equivalent connections in S . 
0) (J ^ 
Also, if there exists gauge-equivalent connections in S⑴，then S⑴ will 
not parametrize IR even locally at u. Note that if g€ A= center of G, 
then the right multiplication Rg-.P> P is in GA(P). Take feCCP.G) 
with f (p)=g for all p€P. Then by proposition 5.2.7. , f"^df + 
f'^uf = for any w'e tS(P), that is, I . is called a central 
y Ct) y 
gauge transformation. We want to find condition on o) that consists 
only of central gauge transformations. 
Proposition 6.3.3. If o) is irreducible (see definition 5.6.2.), 
then I = {central gauge transformations}. 
0) 
Proof. If u is irreducible, then G= the holonomy group G。at some 
u。. Given any $(f)€ (f€C(P,G)), we have f(u。）€C(G。）s the 
centralizer of G。 (see proposition 5.6.3.). Let f'€C(P,G) such that 
f(u)=f(Uo) for all u€P. Then )= Rf(u^) and )=$(f). Hence 
$(f) is a central gauge transformation. • 
Suppose G is semi-simple (see definition 6.1.1.) and compact. Then 
we have the fact that the center of G must be finite. Hence if u is 
irreducible, then I contains no one parameter subgroup. 
CJ 
Definition 6.3.4. a> is called weakly-irreducible if has no one 
parameter subgroup. 
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Let a>€t5(P)+ be weakly-irreducible. It is easily seen that 
(y€tS(P)+nS iff 奈n⑴'=n⑴'and )=0. 
Let T=a>-(j', then 
= + I ] = dcj + I [w,a>] + dT + [W,T] + I [T,T] 
= , + D � + . [ T ’ T ] . 
Hence 
I F ' i f f + I [ T , T ] ) = 0 
a>'€ S iff = 0 (*) 
U) 
Now let 11——> cj+T(t) be a "smooth" curve in tS(P)+nS with T(0)=0. 
0) 
Substituting it back in (*) and differentiating with respect to t at 
t=0, we have 
(1-*)D ⑴(Tr'(O)) = 0 
(0) = 0. 
Thus, if tS(P)+nS is a submanifold of tS(P), then the tangent space at 
Ct) 
0) is T g ( P ) = {T€ A ^ ( P , G ) : 5^T=0 } . 
Ct) 
We now- compute the dimension of the above tangent space, or 
equivalently, of the submanifold ( that we assume so) where 
the base manifold is with some conditions. 
Theorem 6.3.5. Let P be a principal G-bundle over a self-dual, 
compact, oriented Riemannian 4一manifold with scalar curvature S^O, S5£0, 
where G is semi-simple and compact. Let Ci)€t5(P) be a weakly-irreducible 
self-dual connection. Then the tangent space T S(P) has dimension 
(j) 
2ch(Px^G^)[M] - i dim(G)(:t(M) - sgn(M)) 
where %(M) is the Euler characteristic of M and sgn(M) is the signature 
of M. 
Proof. This result was proved in Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer [1] where 
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the Dirac operator on spinor fields and the A-genus were used together 
with the index theorem. The proof we use here is spinor-free, and the 
Hodge-Theory is adapted. 
Step 0: Form the complexif icat ion and let . 
Recall that A^(E) is the space of all E-valued k-forms on M and 
is the subspace of all ant i-self-dual E-valued 2-forms on M (see 
definition 5.1.6.). Define a differential operator (of order 1) 
T : A、 E ) ~ > A。(E)0A?(E) by 
T ( T ) = 5 ^ T © ( 1 - * ) D ^ T 
for X1(P,GC). Note that A°(E)©A?(E) can be regarded as the 
o 2 
space of sections of the bundle E®(A (M)®A_(M)). 
Step 1: Our first aim is to show that T is elliptic. 
Observe that dim A^(IR^)=4= dim A° dim . Hence for our aim, 
it suffices to show that the symbol <r^(T) is injective. We realize 
A^(M)®A°(E). Then on a local system ((x^),U) of M, take a local 
1 � 1 
section siU——> P. We have the isomorphism A (PXQ<^ C u)——^ A (U, G): 
oci > a defined by 
a(x) = [s(x),a(x)] € Px^G^-
Let a€A (tT (U) ,G^) corresponding to a. Then a = s (a). 
Write a = 2 ocj dx^ € G). By proposition 5.1.8. , we have 
( D 〜 = 研 a i - 研 ( X j + • . … 
= - | h「 " 2嘉 ( | h 丨 〜 i S j ) + … … 
where h is the metric on M. Hence for any ？= J ？jdx^ 6 T ^ M M O } , 7)€ 
a1(Ex)’ 
cri(T)(7,,?) = (-1 h I I h I V ^^ J) ® (1-*) ( I - Ci^Jj) 
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Hence we see that 
(T) = Id^ ® <r 
where 
cr: 7r*A^(M)~> TT*(A°(M)eA?(M)) 
is defined by 
for any S^M, 7)€ A^(M) (SM is the cosphere bundle, n^: SM——> M is 
the projection). Hence 
(T�（7?) = 0 iff <?,T)> = 0 and = Cat?. 
If *C?A7))=?A7j, then I？AT) I % = (^a7))a*(^a7)) =0 where v is the volume 
element for (M,h). It implies that ？a7)=0 and hence t)=c^ for some ceR. 
If moreover V>=0, then c=0 and thus v=0. It follows that cr is 
injective. 
来 来 
Step 2 : We now show that Ker T = 0 where T is the 
adjoint of T. 
For a€A。(E), BeA^CE) and T€A'(E). 
( T * ( a e | 3 ) , T ) = (A⑦ 13 ’T (T ) ) = (A®|3, S'^XEC 
= ( a , + O , ( 1 - * ) D ^ T ) 
=(oc,3〜）+ 2(|3,D"Sr) 
(since = -(D^T,*^) = ( D ^ r , ^ = 
= ( D ^ a + 5^20).T). 
Hence T*(as>j3)二 D。a + 召以之曰.Observe that 
(D"a，30/3) = (D^D^a,^) = (D^(da + uau) + UA(da + WAA),|3) 
=(a(D^a)),3) = (afl^/3) = 0 
来 
as Q^eA^CE) , j3€A?(E) and A二(E)丄 A?(E). Thus if T (a@j3)=0, then 
D"a=0 and 5^3=0. 
Now if D^a=0, then by proposition 5.2.7., we have 
^ ( E x p t a ) - w = ^[(Expta)"^d(Expta) + (Expta)"^w(Expta)] 
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：知[Exp(-ta)d(Expta) + Exp(-ta)w(Expta)] 
=Exp(-ta)da(Expta) + Exp(-ta) (oxx-ow) (Expta) 
=Exp(-ta)D^a(Expta) 
= 0 . 
Hence Expta) constant: $(ExpOa) •Ci)= o). We claim that a=0. For let 
any p€P. Since u) is irreducible, by proposition 6.3.3., {central 
gauge transformations}. It follows that Expta(p)€ center of G for all 
t. Thus [a(p)’A]=0 for any AeG and hence ad(a(p) oad(A)= 0. It 
follows that 0= tr[ad(a(p)oad(A)]= -k(a(p), A) for all AeG which 
implies that a(p)=0. 
If then D^a=0 (by definition of 8^). Hence 
A^^ = ( S V ^ + = 0. 
By corollary 5.4.8., 
( A 、 , 玲 ） = 1 1 严 V + J 玲). 
By the following remark of corollary 5.4.8., we have 3=0. 
Step 3: By above, we have index T = dim Ker T. It is clear 
that dim Ker T = dim T S(P). Hence we need to compute index T. 
0) 
Now define a differential operator (of order 1) T^: A ^ ( M ) ~ > 
A®(M)eAf(M) by 
T^v = 57? © (l-*)d7?. 
Then crjT) = IciE®<ri(To). As T elliptic, we apply the Atiyah-Singer 
index theorem to get 
index T = { (<^"^ch[cri(T) ]) Td(T*M®C)} [M] 
= T d ( T * M ® C ) } [M] 
={ch(E)(余-ich[(ri(T。）]) Td(T*M®C)} [M] 
where 中 is the Thorn isomorphism (see theorem 4.6.3.). 
Now is reducible to SUCdim G)-bundle (as in the proof of 
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proposition 6. 1. 5. ). Hence ch(E)i= Ci(E)= 0 and then ch(E)= dim G + 
ch(E)2. 
- 1 * 
We, by now, assume that the 0-degree part of (pT ch[(ri(To) ]Td(T M®C) 
is 2, which will be proved in the next step. Then we have 
index T = 2ch(E)2 [M】+ dim G (index T。）. 
We claim that index T。= - i (%(M) - sgn(M)). For let bk= dim H^(M,IR). 
By Hodge theory , R) is isomorphic to the space of harmonic 
k-forms on M. Hence relative to this isomorphism, we split 
H^(M, IR) = H^(M, IR) ® H?(M, IR) 
under the star operator on the space of harmonic 2-forms. Denote 
dim H^(M,R) and bl= dim H?(M,IR). Note that for 'any a€H^(M,IR) and 
13€ H?(M,IR), 
2 2 
OCAOC = (XA*a = a. V ; /Sa/S = - 玲 v ； and 
OA曰=一<a, = 一 < 1 3 , a>i; = —jSA^a = —/Saoc = 一 ( X A ^ 
which implies that aA/3=0. Hence 
sgn(M) = sgn ( R ) x H ^ ( M , ( R ) — ^ H、M,IR)) 
(where u is the cup product) 
= s g n ( H^(M,IR) X H ^ ( M , R ) — ^ H^(M,IR)) 
+ sgn ( H?(M,IR) X Hf(M,IR) ^ ) H^(M,IR)) 
= - b;. 
Let bi = dim H^(M,IR). Then 
%(M) = b。 - bi + b2 - b3 + b4 
= 2 - 2bi + bg 
as b4=bo=l, and bi=b3 by Poincar6 duality theorem. Thus we have 
- i (%(M) - sgn(M)) = bi - (1 + b;). 
We Just need to show 
(1) bi : dim Ker T。 ； (2) 1 + b ; = dim Ker T*. 
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» 
For (1), take any a€ Ker T^. Then 5a=0 and (l~*)da=0. Thus 
0 = 5(l-*)da = 5da - 5*da = 5da + 二 5da 
which gives 
0 = \\6af = (d5a,a) ； ||da||^  = (5da,0) = 0. 
That is, a is harmonic and hence is in R). The result then follows 
from the fact that H^(M,IR)c Ker T。 which is trivial. For (2), let 
来 
Ker To. Then d/3o+3jS2=0. Thus 0= 3d玲o=么P。’ sind 玲。 
is constant. It follows that 0= 502= 一 * c i * 玲 2 二 Hence 
is harmonic and ant i — self—dual, that is , jS^ e H一（M, R). Thus we proved 
Ker T*c H'^(M,iR)® H?(M,IR). The other inclusion is trivial. 
Step 4: We now show that the 0-degree part of 
一 i ( c h [ ( r i ( T o ) ] )Td(T*M®C) =2. From definition, the 0-degree part of 
来 
Td(T M®C) is 1. Hence we Just need to show that the 0-degree part of 
<^-i(ch[(ri(To)]), denoted by ] is 2. Let and 
o 2 
F=A (M)c®A_(M)c where the small "c" means the complexif icat ion. Take 
the Thorn class Ue H、T*M)= H、BM,SM) where BM and SM are the co-disc 
bundle and the co-sphere bundle respectively, and the Euler class 
来 来 
X(T M)€ H^(M) (here we realize T Ms TM by means of the metric on M). 
Let 71：BM~> M be the projection and i: ( B M , 0 ) > (BM,SM) be the 
来 来 * 
inclusion where 0 is the empty set. Then n ;c(T M)= i U. We have the 
following commutative diagram 
H°(M) ？ ) H°(BM,SM) = H。(T.M) 
、 ’ 1 i . 
H^(M) H^(BM) . 
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來 来 來 来 来 
TT (KCT M)<^-、ch[<ri(To)])o = TT /C(T M)7r Ig) 
= i * U u iV*Vi(ch[(ri(T。)]2) 
= i . ( U u 7rVi(ch[<ri(To)]2)) 
=i*(ch[<ri(T。)]2) = c h ( / E ) 2 - ch(7r*F)2) 
=7r.(ch(E)2 - ch(F)2). 
柰 
As M homotopic to BM, n is an isomorphism and then 
%(T*M)0'^(ch[(ri(Tj]J = ch(E)2 + ch(F)2. 
来 
We now show that ch(E)2-ch(F)2= 2%(T M). Note that E and F are 
complexif1cat ion of Riemannian vector bundles. Hence we can prove the 
identity by comparing their invariant polynomials evaluating at real 
skew-symmetric matrices. We have the natural representat ions 
r^:S0(4)~~> GL(A。(4)) associated with TM s T*M and r 2 : S 0 ( 4 ) — > 
GL(A^(4)) associated with A^(M). The representation for A。(M)oA?(M) is 
then the direct sum of r^ and r : S 0 ( 4 ) > GL(A?(4)) with 
R(A)=r2(a) I八2⑷.Expressed in terms of the ’ t Hooft matrices TJ^ S 0_(4) 
defined in' § 6.2, the Lie algebra representation of r is Ai > S(A) 
where S(A) is the 3x3 matrix defined by [ A, A ) a b、 S i n c e 
[ A、 ] = [J Ec(A•。元c、] = J (A.。(-2ecab、） 
= I Zg^,c(A.。eabc‘ 
we have 
S(A)ab - Ec I (A.t)eabc. 
In particular, 
I _ 
S(A)i2 = 2 (A•刀3) : Ai2 - A34； 
S(A)23 : A23 "“八14; 
S (A )31 = A31 - A24. 
Thus, for any A€0(4), we have 
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\ trace(-A^)- i trace(-S(A)^) = (Ei^/fj) _ _ (Asa'Ai^)^ 
=2(Ai2A34 + A23A14 + A31A24) 
一 了 y^  c • • • • A • • A« • • 
4 ^(1) I1I2I3I4 I1I2 I3I4 
It gives 
‘ t r a c e ( - A V‘( - S ( A ) 2 ) = E ⑴ 〜 ！ , ！ 。 “ 〜 ！ / ! ] 、 
The result then follows from substituting the curvature form (of the 
Rremannian connection, for example) in the above identity, proposition 
5.5.6. and definition 5.5.7.. • 
We now come back the question asked at the end of § 6.2. We first 
show that 
Proposition 6.3.5. All self-dual connections constructed in § 6.2 
on P——> S^ with k^l are irreducible. 
Proof. Suppose the holonomy group G^ of such an o) is a proper 
subgroup of SU(2). We claim that the dimension of the Lie algebra G。of 
G。is at most 1. For if there are two independent vectors v^, w^e G。, 
then Vj, V2 and [ v^, Vg] are independent. Hence G Q = S ( / ( 2 ) . , Then 
exp: Go~~> SU(2) is surjective which contradicts to G。 g SU(2). By 
proposition 5.6.4., Q^ is G^-valued . By the above claim, the 
representation AchG。~> GLCG^) is trivial. Thus fi^L is invariant 
来 
under G。. It follows that Q〜 = ( 7 r a) | for a unique Go-valued 
"o * o 
2-form a on M. Take any local section <r:USS^~~> P。，we have 
0 = ( A D V ^ ) = /(dfl^ + [ca,n。]) 
」来 r * 来《««>1 , 
=d<r n + [<r w,(r n ] = da 
since (Bianchi identity), and 0* w, <r n" are G^-valued where 
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dim GQ^I. Also, as we have *a= a and 5a=-*5*a =-*da =0. 
Hence 
Aa = (d5 + 5d)a = 0. 
Since by Hodge theory, there is no harmonic 2-form on S . 
Thus a=0 which contradicts that Q⑴.0 for k^l. • 
Now we take M=S^ in theorem 6.3.4. . Then %(M)=2, sgn(M)=0. For any 
SU(2)-bundle P ~ > S^ with C g C P x ^ u ⑵ w e have, by equation (8) 
in § 6.2i )=4k. Hence if a>€lS(P) is weakly-irreducible 
self-dual connection on P, then by proposition 6.3.5. and theorem 
6.3.4., we have 
Corollary 6.3.6. dim T t5(P) = 8k-3. 
u y 
§6.4 Manifold structure for Moduli of self-dual connections 
Before going into construction of the manifold structure of 
moduli, we state some results about the Sobolev spaces of sections of 
vector bundles that are needed. 
Let E——> M be a smooth Hermit ian vector bundle over a compact 
Riemannian manifold. Let D: C°°(E)——> c"(F) be a covariant derivative 
of some connection of the unitary frame bundle U(E), and V®： ——> 
广 b e the covariant derivative determined by the Riemannian 
connection 9 (where ^'^(M) is the (p,q)-tensor bundle of M). Define 
• = D®1 + > C"(E®广q+i(M)). 
For k^O, pil, and f€ c"(E), define 
Iflp,k = C (了 M 丨 • …〜 
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where | is defined via the Hermitian structure of E and the metric 
on M, V is the volume form of M. We define the Sobolev space W^'^(E) 
to be the completion of c"(E) with the norm |. We have 
f€ wP,k(E) iff for any J^k, there exists VjeL^CE®^'"'(M)) 
such that (V*)-'w>y for all w€C®(E®9^, j (M)) where (•*)」 
is the formal adjoint of •」. 
1 
! We say that 7"^f=Vj in the weak (or distributional) sense. 
In the foliowings, M denotes a compact, oriented Riemannian 
n-manifoLd. 
Proposition 6.4. 1. Let E, F be Hermitian vector bundles over M, 
D : C " ( E ) ~ > C⑴(F) be a linear differrential operator of order m. Then D 
has the unique continuous extension 
Dp,k+m: W P , k , E ) 一 wP,k(F) 
for each k^O. If D is elliptic, then there exists a constant 
C>0, depending only on D, p, k, such that if u€L^(E) which has weak 
derivative Du€ W^'^CF). then ue wP,k+®(E) and 
|u|k+m，p S C(|Du|p,k + |u|p,k). 
Proposition 6.4.2. The following inclusions are compact： 
(1) If m < k- - (n=dim M), then c"(E) where 
P 
C®(E) is the Banach space of m-times different!able sections with the 
norm \\. E^^^sup|V^ . ) |. 
(2) If k > m and k- - > m- then 
p q 
Proposition 6.4.3. Let Q: E ^ x E g > E3 be a smooth bilinear map of 
Hermitian vector bundles over M. Then for k > 0：£ J k, Q induces a 
bounded bilinear map wP,k(Ei)x W^'-^CEg)—> U^'-^CE^). 
Proposition 6.4.4. Let D : C " ( E ) ~ > C⑴(F) be an elliptic 
differential operator of order m, and (D*)p,k+in: “ 卩 ， 乂 + “ ⑵ ~ > w'^'^CE) 
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奈， 
be the Sobolev extension of the formal adjoint D (by proposition 
6.4.1. ). Then 
wP’k(E) = Ker D ® ) 
where the subspaces in the direct sum are closed. 
Theorem 6.4.5. (Implicit function theorem) For let 
F:Bj——> Bg be a C^-map between Banach spaces satisfying 
(1) (F.)x:(TBi)x~> (TBg)^ is surjective; 
(2) (TBi)x = Ker((F来）x) ® H where H is closed. 
Then F~^(F(x)) is a. C^-submanifold of B^ in a neighborhood of x with 
tangent space at x being Ker( (F^),^). 
The proofs (or references of proofs) of the above results can be 
found in Cantor [1]. 
In the rest of this section, M denotes a compact, oriented, 
Riemannian 4-manifold which is self-dual with non-negative scalar 
curvature S去0. 
Recall that t5(P)+ is the set of all weakly-irreducible self-dual 
connections on a principal G-bundle P over M. Let E= Px^G. 
Theorem 6.4.6. Let w€ tS(P)+. For 1 ^ p <«, 0 < k <oa and 
p(k+l) >4, t5(P)+nS is a smooth submanifold of + 
wP’k+i(E®Ai(m) in a neighborhood U of w with 
dim (UntS(P)+nSJ = 2ch(Px^G)[M] - i dim G(%(M) - sgn(M)) 
specified in theorem 6.3.5. where T€ A ^ ( P , G ) , 0} 
defined after definition 6.3.2.. 
Proof. Step 1: Define R(T): ( 1-*)D^T) for T€ A ^ ( P , G ) . By 
the discussion after definition 6.3.4., we have 
0) + T € tS(P)+nS iff R(T) = 0. 
0) 
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For T€ VJP，K+i(E®Ai(M)), [T,T]€ ) by proposition 6.4.3. 
(as k+l> I ) and T I ~ > [T ,T]€ ) defines 
P 
a bounded linear map. By proposition 6.4.1., R has the continuous 
extension 
Rp,k+i: wP’k+l(E®Al(M))> wP’k(E®(A。(M)0A?(M)). 
Since Rp ,k+i is the sum of bounded linear maps 3 二 k + i , ( 1 疆 * ) 0 二 让 + 1 
and a bounded quadratic map TI > [T,T] , it is in fact a smooth map. 
Note that the differential of Rp,K+i at T=0 is the linear part of 
which is the So bo lev extension Tp,ic+i of the elliptic 
operator defined in the proof of theorem 6.3.5.’ and we 
* 来 
proved there that Ker T = 0. Take D=T in proposition 6.4.4., we 
have Tp,k+i is surjective; while take D=T in proposition 6.4.4. 
again, it gives the splitting for applying theorem 6.4.5. to Rp,k+i at 
T = 0 . Then R ^ : K + I ( 0 ) is a submanifold of ) in a 
neighborhood U of 0 with 
dim 湖 : d i m Ker T. 
Step 2'r We show that elements in sire actually smooth. 
-1 
For, since T is elliptic, for any element T in Rp,K+i, 
T p,k+l- C( Tp,k+lT p,k+l + T P,k+1) 
= C ( | [ T , T ] |P’K+I + |T|P,K+L) 
^ C(C'|t| 二 + Mp,k+1) 
by proposition 6.4.1. and 6.4.3.. Replacing k by k+1, k+2, ..., we have 
that T€ wP’j(E®Ai(M)) for all J. Hence by proposition 6.4.2.(1), T is 
smooth. 
Step 3; We show that U can be chosen to be small enough such that 
the smooth elements in U are weakly-irreducible. For, TI > 
(D"+T:AO(E)I > A^(E)) extends to a continuous map from 
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W (E®A (M)) to the space B(W (E©A (M))) of bounded linear 
maps. Since D^iW^'^^^CE)~> W^^^CEoA^CM)) is injective by the 
weakly-irreducibility of w, D例 了 jg inject ive for |T|p,k+i< e where e 
is sufficient small. Then U={a)+T： |T|p,k+i< e } is the desired one. • 
We also have 
Theorem 6.4.7. Let CJ€ t§(P) be weakly-irreducible. For 0:s k< 
1< p< 00, and pk >4. There exist constants C ” Cg〉0 such that for 
each T€ wP’k+i(E®Ai(M)) with Mp’k+i< C” there is a unique s € 
W^’紀+i(E) with |s|p k+i< C2 such that 3二,k+i(Exp(s) • (針t)-w) =0. s 
is a smooth function of T. Moreover, s is smooth if T is smooth. 
Proof. See Booss and Bleecker [1] p.383. • 
Remark. By this theorem, we see that every connection cj'e 
创 p)p,k+i in a sufficiently small neighborhood of a)€C(P)+ is 
gauge-equivalent to a connection in 《,k+iT =〇， 
wP,k+i(E®Ai(M))} by an element Exp(s) in GA(P)P,k+2 close to the 
identity (that is, |s|p,k+2 is small). 
Now we want to find conditions such that no two smooth connections 
near a weakly-irreducible w in S are gauge-equivalent. We introduce 
0) 
Definition 6. 4.8. Note that the adjoint representation Ad: G——> 
* 
GL(G) induces a representation r=Ad®Ad :G——> GL(EndG) defined by 
r(g)h = Ad ohoAd -1, g g 
and EndG splits into two invariant subspaces H' = { h € EndG： 
r(g)=Ad ohoAd -1 for all g€G > and H" = H ' l with respect to the 
s s 
inner product on EndG induced from k on G. An element u€ t§(P) is 
said to be mi Idly-irreducible if there is no non-zero element of H" 
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which is fixed by all transformations K g。） a s g。r u n s over the 
holonomy group G。 of w. 
Proposition 6.4.9. (1) irreducible => mildly-irreducible; 
(2) mi Idly-irreducible =» weakly-irreducible. 
Proof. (1) is clear. For (2), let g€ C(G^). Then Ad is 
O 
invariant under all elements in f(GQ), and so is the projection of Ad 
O 
on H". Hence Ad € H" by the mildly-irreducibility of CJ. It follows 
g 
that for any g€G, Ad-Ad A d — i = Ad . That is, Ad-Ad A d — l A d -i = Id. 】 b g g g g g g g g 
ks G connected, Is in the center of G, denoted by Z. Since G 
is semi-simple i Z is discrete. Note that g can be Joined to the 
identity e of G. Hence g€ Z. Thus CCG^) = Z. • 
Remark. In (2), we proved that C(G.)= Z. That is, I only 
“ 0) 
contains R , geZ. Hence I acts trivially on tS(P), and hopefully, we 
g w 
may have that na two connections sufficiently close to w in S will be 
(j) 
gauge-equivalent. 
Let 二 be the set of all mildly-irreducible, self-dual smooth 
+ +'‘ 
connections on P. We want to introduce a smooth atlas on 爪顶约(P) n/GA(P) 
by means of the slices S^, w€ tS(P)二 to make IR二 a manifold. We first 
state the following 
Theorem 6.4.10. Let a)€ g(P) be mildly-irreducible. Then there 
exists C >0 such that if W p W g C t5(P)nS^ with C (i=l,2) 
for pk >4’ and an F€ W^'^'^^CPx^EndCC^)) with F*0)^=0)2> 
then Fe I (that is, F= R for g€ Z, and Wi,=a)«). Moreover, C can be 
0) g ^ 
chosen small enough such that for any w'€ tS(P) with C, 
0)' is mi Idly-irreducible. 
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Proof. See Booss and Bleecker [1] p.386. • 
Now we show 
Theorem 6.4.11. Let M be a compact, oriented, self-dual Riemannian 
4-manifold with scalar curvature S2： 0, SmO. Let TTIP~> M be a 
principal G-bundle with G compact, semi-simple. Then 爪二 has a structure 
of a Hausdorff smooth manifold of dimension 
2ch(E)[M] - I dim G(%(M) - sgn(M)) 
where E=Px^G. 
Proof. For any 0)€ tS(P)二 take pk >4. By theorem 6.4.10., we can 
+ p,k+l 
choose a neighborhood U of o) (€ ^(P) nS ) in the W -norm such 
CJ Ct) 
that the map U⑴ ~ > IR: given by 
I~~> ] = {F.w': F€ GA(P)} 
is injective. Denote the image of U^ in m二 by [ U J . Let (j>^： [ U ^ ] — > 
be the inverse. By theorem 6.4.6. , we can choose U^ small enough such 
that U is a smooth submanifold of We claim that •、gives an 
CJ CJ 
atlas. We need to show that <t> o f 〜,• (p ,([U ]n[U J ) ~ > 0 ([U ]n[U ]) 
(J CJ Ct) li) CJ CJ Cu (jJ 
is smooth if [U ]n[U , 0. Take any a)"€ U , with [(<>"]€ [U ]. Then 
Ct) CJ Ct) u； 
there exists Fe GA(P) such that U • By proposition 5.2.7. and 
to � � 
proposition 6.4.3., it is not hard to show that the map wi > F*o) is 
a diffeomorphism of Hence F-U^, is a smooth submanifold of 
S(P)P’k+i containing F'u>"e U . As U small enough, a neighborhood of 
CJ U) F*w" in F*U , is then contained in the ball of radius C. about w in w 1 
theorem 6.4.7. . By the same theorem again, the map W+TI > 
Exp(s)•(W+T) is smooth which carries this neighborhood of F-w' into 
U . The result then follows. Observe that W+T is equivalent to 
0) 
Exp(s)•(W+T) by theorem 6.4.7.. 
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We omit the proof of the Hausdorff-ness. Reader can refer to 
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